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NOTICES

When Government drawings, specifications, or other data are used for any purpose other
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Government thereby incurs no responsibility nor any obligation whatsoever; and the fact that
the Government may have formulated, furnished, or in any way supplied the said drawings,
specifications, or other data, is not to be regarded by implication or otherwise as in any manner
licensing the hclder or any other perso or corporation, or conveying any rights or permission
to manufacture, use, or sell any patented invention that may in any way be related thereto.
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ABSTRACT

Improvements in the mechanical design of airborne electronic equipment
have not kept pace with advances in electrical design. The resulting major inade-
quacy has been the inability of some equipments to resist a shock and vibration
environment. This book is a guide for the designer of airborne electronic equip-
ment to aid him in designing resistance to shock and vibration into equipments.

Both the the o r e t i c a 1 and practical aspects of shock and vibration are
covered. The discussion of shock and vibration concepts and the philosophical
approaches to shock and vibration problems serve as a foundation for understand-
ing the complete publication. This makes it unnecessary for the electronics de-
signer to have prior shock and vibration knowledge. Environmental data reveal to
the designer the levels of shock and vibration excitation to which electronic equip-
ments are subjected.

* The practical applications of shock and vibration design practices are em-
phasized. The relative susceptibilities of component parts and the effects of the
mounting orientation of component parts in the equipment a r e presented. Also
covered are the design of racks and chassis for best resistance to shock and vibra-
tion and the use of auxiliary means, such as damping or isolation, for either
resisting or changing the environment.

The balance of the design guide considers the test methods and facilities
that can give reasonable assurance that the equipment will eventually be able to
withstand its operational environment. A thorough discussion is given of shock and
vibration simulators and instrumentation as well as the philosophy of performing
laboratory tests.

PUBLICATION REVIEW

The publication of this report does not constitute approval by the Air Force
* of the findings or conclusions contained herein. It is published only for the ex-

change and stimulation of ideas.

FOR THE COMMANDERM

E F.
Lt. Colonel, USAF
Chief, Electronic Components Laboratory
Directorate of Laboratories
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INTRODUCTION

Rapid improvements in the electrical design of electronic equipment have
resulted in phenomenal technological advances. Unfortunately, the mechanical
design of this same electronic equipment has not developed at a like rate. As
equipments became more complex electrically, the more likely became the chances
of equipment breakdown, especially when the equipments were subjected to envi-
ronments where shock and vibration existed.

Recognizing the need for better mechanical design of electronic equipment.
the Electronic Components Laboratory, Wright-Patter-so- Air Force Base. Ohio.
established a project entitled "Vibration and Shock Design Criteria for Airborne
Electronics Equipment." The project was divided into four phases: (1) the accu-
mulation of service environmental data. (2) the correlation of laboratory tests with
service conditions. (3) the evaluation of presently designed equipments. and (4) a
design manual covering the mechanical design of equipment. The fourth and final

phase. the preparation of a design manual, is the program under which this publi-
cation was written.

This design guide is intended for use by electronics designers rather than
by specialists in the shock and vibration field. Therefore. the complexity of the
manual will be limited to the more basic considerations, and no previous under-
standing of shock and vibration phenomena will be required of the reader. The
scope of the design guide. however, is broad in order to give the reader a general
background in all phases of shock and vibration applicable to airborne electronic
equipment.

This manual could not possibly cover specifically all problems confronting
the designer. The approach has been to present a general knowledge of shock and
vibration so that the designer can intelligently solve his particular problem.
Wherever possible. the advantages and disadvantages of techniques, materials.
component parts. test procedures. etc.. are given.

JI

Manuscript released by the authors 19 September 1958 for publication as a WADC
Technical Report.
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SECTION I

THEORY AND PHILOSOPHY

1- 1. GENERAL.

1-2. Designers have made great strides in developing functional circuitry for
electronic equipment. The most advanced electrical designs are worthless, how-
ever, if the equipment fails to perform reliably. Many factors enter into equip-
ment reliability. One of these is the ability- of the equipment to withstand vibra-
tion or shock in its operational environment.

1-3. Vibrations and shocks will impose forces on and will deform any flexible
or elastic structure (sucn as electronic equipments and their individual parts).
The severity of the deformation depends upon the nature an,- intensity of the im-
posed force and the geometrical configuration, total mass, internal mass distri-
bution, stiffness distribution, and damping of the equipment or part structures. If
the structure and all of its components are suitably designed. this deformation will
not produce functional damage.

1-4. The mechanical requirements of airborne electronic equipment should be
recognized early in the design stage of the equipment. The premise that a shock
"and vibration problem can be resolved by installing mounts under the equipment
after it is built is invalid. This does not imply that mounts are no longer useful or
have no place in design. but rather that they are only one mathod. and if used.
should be considered not as an afterthought. but as part of a mounting system best
suited for a particular equipment in an intended environment. Also. it must be
emphasized that isolators are not- a universal solution to all shock and vibration
problems.

1-5. The importance of testing during the stages of designingthe equipment can-
* not be overemphasized. Although many words can be written concerning the de-

sign of equipment to withstanid a shock and vibration environment, all situations
cannot be covered, and those cases which are covered are often so complex that
the discussion is necessarily simplified. Furthermore. data on the resistance to
shock and vibration of component parts will be far from complete and the inherent
resistance will change with the mounting method used. Throughout the equipment
design stages. testing serves an important function in evaluating component parts.
determining natural frequencies. and uncovering poor or borderline designs.

1-6. FUNCTION OF THE DESIGN GUIDE.

1-7. The primary functions of this design guide are to make the designer aware
of the need for considering the effects of shock -and vibration. anad to provide the
designer, whose specialty lies in another field, with the benefit of the experience
of others. acquired through the design of good and bad equipment. The informa-
tion provided in this manual will not ensure reliable electronic equipment; this the
designer can achieve through an appreciation of the problem and by relating tMe
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knowledge he gains from this manual to the other considerations of equipment de-
sign.

1-8. Many persons other than the designer have need for an understanding of
shock and vibration. For example. the best efforts of a designer can sometimes
be voided by the i a s t a 11 a t io n technique. A short lead of heavy cable from the
equipment to a source of excitation can transmit vibration to an extent that isolation
mounts will be bypassed. It is hoped that this publication will prove of value to the
following personnel:

a. Designers of airborne electronic equipment.
b. Designers of electronic component parts.
c. Government project engineers concerned with the development and pro-

curement of reliable electronic equipment.
d. Installation personnel.
e. Reliability engineers c on c e r n e d with evaluating and troubleshooting

equipment. and determining the cause of equipment failures.

1-9. This publication is not expected to be of major interest to the engineer who
specializes in shock and vibration, since, in most cases, the complexity is limited
to considerations of primary value to electronics engineers or designers. installa-
tion engineers, and reliability engineers.

1-10. The reader should consider this publication as a guide and not a bible. The
design methods are not set down as inflexible laws nor are they intended to super-
sede any specification requirements. The complexity of the shock and vibration
problem is such that each design must be considered as somewhat of a special
case, and the design must take into account the requirements for the equipment
and the specific environment to which it will be subjected.

1-11. VIBRATION AND SHOCK DEFINED.

1-12. Shock and vibration is a composite term used to describe an environment
under which equipment must operate successfully. Although shock and vibration

* are treated as separate and distinct phenomena in the literature and are tested for
* by different procedures. actually. in some areas, the distinction between the two

is not immediately evident. The difference between periodic vibration and a tran-
sient shock motion is obvious. Much less obvious. however, is the existence of
any basic differences between random vibration (which is not periodic) and shock.

* .For the sake of discussion, however, shock and vibration are treated differently in
all respects. In those areas where they do overlap, vibration is considered as sus-
tained excitation and shock as intermittent.

1-13. VXBRATION. Vibration is more easily defined than is shock, although the
word vibration, used alone. is often thought to mean only a steady-state or periodic
motion. The American Standards Association definition of vibration states that it
is "the variation, usually with time, of the magnitude of a quantity with respect to
a specified reference, when the magnitude is alternately greater and smaller than
the reference." .

1-14. -In the study of kinetics., the principal form of vibration treated is motion
that is steady-state or periodic in nature. The most elemenetal form of steady-
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state vibration is simple harmonic motion. Simple harmonic motion* can be iden-
tified by any two of the four parameters: frequency amplitude of excursion. veloc-
ity and acceleration (the other two can be calculated). Figure 1-1 shows the re-
lationship between frequency. double amplitude** and acceleration. If double
amplitude remains constant. the acceleration increases as the square of the in-
crease in frequency. Likewise. increasing the excursion while the frequency re-
mains constant r e s u 1 t s in a proportionately higher acceleration. Any periodic
motion may be considered to consist of motions at one or more frequencies, with
the motion at each frequency being harmonic. A steady-state vi b rat i on may be
completely defined by designating the frequency or frequencies. the maximum value
of the harmonic variable at each frequency. and the phase relationships that exist
between the component haxrmonic motions. The harmonic variable ma y be ex-
pressed in terms of displacement. velocity, or acceleration.

1-15. Two other types of vibration are termed random and white-noise vibration.
They differ from one another, although the two terms are often used synonymously.
Random vibration differs from steady-state vibration in that the amplitudes at the
component frequencies vary randomly with respect to time. White-noise vibration
has no defined component frequencies: both frequencies and amplitudes may vary
randomly with time and power spectral density is constant over the bandwidth.

1-16. SHOCK. The meaning of the term shock is vague. Shock connotes a rapid
change of load. or a rapid change of acceleration with a resultant change of load.
A shock motion cannot be defined by giving numerical values to established param-
eters; it can be defined only by describing the history of a significant parameter.
such as acceleration, velocity or displacement. The ASA definition for shock is
"Mechanical shock cccurs when the positicn of a system is significantly changed.
in a relatively short time in a nonperiodic manner. It is characterized by sudden-
ness and large displacements and develops significant inertial forces in the sys-
tem."

1-17. In order that the designer be cognizant of the fundamental theories upon
which he must base his design considerations, brief discussions of vibration and
shock are presented. Electrical analogies are presented so that the designer can
relate his knowledge of electrical theory to mechanical theory. A more detailed
theoretical treatment of shock and vibration is given in the Appendix.

1-18. BASIC VIBRATION THEORY.

1-19. A vibrating s y st e m must have two characteristics: inertia and a force
which tends to restore equilibrium. Any mass restrained by an elastic support is
able to vibrate. If the mass is forced from its static equilibrium position, poten-
tial energy is given to the elastic support. When the mass is released, the force
due to elasticity will accelerate the mass toward the original (static equilibrium)
position. As the mass reaches the static equilibrium position with a finite velocity.
the mass' inertia will carry it beyond this point until the elastic forces decelerate
the mass to zero velocity. At that time. the mass is n'ain displaced from its

" The motion variea sinusoidally.
"* Double Amplitude is the excursion from one extreme of a harmonic motion to

the other.
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original position, and is again forced back by the elastic support. The mass agAln
passes the original position and continues to move back and forth (vibrate) until
the energy imparted to the system is dissipated through internal friction of the
elastic support or by some other damping means. The frequency of oscillation
about the equilibrium position depends on the elastic modulus of the support, the
mass, and upon the amount of damping. (In most systems, the frequency of oscil-
lation is not changed appreciably by damping.)

1-20. SINGLE-DEGREE-OF- FREEDOM SYSTEM.

1-21. The number of degrees of freedom is the number of variables of the system
which must be fixed to define the system completely. In a single-degree-of-free-
dom system, all the variables (e.g., time, displacement, spring force, etc.) are
interdependent. By assigning a value to one parameter (variable), the values of all
other parameters become fixed.

1-22. FREE VIBRATION. A single-degree-of-freedom system will exhibit the
simplest type of vibration. This vibration can be either free or forced. Free vi-
bration is the motion of the mass without external excitation. The following is a
discussion of free vibration in a single-degree-of-freedom system.

1-23. The single-degree-of-freedom system is illustrated (figure 1-2) by a mass
hanging from a spring, in which the only possible motion is along the vertical axis.
Under static (equilibrium) conditions, the spring will be extended a given amount
depending on the spring stiffness* and the weight of the mass. Figure 1-2 shows
this configuration and the forces acting on the weight when the weight is displaced
(moved) from the static equilibrium position. If the weight is displaced from the
statio equilibrium position a distance yo and is then released, it will oscillate. The
equation of motion may be written as a sum of forces, taking the downward direc-
tion as positive.

"SF = Ma wherea= M = mass
-k (a + y) + W = My y = acceleration
-k S-ky + W = My W = weight = Mg

But W = k 8 and therefore: a = static deflection = W,/k
-ky = My k = spring constant

and = -(k/M)y: yo = initial displacement

setting wt = k/M. y = location on Y axis

y= - y t = time

and upon integrating.
* y = Yosinwt

this is the equation of a simple harmonic motion whose frequency (fn) in cycles
per second is equal to w /2 , and whose maximum displacement equals yo. If no

Spring stiffness is the ability of the spring to resist deformation. The measure
of spring stiffness is the spring constant k, the force required to produce unit
deflection; a spring deflected 2 inches by 4 pounds would have a spring constant
k (4 lbs/2 inches) of 2 lbs/inch. Spring flexibility is the reciprocal of stiffness
and is expressed in units of inches per pound.
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clauding is asstmed, the vibration in-

duerg by p ditinto the myat s and theinita

dcdbdspainthmasadte (.,..,/.•.,...,.,.-,,1releasing it would continue indefinitely i

and the displacement (y) of the mwass
plotted against time (t) would be a sine
curve as in figure 2-3a. If damping Isincluded in the system, the potential en-.

ergy Itrs into the system by the initia
displacement of tn mass would be notgz •,,uall'y dissipated. The excursion of -- '

tthe mass in this system for duccessive t
cycles would decrease as in figure L .
1-3b. It should be pointed out that fn
dependi only upon mans and k anid not ,

upon weight. Weight determines only
the static equilibrium position.

1-24. FORCED VIBRATION. Forced ÷y
vibration is defined as the excitation of!

vibration of the mzss through vibratory w F
motion of the support. The vibration
frequency of the mats is determined by ST SPRING LENGTH WITH NC WEIGHT.
the vibration frequency of the support. * D STATIC EQUILIBRIUMSTheampltud uf onsant steay-sate) • -DISPLACEMENT FROM STATIC EQUILIBRIUM
The amplitud of constat (steady-state) W WEIGHT a Mg.
forced vibration depends on the ratio of F a TOTAL SPRING FORCE 9 K (6 + y)

the natural frequency of the mass- spring Y z- AXIS ALONG WHICH MOTION OCCURS
system to the frequency of the forcing
vibration. Solution of the differential Figure 1-2. Single-Degree-of-
equation of motion fcr the forced vibra- Freedom System
tion system gives the following expres-
sion for the amplitude rA vibration of
the mass:

A r

=nI

A = amplitude of forced vibration
X = amplitude of exciting force
f, = frequency of erciting force

n = 77 = natural frequency
of mass-spring
system

The ratio Ais termedi • ~~1--(r'/f J"n" )I

transmissibility and may be considered
to be a magnification factor. If the ratio
A:X is plotted against the exciting fre- Figure 1-3. Plot of Motions of
quency expressed in t e r m s of natural Undamped and Damped
frequency. the curve of figure 1-4 re- Vibrations
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suits. The curve shows that whenever the exciting frequency Is less than the natu-
ral frequency (f <Kfn), the magnification is one or greater; and as the exciting fre-
quency approachen the natural frequency (resonance) the magnification of the dis-
placew. nt increases rapidly to a theoretically infinite value. Above resonance

(f, >fn), the magnification decreases as the exciting frequency (fk) increases, the
magnification being 1 at a frequency ratio of 1.414, or more precisely - Fig-
ure 1-4 also shows that, above resorance, the curve is negative; this indicates that
the exciting force is 180 degrees out of phase with the motion of the mass. This
phasing is usually not important; the curve, therefore, is plotted as if all values
were positive (see figure 1-5). Although magnification at resonance is theoretically
infinite, all actual devices have inherent damping. The two dotted curves (a and b)
oi figure 1-5 show the effects of damping; curve a exhibits less damping than does
curve b.

1-25. VIBRATION ISOLATION. As discussed, when the ratio of the forcing ire-
quency to the natural frequency Is above 1.414, the response amplitude is less
than the exciting amplitude. This lessening of amplitudes is called isolation, and
it Is on this principle that vibration isolators depend. However, referring to fig-
ure 1-5, examination of the portions of the curve below a frequ ancy ratio of 1. 414

', WA- .-r TR 58-363 8
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shows that in this region, the response of an isolator-mounted body is greater than
the amplitude of the forcing frequency. A forcing frequency equal to the natural
frequency of a body on its mounts will produce a particularly large response. It
may be seen from the figure that the frequency ratio at which maximum response
occurs depends upon the amount of damping. The greater the damping, the lower
the resonant frequency. The shift in resonant frequency due to damping is usually
very slight and for most cases the resonant frequency of a damped system may be

taken to be 1 -j 7 Section V discusses the effects of damping more fully.

1-26. The action described by the curve of figure 1-5 can be reproduced with a
weight suspended by a rubber band. By holding the free end of the rubber band,
the essential parts of a forced single-degree-of-freedom system are obtained. If
the support (the hand) is moved up and down very slowly, the weight will follow
closely, and its motion will be in phase with the motion of the hand. If the fre-
quency of the hand's motion is increased, the motion of the weight will increase
until the frequency of the hand's motion approximates the resonant frequency of the
rubber band and weight system. At resonance, the motion of the weight will be

3-------- ----------------------

/'

I in

-II

I I
a.'I fl

0 II •_ _

I ' - -n --

RATIO OF EXCITING FREQUENCY TO NATURAL FREQUENCY

Figure 1-5. Trasmissibaity Curves for an Undamped and

Two Damped Systems'
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much greater than the motion of the support (the hand). If the frequency of hand
motion is increased above this point, the excursion of the weight will decrease and
it will be out of phase with the hand motion, and at high frequencies of hand motion,
the weight will appear to stand still.

1-27. MULTI-DEGREE-OF- FREEDOM SYSTEM.

1-28. In a multi-d.-gree-of-freedom system, more than one parameter (position
of mass, force on spring, etc.) must be known to define the whole system. The
single-degree-of-freedom system, which hae only one natural frequency, is useful
for explaining vibration, but it is seldom encountered in practice. In most appli-
cations, a multi-degree-of-freedom system exists. The many degrees of freedom
may be coupled or uncoupled. In a multi-degree-of-freedom system, the system
will have a natural frequency for each possible mode of vibraticit. If vibration in
one mode does not affect vibration in the other modes, the vibration is said to be
uncoupled. Conversely, if vibration in one mode affects vibration in another mode,
the two vibrations are said to be coupled.

1-29. UNCOUPLED DEGREES OF
FREEDOM. A system having uncoupled
modes of vibration is shown in figure

o. 1-6a. If the mass i's rotated about its
center of gravity so that one spring is

SI compressed while the other is stretched,
upon release, the mass will vibrate in a

k rotational mode. If the mass is pressed

downward so that both springs are com-
pressed equal amounts, the mass will
vibrate vertically in a translatory mode

CENTER OF GRAVITY when the mass is r e 1 e a s e d. In this
simple case, since the mass is balanced

k =SPRING CONSTANT on the springs, the motion of vibration
in one mode does not affect the motion
of vibration in the other mode; the two

MOUNTS natural frequencies, one in rotation and

the other in translation, are said to be
uncoupled. In figure 1-6b, the center of
gravity is displaced from the geometri-
cal center of the mass, but the spring
arrangement is such as to compensate

b. for this. T hi s configuration will also
demonstrate uncoupled vibration.

k2 1-30. COUPLED DEGREES OF FREE-
kj k DOM. Systems with coupled natural

"-------- 40.frequencies are shown in figures 1-7a
and 1-7b. In either of these systems,

Figure 1-6. Systems with Uncoupled if the mass is pressed vertically down-
Natural Frequencies ward and released, the reactions of the

springs are such as to produce a mo-
ment around the center of gravity. Vibration of the center of gravity in one mode
will be accompanied by vibration in the other mode. In each of the two depicted
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configurations, there are two natural
frequencies, one in which translation is
the predominant motion, and one in .
which rotation is the predominant mo-
tion; and these two coupled frequencies
will not be the same as the frequencies
when uncoupled. In all cases, the high- /2
est coupled natural frequency will be

higher than the highest uncoupled natu-
ral frequency and the 1 o w e s t coupled
natural frequency will be lower than the
lowest uncoupled natural frcquency. Al-
though the illustrations used are two- • CENTER OF GRAVITY
degree-of-freedom systems, systems k :SPRING CONSTANT
with higher degrees of freedom are R=DISTANCE BETWEEN
probable. MOUNTS

1-31. ELECTRICAL ANALOGY FOR
VIBRATION.

1-32. The behavior of a mass-spring
system in mechanical vibration is simi- b.
lar to the behavior of an alternating-
current LC circuit. In the mechanical
system, a mass has i n e r t i a which is 2
evidenced as a force that resists any k
change in the velocity of the mass; in
an electrical system, an inductor ha s
electromotive force which opposes any
change in current. As a spring will Figure 1-7. Systems with Coupled
store mechanical energy when subjected Natural Frequencies
to a force and will return part of that
energy if the holding force is lessened, a capacitor will store electrical charge
when subjected to a voltage and will release a portion of the charge if the voltage
is lessened. An LC circuit behaves like a mass-spring system in that the combina-
tion of the abilities to store kinetic energy and to store potential energy produces a
system which will oscillate at a natural or resonant frequency during energy trans-
fer between the kinetic storage component and the potential storage component.
When a sinusoidal voltage is applied to a series LC circuit, the current flow will
vary with the frequency of the applied voltage, reaching a peak (resonance) when
the applied frequency is equal to the circuit natural frequency.

1-33. This analogy may be demonstrated mathematically. In a series RLC cir-
cui,. a summation of voltage drops around the circuit gives:

-'eLi + Hi + q/C =Vmsiv 27rft
Substituting q for 1:

"Lj + Rq + (1/C)q = Vmsin ZTft (1)

The differential equation of motion for a viscously damped single-degree-of-free-

dom mechanical system is
My + ck' + ky = X0 sin21ft (2)
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The similarity between equations (1) and (2) is obvious with inductance analogous
to mass. resistance analogous to the v i s c o u s damping coefficient. capacitance
analogous to spring flexibility which is the reciprocal of stiffness, voltage drop
analogous to force, and current analogous to velocity. In the same w~y in which
a mechanical system has a natural frequency of vibration:

f -=T[" 1

so does the series circuit have a resonant frdquency:
1

fr 2 7 ITf

which is in keeping with the analogies stated above.

1- 34. BASIC SHOCK THEORY.

1-35. Shock has been defined in many ways, but all definitions include the concept
of suddenness or transience. From a materials viewpoint, shock might be con-
sidered to be a rapid change in stress such as might result in the walls of a pipe

¶ subjected to water hammer. However. in the field of airborne electronics, the
shocks received by an equipment are usually in the form of a motion of the air-
frame or rack which holds the equipment. Therefore, shock is variously described
as a sudden change in velocity, a transient displacement, or an acceleration ex-
perienced over a short time interval. The concept of suddenness as a requisite for
shock is important. No matter which parameter. displacement. velocity, or ac-
celeration, is used in defining shock, the implication of sudden change in acceler-
ation is always present. Acceleration by itself does not constitute shock; a struc-
ture subjected to steady-state acceleration, although under a static acceleration
load, cannot be considered to be undergoing shock. The time duration of a shock
pulse is important since it helps in determining ihe way in which a structure will
react to that pulse.

1-36. Dimensionally. any shock motion may be completely described by a time
history of either displacement, velocity, or acceleration. Although theoretically
an equation might be written for a shock motion, actual shock motions are usually
complex and the customary method of describing the time function of the motion is
graphical. For example, figure 1-8 might represent a typical acceleration versus
time curve. There are an infinite number of possible shock motions since the mo-
tion may vary in pulse shape. time duration, and peak acceleration.

1-37. INSTANTANEOUS VELOCITY CHANGE OF SUPPORT. To illustrate the
concept of shock, consider the simple case of the mechanical system shown in fig-
ure 1-9. The system consists of a small mass B connc,-ted to the support A by a
flexible member (spring). Figure 1-10 sho's the velocity of the support and the
mass when the support is given an instantaneous velocity upward. As the support
moves with its acquired velocity, the spring compresses due to the inertial force
of the mass B. Although the mass begins to accelerate due to the spring force, the
spring continues to compress until, at time t,. the mass has been accelerated to
the velocity of the support. At this point, although the velocity of the mass is equal
to the ,elocity of the support, the spring is compressed and will continue to accel-[ ~eratfe the mass toward the static equilibrium position. The mass will vibrate with
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free vibrations relative to the support
abcut the static equilibrium position un- so
til the energy which the spring obtained
in accelerating the mass to the support
velocity is dissipated through damping. r

z

1-38. Figure 1-11 shows the displace-
ment curves for the support and mass
when the support instantaneously ac-
quires an upward velocity. The abso-
lute motion of B is the sum of the mo- 0 5 to

tion of the support A and the motion of MIL.ISEoNOS
B reiative to A. The spring will be
damaged if the relative motion of B to Figure 1-8. Plot of Shock Motion
A becomes excessive. The amount of
this relative motion (spring deflection)
is proportional to the force on the mass
B. This force, neglecting the weight of
B, is an inertial force. Therefore, the
maximum spring deflection will occur
concurrently with the maximum accel-
eration of B.

1-39. The stress in the spring is pro-
portional to the deflection of the spring
and, therefore, the maximum stress is
proportional to the maximum relative
motion between A and B. This might
appear to lead logically t6 the conclu- A
sion that the stiffer the spring, the less
chance of breakage but this is not nec-
essarily true. Th i s may be s e e n by
looking at the motion in another way. Figure 1-9. Simple Mechanical
At the time the support acquires its ve- System
locity, B is not moving and hence must
acquire kinetic e n e r g y which must be
transferred from the spring which
stores it in the form of potential energy. ---

The energy stored in a spring Is equal
to the area under the force-deflection
curve. Figure 1-12 shows force-de-
flection c ur v es for two springs with /
spring S1 stiffer than spring St. Spring / ,
S2 can store more energy than can
spring Sfor the same compressive I
load although a larger deflection is re- "
quired to do it. For the same deflec-
tion, the s t i f f e r spring oan store the
most energy. Figure 1-10. Instantaneous Velocity

Change of Support and Residtihg
1-40. SEMISINUSOIAL ACCELERA- Motion of Mass
TION OF SUPPORT. in the above dis-
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Figure 1-12. Effect of Spring
Figure 1-11. Displacement Curves Constant on Energy Storing
for Motions Shown in Figure 1-10 Capacity

cussion it was assumed that the velocity change of the support A was instantaneous,
but this assumption is not a very practical one. The effect of time duration of the
shock pulse can be illustrated most simply by considering the effect of an acceler-
a'ion pulse which is semisinusoidal in nature upon a single-degree-of-freedom
system similar to that in figure 1-9. The shock pulse, shown in figure 1-13, may
be defined mathematically in terms of acceleration by the following expressions:

= a sinft for O(t t

y 0O forj.<•t

where acceleration of the support at any time t.
a = maximum acceleration of support
fl = circular frequency, radians per second

The equations for the velocity and displacement of the supports can be found by
successive integrations of the acceleration equations.

1-41. The maximum acceleration of the mass B when the support A is subjected
to the semisinusoidal acceleration pulse depends upon the ratio of the time dura-
tion of the pulse to one-half the natural period of the spring-mass system. When
the pulse duration is less than half of the half natural period of the system, the
maximum acceleration of the mass is less than the maximum acceleration of the
support. When the pulse duration is greater than half but less than five times the
half natural period of the system, the maximum a c c e I e r a t i o n of the mass is
greater than the maximum acceleration of the support, with the highest accelera-
tion of the mass being approximately 1.75 times the maximum acceleration of the
support. When the pulse duration is greater than five times the half natural per-
iod of the system, the maximum acceleration of the mass is almost equal to the
maximum acceleration of the support.

1-42. VELOCITY CHANGE AS SUPPORT COMES TO REST. At the completion
of the semisinusoidal acceleration pulse discussed above, the velocity of the sup-
port had changed from what it was originally. If the support originally had a ve-
locity which was reduced to zero by the acceleration pulse, no further shock mo-
tion will occur. In many cases, however, the support is initially at rest and the
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DISPLACEMENT first acceleration pulse is closely fol-
lowed by a second motion which brings

Ithe support to rest. The time at which
I the second pulse occurs determines the

VELOCITY,- effect of this pulse on the motion of the

I •mass relative to the support. Assume
ALTNthat the support has acquired a velocity• CLERTMas in figure 1-11 and that the support

a. velocity is later reduced to zero as in

"figure 1-14. If the half natural period
0 o of the spring-mass system is r and if
_ the velocity of the support is arrested
0 when t = 2r, there is, at that instant,

no displacement of the mass relative to
the support and the absolute velocity of

I the mass is zero. Since the velocity of

the support is reduced to zero at the

T • moment that the velocity of the mass
becomes zero, there is no relative ve-

TIME locity. A new time interval may thus be
Figure 1-13. Shock Pulse considered to start at time t = 2"T for

which the initial conditions are zero
relative displacement and zero relative velocity. Displacement-time curves for
the support and mass are indicated respectively by A1 and B 1 in figure 1-14. As-
sume now that the velocity of the support is reduced to zero at t = 3"r *. The ve-
locity of the mass is then twice as great as the initial velocity of the support. The
displacement of the mass relative to the support is zero. Free vibration will con-
tinue, therefore, with ft-tce the initial amplitude. Displacement-time curves for
the support and mass are indicated respectively by A2 and B2 in figure 1-14.

1-43. ELECTRICAL ANALOGY FOR SHOCK.

1-44. Assumingthat aconstant current
is flowLg in the theoretical circuit of
figure. 1-15a, the pure inductance L will
have a steady-state magnetic field sur-
roundihg it. There will be no current
flow in the left branch of the parallel •
circuit, hence there will be no voltage /
drop across the resistance R. Further-
more, since the inductance is pure and ,- g?82 1 I A2
has no voltage drop across it, there will W 1
be no charge on the capacitor. If the , A3 ,A 2 /W
switch S is opened, the flux field around "
"the inductor collapses, and in so doing (n
creates an emf which causes current to 0

flow and to charge the capacitor. When 2 2 3r

the magnetic field has disappeared, the TIME

capacitor will discharge through the in-
ductor in the opposite direction, cre-

Figure 1-14. Effect of Subsequent
* An odd number of half cycles. Velocity Change
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ating a new magnetic field which is re-
versed in polarity from the original. -S
The electrical oscillations will continue k

at a frequency of +

-R L

-1 1J 4LCLC ••'-L 4L2  
_ _

until the energy left in the inductor when b

the switch was opened is dissipated by
the resi;stor. Figure 1-15. Electrical Circuit and

Mechanical System for
1-45. •This excitation of the resonant Shock Analogy
circuit by a sudden change in current is
analogous to the excitation of the mechanical system of figure 1- 15b by a sudden
velocity change. Assuming that the mechanical system is approaching the flvor at
the end of a free fall, the mas's M has inertia just as the indicator of figure 1-15a
had a magnetic field; the cantilever beam k is unloaded just as the capacitor of
figure 1-15a was uncharged; and the dashpot is exerting no force just as the re-
sistor caused no voltage drop. When the mechanical system strikes the floor, the
support velocity abruptly drops to zero just as the "supporting" current dropped to
zero when the switch was opened. The energy of the mass is expended in bending
the canfilever beam. and the mass vibrates at the natural frequency until the energy
is dissipated in the dashpot. The same analogies of mass-inductance, flexibility*-
capacitince, velocity-current, etc, hold for this case just as they did for viscously
damped free vibrations.

1-46. RANDOM VIBRATION.

1-47. Random vibration consists of a continuous spectrum of frequencies rather
than the distinct harmonics of any single fundamental frequency. The amplitude
varies in a random manner, and. consequently. the amplitude at any time cannot
be predicted. This type of randomness is illustrated for a single frequency in fig-
ure 1-16a. Although the peak acceleration at any time cannot be predicted. if the
variation is truly Gaussian. the probability that the acceleration will be a certain
value can be expressed mathematically and therefore it can be plotted as a curve.
as shown in figure 1-16b. This curve, known as a Rayleigh distribution. is a plot
of the probability of occurrence of a given value of peak acceleration versus that
value.** The ordinate of figure 1- 16b is peak acceleration expressed in multiples
of the root-mean-square (rms) value of the acceleration. The probability that the
peak acceleration will not exceed a given value is equal to the area under the curve
between zero and that value. A probability of one is certainty, and the area under
the Rayleigh distribution curve is one when integrated between zero and infinity.
Tliis means that in a Rayleigh distribution, while all of the values must fall within
the curve, there is a small probability of occurrence of very high (theoretically
infinite) peak accelerations.

* of the beam
** This statement is a simplification and is not precisely correct. The Rayleigh

distribution is covered more completely in the Appendix.
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Figure 1-16. Random Vibration at a Single Frequency

1-48. Ordinarily, random vibration is more complex than the single frequency
shown in figure 1-16a; this random-amplitude, single-frequency vibration is char-
acteristic of the response of a single-degree-of-freedom structure to the complex
random vibration, with the frequency of the response being the resonant frequency
of the structure. It is also similar to the response of a bandpass filter with the
frequency of the response being the center frequency of the filter. The bandpass
filter is analogous to the high Q single-degree-of-freedom structure. The Rayleigh
distribution depends upon the rms value of the acceleration and is independent of
the frequency.

1-49. ACOUSTICAL ENERGY.

1-50. The noise generated by jet and rocket engines is another form of excitation
that can result in the fatigue failure of airborne electronic equipment. The high
levels of sound impinge on the aircraft skin, and the sound energy is converted to
mechanical energy that can eventually reach the equipment in the form of vibration.
The sound, generally attenuated when it reaches the equipment compartment, can
also impinge directly on the equipment. The following discussion of the nature of
sound is intended to serve as background information for the frequent references
to sound energy th' ughout the book.

1-51. A sound wave is a fluctuation in pressure transmitted through an elastic
f medium. A pressure change in an elastic medium is always accompanied by a

change in particle position, particle velocity, and density of the medium, and a
change in any of these is always accompanied by a change in pressure. A sound
wave, therefore, could a l so be defined as a propag .-d change in any of these
parameters. Progressive wv te sound consists of successive sound waves
(pressure fluctuations) moving through a medium. For progressive wave sound
of a constant frequency, the pressure gradient along the line of propagation at

| * any time will be as shown in figure 1-17. In figure 1-17a, the sound is assumed
to be made up of plane progressive waves, and there is only a slight decrease in
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peak pressure w it h distance from the
source. In figure 1-17b the wave fronts (o) PLANE WAVES

are spherical and the peak pressure
drops much more rapidly with distance ,
from the source. , , A, ,, '/l\ • I\ ,/1\ ' /\ ,AM81ENT

1-52. Plane progressive wave propa-. PRESSURE

gatlon, then, is a wave phenomenon in
which the variable is pressure. As

sound moves through the atmosphere,
each portion of the air is alternately
compressed and expanded. Sound- in
air caýi originate with a vibrating body AMBIENT
which I m p a r t s energy to the adjacent PRESSUE

a i r as in a loudspeaker, stringed in-
strument, or squeaking door hinge. It
can also result from a combustion/ process inwhich, due to uneven burning,
rapid pressure fluctuations exist in the
gaseous combustion p r o d u c t s as in a (b) SPHERICAL WAVES
blow-torch or rocket motor, or fromI mechanically c a used pressure varia- Figure 1- 17. Pressure Gradient for
tions as in an air stream which is rap- Single-Frequency Sustained Sound
idly chopped.

1-53. A localized high pressure area in an elastic medium is contained only by
the forces exerted on the area by the surrounding material. A pressure wave
moves through a material by a transfer.of energy from the high pressure area to
the adjacent material and, as in mechanical vibrations, the speed of energy trans-
fer depends upon the inertial properties of the material receiving the energy and
the flexibility of the transfer medium. The speed with which a sound moves
through a medium is dependent upon the density (inertia) and elasticity (spring

constant) of the medium. In the case of a gaseous medium, the compressibility of

the gas is the elastic property. Due to the speed with which sound travels, there
is insufficient time to allow heat transfer to occur within a gaseous medium and
the expansions and compressions are adiabatic. For this reason, the equation for
the velocity of sound in a gas contains the adiabatic constant. ** The following for-
mulas for velocity of sound express the dependence upon density and elasticity (or
compressibility).

Gaseous medium: c = p
,,

Longitudinal wave in a bar

W Noise can be defined as unwanted sound.
** Ratio of specific heat for a constant pressure process to the specific heat for a

constant volume process. The constant is 1.4 for air.
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Torsional wave in a bar c "

c = velocity of sound in/sec cm/sec

K = adiabatic constant =c
cv

p = static pressure lbs/in2  dynes/cm2
g = acceleration due to gravity 386 in/sec 2 1 cm/sec2
P = density of medium Ibish/- grams/cms
E = Young's modulus of elasticity lbs/In 2  dynes/cm 2

a = Poisson' s ratio

1-54. Three terms which are commonly used in sound measurement are sound
(or acoustic) power, sound intensity, and sound pressure. Sound power is the total
power expressed in watts (one watt equals 107 ergs/sec or one joule/sec). Sound
intensity is the power per unit area expressed in watts per square centimeter.
Sound pressure (or effective sound pressure) is the root mean square of the instan-
taneous values of the pressure fluctuations and is expressed in dynes per square
centimeter. The range of values encountered for any of these three characteristics
is so great that the numbers become cumbersome. For this reason the logarithms
of the numbers were adopted for convenience, and the use of logarithms led to the
adoption of the decibel which was originally used for electrical power losses. The
decibel is, of course, one-tenth of a bel, and a bel is the logarithm of the ratio of
two powers.

db = 10 loglo W,
WI

Although the decibel is correctly based on a ratio of powers, it is used for other
ratios such as intensity and pressure. Since intensity is proportional to the square
of the pressure, the decibel formula for sound pressure contains a factor of 2
(log x2 = 2 log x).

Acoustic power level: db = 10 log 10 W-
•I W°/ Sound intensity level: db = 10 log,, II

Sound press-re level: db: = 20 log10 P..
P0

A tenfold increase in intensity corresponds to a 10-db increase, and doubling the
intensity adds approximately 3 db.

1-55. Since the decibel is a fux.ction of a ratio, if decibel units are to be cized to
express a single absolute quantity. a reference level must be chosen in order that
the ratio of the quantity to the reference may be established. In all cases where
decibel units are used, the reference level should be stated. For sound ih air, the
generally accepted reference levels are as follows:
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A. Sound vresMure reference. 2 x 10-4 dyaes/cm2. This represents the
average threshold of hearing for young ears !or a 1000-cps note.

B. Sound intensity reference. 10-1 watts/cm2. In air, this corresponds
to a sound pressure of 2 x 10-4 dynes/cm2.

C. Acoustic power reference. 10-13 watts. Approximately equal to the
power over one square foot at an intensity of 10.16 watts/cMr2 .

1-56. When sound power, sound intensity, or sound pressure is expressed in
terms of decibels, the word "level" should properly be added and they should be
referred to as sound power level, sound intensity level, or sound pressure level.

1-57. Other systems of units have been devised for sound and, although they are
not generally seen in engineering, it is well to be able to recognize the units. A
phon is a unit of loudness used by psychological workers, the number of phons be-
ing numerically equal to the db level of a 1000-cps sound of equal loudness. The
response of the human ear is not flat with respect to frequency, and the shape of
the response curve depends upon loudness; therefore, for a given loudness level
in phons, the db level is dependent upon frequency and loudness. Another scale
used by psychologists is the sone and is based upon the fact that people can judge
one sound to be "so many times as loud" as another sound. A 40-db, 1000-cps
sound has a defined loudness of one sone. A sound which is n times as loud as a
one- sone sound has a loudness of n sones.

1-58. EQUIPMENT RELIABILITY IN A MECHANICAL ENVIRONMENT.

1-59. The term reliability, as applied to electronic equipment, signifies that the
equipment will operate satisfactorily for a desired period of time after exposure to
or in all anticipated environments. Reliability implies that critical moving parts
(e. g. , relay contacts) will not change their positions and cause malfunction, or that
spacing between parts will not change and alter electrical characteristics (e.g.,
capacitor plates, grid and cathode of tubes). Progressive deterioration can also
destroy reliability, since improperly designed structures and components sub~jected
to recurrent shocks and vibrations can fail eventually because of fatigue. The prob-
lem of designing reliable electronic equipment becomes more and more difficult as
the complexity of the equipment increases. In a small electronic assembly con-
taining 50 component parts, each of which is 99. 9% reliable in the particular appli-
cation, the probability of failure is 3.8%. If the number of parts were 500, the
probability of failure would be 39%; and if the number of parts were 2000, the
probability of failure would be 82.7%.

1-60. EQUIPMENT FAILURE IN A MECHANICAL ZNVIRONMENT.

1-61. The theory of vibration and shock previously described concerned single
masses. It was stated that, according to the system of mounting, each mass would
have one or more natural frequencies or natural periods. In an electronic equip-
ment made up of hundreds of individual masses (resistors, capacitors, tube fila-
ments and plates, etc), each of these masses may have one or more natural fre-
quencies or natural periods. If the natural frequencies lie within the range of fre-
quencies imposed upon the equipment, various components will come into reso-
nance at various points in the range of excitation frequencies. Depending on the
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nature of the shock pulse, different components will react in accordance with their
individual natural periods.

1-62. COMPLETE FAILURE. Material or parts failures result from mechanical
stresses imposed within the material. They can occur either through fatigue, ex-
cessive single stress, or excessive deflection. Although fatigue failure usually
implies a large number of stress cycles, the time required for these stresses to
accumulate is short when a component is vibrating at hundreds of cycles per sec-
ond. Excessive single stress may cause bracketF or other supporting structures
to yield or fracture. Excessive deflections of parts may result in their hitting one
another with resultantly high impacts.

1-63. MALFUNCTION. Malfunction arising from changes in the electrical char-
acteristics of the equipment may be exemplified by the opening or closing of re-
lays and the displacement of tube elements under heavy single stresses. With
vibration, resonant frequencies may cause relays to chatter or the elements of
tubes to create microphonics.

1-64. DESIGN APPROACHES.

1-65. When designing equipment to resist malfunction or rupture of component
parts, several approaches may be used. It is possible (1) to reduce or remove the
excitation at the source, (2) to attenuate the excitation between the source and the
equipment, or (3) to design the equipment to withstand the excitation.

1-66. SOURCE SUPPRESSION. Reducing or removing sources of vibration and
shock excitation is mainly the concern of the airframe manujacturer. Engines are
mounted on isolators, rotating parts are balanced, and damping is introduced
through the use of paints or other such skin coverings and the use of sound sup-
pressors (mufflers). The environment existing at the point of equipment attach-
ment is thus determined outside the realm of the equipment designer, and it is
often a problem for him simply to get information on what constitutes the true en-
vironment.

1-67. LXCITATION ATTENUATION (ISOLATION). The attenuation of excitation
between the airframe and the equipment is accomplished by the use of isolators.
An isolation system effectively alters the environment by changing the level (am-
plitude) of vibration which the equipment experiences at each frequency. Conse-
quently, the amplitude that the mounted equipment will experience is dependent
upon the natural frequencies of the equipment on its mounts and the exciting fre-
quencies in the support. However, isolation mounting may also introduce a rota-
tional natural frequency which may not exist for a rigidly mounted equipment.

1-68. As shown in the transmissibility curve of an undamped single-degree-of-
freedom system (figure 1-5), isolation takes place when the ratio of exciting fre-
aq'ency to natural frequency is above 1. 414; when the exciting frequency is equal

, t to '.he natural frequency (resonance), the transmissibility is very high. (Damping
is used in commercial isolation mounts to lessen the transit •ssibility at reso-
nance.) Where the exciting frequency is below 1.414 times the natural frequency,
the equipment will be subjected to more severe vibration than if a rigid mounting
were used. In general then, an equipment mounted on isolators depends, for vi-
bration attenuation, upon having the exciting frequency of the environment above

II
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the natural frequency of the mount system. For exciting frequencies well abo,/e
the natural frequencies, the transmissibility is low and the equipmient will experi-
ence only a small percentage of the vibration of the support.

1-69. The ability of the electronic equipment to withstand shock is dependent on
its inherent shock resistance and the ability of the shock or vibration mount to at-
tenuate the magnitude of the shock. Resistance to shock is aided by using mate-
rials which can absorb energy through elastic straining. When the shock results
in a permanent change in velocity, the shock- mounts attenuate by increasing the
time over which the change in velocity occurs. This reduces the peak acceleration
of the equipment, and, therefore, its g loading.

1-70. The use of an isolation system requires that space be allottecý not only for
the placement of mounts but also for the excursion of the equipment. Equipments
on mounts are subject to motions in several directions and sufficient space must
be left around the equipment so that the equipment will not strike adjacent struc-
tures or other equipments.

1-71. In environments composed of both shock and vibration, the choice of iso-
lators is particularly difficult.. A soft, "vibration" isolator does not have the ca-
pacity for storing large amounts of energy since the deflection necessary for so
doing would be impractically large. A high-impact shock which produces con-
siderable velocity change may bottom a vibration isolator resulting in a shock to
the eouipment of higher acceleration than the original shock. A harder "shock"
isolator, while it does have a higher energy-storing capacity, also has a higher
natural frequency which may not be low enough to provide ideal vibration isolation.

1-72. EXCITATION RESISTANCE. If an equipment is used without isolators, it
will be subjected to the shock loadings and the amplitudes and frequencies of the
vibration of the supporting structure. Rigidizing, damping, and miniaturizing are
three methods for designing equipment to resist excitation. Rigidizing is intended
to make the natural frequencies of the equipment and components fall above t)),. ex-
citation frequency range. During rigidizing, the ratio of natural frequency of the
equipment and its components to the exciting frequency should be made as high as
possible to approach a transmissibility of one (which is the best that can be
accomplished by rigidization).

1-73. In many cases, particula-ly in missiles, the excitation frequency range is
so high that it is impractical to rigidize so that all internal natural frequencies
will be above the excitation frequencies. In these cases, if possible, attempts are
made to choose frequencies in a range in which the excitation level is low. In any
event, when the internal natural frequencies coincide with the excitation frequen-
cies, inherent damping must be depended upon to limit the magnification due to
resonance. Additianal damping is sometimes added to or designed into an equip-
ment to decrease the response to frequencies near the resonant frequency.

1-74. Miniaturization lends itself to designing for resistance to mechanical envi-
ronments. The small dimensions of miniaturized equipment result in more rigid
construction with higher natural frequencies, and, in addition, the small masses
have low inertia so that the forces imposed under a given acceleration level are
lower.
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1-75. ISOLATION VERSUS RESISTANCE.

1-76. While a large segment of the airborne electronics design industry uses iso-
lation mounts as standard procedure fnr all equipmeats, a second group, mainly
those designing equipment for installation in missiles, believes that isolation
mounts are either unnecessary or disadva-itageous. Mounts with resilient elements
that will resist bottoming when exposed to the severe shocks of the missile envi-
ronment will have a natural frequency so high as to fall in the vibration excitation
range. If isolators are used with a natural frequency below the excitation range,
the mounts will bottom magnifying the shock forces. Ther'. are various consider-
ations that can be helpful in deciding whether to design an equipment to be mounted
rigidly or on shock mounts.

1-77. VERSATILITY OF ISOLATORS. During the life of an equipment, its loca-
tion and the type of vehicle using it may change. An equipment designed for one
set of frequencies and amplitudes may not be workable in a changed environment.
Isolators tend to attenuate most frequencies. Also, the effects of random vibration
are more easily predicted for an isolator installation.

1-78. COST AND WEIGHT CONSIDERATIONS. The cost and weight of designing
and manufacturing components to better withstand shock and vibration must be con-
sidered. Also, the additional weight, cost and space required for isolators must
be weighed in any decision.

1-79. ISOLATOR BOTTOMING. For a shock condition, the shock forces which
must be tolerated (and the component still remain functional) may cause bottoming
of any isolators and subsequently subject the equipment to a higher loading than it
would receive if mounted solidly.

1-80. SHOCK MAGNITUDES MORE EASILY PREDICTED FOR RIGID MOUNT-
INGS. If the equipment is mounted solidly, the shock it will receive is that im-
posed upon it by the support. This magnitude is known within limits and all parts
can be designed to this value. However, the shock loading due to striking surfaces
or stops is not well defined and designing for this may be difficult.
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SECTION II

VIBRATION AND SHOCK ENVIRONMENTS

2-1. VIBRATION AND SHOCK DATA.

2-2. VIBRATION DATA. There are two schools of thought on how to interpret
flight vibration data, depending upon whether the purpose of a program is to inves-
tigate structural failures or installed equipment failures. In both cases, the flight
data represents local responses of the airframe to various flight-condition inputs.
Structural failure investigators usually consider only the maximum value of the
airframe response as significant, since this is directly related to maximum stress
in the structure. (The number of repetitions of this stress will indicate whether
fatigue failure is probable.) To determine the possibility of equipment failure, it
is necessary to evaluate thoroughly the airframe responses :n the vicinity of the
equipment because of the many natural frequencies present in an equipment. Since
most equipment failures are caused either by structural . upture due to fatigue or
by malfunctioning of components at resonance, it is of prime importance to obtain
accurate frequency and amplitude information. Hence, in contrast to the structural
type of data analysis, it is necessary to analyze harmonically all recorded data so
as to ascertain the true contribution of the various f r eq u e n c i e s and amplitudes
present in a complex waveform.

2-3. SHOCK DATA. The shocks to which airborne electronic equipments are
subjected are the end results of shock loads which have been applied to the aircraft
and transmitted through the airframe to the point of equipment attachment. Be-
cause of the elasticity of the 61rframe, applied shocks are received by the equip-
ment as transient vibrations. These transient vibrations often have considerable
amplitude and occur at various frequencies, depending upon (1) the natural vibra-
tional frequencies of the airframe and (2) the frequency components of the applied
shock load. However, the transient vibration transmitted to the equipment is well
damped by the airframe; and, when the equipment receives it, it is, in effect, a
shock pulse. This new shock pulse may differ considerably from the shock applied
to the aircraft, making it necessary to measure the shock at the equipment loca-
tions.

2-4. DATA PRESENTATION.

2-5. STEADY-STATE VIBRATION. In contrast to the problems associated with
transient-environment data, mathematical relations exist for computing the re-
sponse motions of systems subjected to steady-state vibration environments. It is
most convenient, in this instance, to define the environment in frequency and am-
plitude parameters descriptive of the disturbance itself. (Also, a'vibration envi-
renrn ent expressed in frequency and amplitude is readily simulated in vibration
test .nachinery.)

2-6. RANDOM VIBRATION. Practically all of the vibration data recorded in
missiles to d ate is nonperiodic and almost completely random. Assuming that
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missile vibration is truly random and that theoretically infinite peak acceleration
values are possible, the conventional method of describing vibration by plotting
peak acceleration against frequency is not realistic. Based on this reasoning, in-
vestigators have proposed the use of a method based on the statistical properties
of the random vibration. If the Rayleigh distribution of a random vibration does
not change with time, then it can be used to describe the severity of the vibration
by describing the response to the vibration at a given frequency. Since the Ray-
leigh distribution is a function only of the rms value of the response, either the
rms value or the square of this value (mean squared acceleration) can be used to
describe the vibration. Since the rms value obtained by playing a recording of the
random vibration through a bandpass filter is dependent upon the bandwidth of the
filter, the units chosen for plotting were g2 /cps, which are obtained by dividing the
mean squared acceleration by the bandwidth of the filter. When g2 /cps, which is
referred to as the "mean squared acceleration density, "is plotted against the cen-
ter frequency of the bandpass filter, the resulting plot is termed a "mean squared
aceeleration density spectrum" or a "power density spectrum."

2-7. For testing purposes, reproduction of a vibration environment which is de-
fined in terms of a mean square acceleration density spectrum may be accomplished
with an electrodynamic exciter using an input signal which originates in a random
signal generator and is shaped by filters and amplifiers. It is also possible, of
course, to generalize random vibration data by using a flat spectrum (white noise
excitation) for testing purposes. The need for random test excitations is not uni-
versally accepted and methods for determining "equivalent" single-frequency test-
ing have been devised.

2-8. The use of a mean square acceleration density spectrum is based on the
assumption that the vibration is continuous in frequency over the range of interest
and that the instantaneous accelerations have a normal probability. It is not cer-
tain that the service vibrations are continuous in frequency over the range of in-
terest, and other forms of data presentation are encountered which attempt to ex-
amine the basic nature of the vibration.

2-9. SHOCK. Although a shock motion may be defined by describing the time
history of displacement, velocity, or acceleration, visual examination of a time-
history curve does not lead to a numerical value which can be used for structural
design. Data defining a given shock is conveniently summarized by maximum re-
sponse acceleration as a function of natural frequency. Data in this form is re-
ferred to as "shock spectra." If several single-degree-of-freedom components
with various natural frequencies are subjected to a shock motion and the maximum
response of each component is measured, the results may be summarized by a
plot of maximum response versus natural frequency. This plot may be used to
predict the response of any single-degree-of-freedom system to the shock motion
when the natural frequency of that system is known. However, the response of a

* system is dependent upon the damping in the system and a s h o c k spectrum is
meaningless unless the amount of damping used in recording it is known. Although
it is theoretically possible to determine a shock spectrum by mechanical means,
it is more convenient to introduce the input to an electrical analog of the system to
determine the response. * The problem involved in using such an analysis is the

* The pulse is fed into a resonant circuit with a controlled amount of damping and

the response at each natural frequency is measured.
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inability to duplicate the damping from the actual model to the test article

2-10.' APPLICABILITY OF FIELD DATA. *

2-11. The field data presented In the following portions of this section has been
culled from a large quantity of material. Attempts have been made to use the latest
and/or the most reliable data available. While much field data exists, in some
cases the data is questionable and in other cases it is not available for a particular
condition.

2-12. Field data is presented to show the types of environment that have been en-
countered to date. Assuming no radical design c0 -tnges, these environments are
indicative of those that may be expected in future designs. Although generalized
data is sometimes used in preliminary design, it should not be used in place of
data for the specific application, if available, since generalized data includes sev-
eral tylpes of aircraft under many conditions.

2-13. TURBOJET AIRCRAFT.

2-14. The shocks and vibrations encountered in turbojet aircraft arise from many
sources. The engine produces random excitation and vibratiors at multiples and
fractions of z~he engire speed. Minor vibrations result from combustion, unbalance
in the engine, and aecessory unbalance. The high rotational speeds of jet-engine
turbines result in high-frequency, engine-induced vibrations. The amount of this
vibratiQn felt at a particular location depends upon its proximity to the engine. The
major excitation source in turbojet aircraft is high-intensity noise, which can
impinge on the airframe or equipment; much of the vibration experienced by turbo-
jet-engine aircraft is induced by this noise. The wings, empennage, and fuselage
of the aircraft are subjected to periodic aero-elastic vibrations and to shock and
transient-vibration loads due to wind gusts and buffeting. During taxiing and land-
ing, the aircraft receives shock loads and transi ,nt vibrations; the transient vibra-
tions due to taxiing and landing are at different trequencies than the vibrations ex-
perienced in the air, since the natural frequencies of the aircraft structure when
on the ground are different than when it is airborne. The igniters of JATO units
sometimes cause transient forces of considerable magnitude, and shock may result
from rupture of the nozzle closure, if any. During flight maneuvers, particularly
in fighter aircraft, high g loads of relatively long duration are imposed upon the
aircraft concurrent with the usual flight vibrations. Crash landings impose high
shock loads on aircraft, and, although the equipment may not be required to oper-
ate afterward, the mount system must prevent the equipment from breaking loose
entirely.

2-15. VIBRATION. Vibration in aircraft varies, depending upon the type of craft.
A small plane has higher structural natural frequencies than does a large plane and
"will, therefore, transmit a different vibration spectrum to the equipment locations.
The environment varies, depending upon the location of the equipment within the
aircraft. A large bomber, for instance, may have low-frequency, high-amplitude
vibration, particularly at the tail or wingtips, where the effects of flexibility are
exaggerated. Also, the basic differences in performance requirements will result

• The data presented is not intended to supersede either detailed or general speci-
fications.
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in varied input excitations; maneuvers by military fighter aircraft will subject
equipment to a large, steady-state acceleration. For example, during dive pull-
out, steady-state accelerations up to +7g concurrent with the usual flight vibrations
can occur. One aircraft manufacturer has chosen 4g, steady-state acceleration
with superimposed vibration up to 500 cps as a realistic requirement for fighter
craft.

2-16. Figure 2-1 is a plot of double Amplitude versus frequenty for turbojet-
engine fighter aircraft. The figure shows vibration at frequencies up to 2000 cps
at low g levels. Only two data points fall above 4g, and for the F-102A aircraft,
which is reported as being a very quiet aircraft (vibrationally), all data points fall
below 0. 5g. Figure 2-2 is a plot of acceleration level versus fi quency for two
turbojet-engine bomber aircraft. The acceleration levels for these bombers are
higher in the high-frequency range than those shown in figure 2-1. This appears
contrary to what could be expected, considering the lower airframe natural fre-
quencies p r e s en t in bombers. It must be remembered, however, that In most
fighter aircraft the engine exhaustis behind the plane, whereas in bomber aircraft,
the engines are mounted in such a position that portions of the aircraft are subject
to 4 npingement of high-level acoustic excitation from the exhaust.

2-17. SHOCK. The shock an eqttipment receives is also dependent upon the per-
formance and structural flexibility of the plane. A ranking of planes in order of
decreasing landing shock would place carrier-based fi gh t e r s first, land-based
fighters second, and large land-based planes third. Admittedly, the landing shocks
encountered can vary greatly with any particular craft, and it is possible within
limits to make soft and hard landings with any plane. However, it is more difficult
to land a "hot" plane softly, particularly bn the deck of a carrier. For large, land-

based craft, the shocks transmitted to the equipment are less severe. Because of
the performance level and the structural flexibility uf the airframe, which responds
to the shock by transiently vibrating or by acting as an isolator, the landing shock
is often no worse than a wind gust and may be considered to fall within the envelope
of flight vibrations.

2-18. Figures 2-3 and 2-4 present landing shock spectra for land-based aircraft
and carrier-based aircraft respectively. The spectra of figure 2-3 are envelopes
of several landing records for each aircraft. In some of these landing tests, the
pilots were instructed to "land hard" and, consequently, the spectra may be con-
sidered to be close to the maximum expected service conditions. The spectra of
figure 2-4, for carrier-based aircraft, are much more severe than are those of
figure 2-3.

2-19. MISSILES. j
2-20. Missiles, in general, present rather severe shock and vibration environ-

ments. Missiles are subject to shock and transient vibrations prior to launching
due ý,,o ground handling, and during talkeff -and flight due to igniters, boosters,
motor cutoff, and booster separations. During the initial stages of flight and after
motor cutoff, there are acceleration forces along the missile axis. Acceleration
forces result from flight maneuvers, and during flight the missiles are subjectedto aerodynamic buffeting and gust loading. The highest levels of missile vibration

geLe.rlay occur during the boost or lift-off phase and only exist for a short time.
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2-21. Reliable missile dats is scarce in comparison with data for aircraft. The
vibrations recorded have been comple:-. and random* in amplitude; for this reason,
statistical methods have been proposed as the best means for expressing missile
vibration environments. The lack of uniform means of data reduction, however,
tends to complicate the presentation of data. The reduced data often does not con-
tain enough information on the nature of the environment to allow an accurate com-
parison between data groups. The expense of test-firing a missile and the limited
number of telemetering channels available per missile are additional reasons for
the scarcity of reliable information.

2-22. Figures 2-5 to 2-10 give vibration data for four different missiles. The
figures are summaries of data from either several locations within an individual
missile or from several f lights of a particular missile t,'w. The telemetered
accelerometer signals were recorded on magnetic tape and each signal was filtered
through band-pass filters. The distribution of peaks in each filtered signal were
then examined.

2-23. The data for missile A (figure 2-5) is based on measurements at six sta-
tions within the missile during, a single flight. The acceleration peaks of the fil-
tered signals were found to be distributed in accordance with a Rayleigh distribu-
tion and for each filtered signal the rms acceleration and the maximum accelera-
tion which occurred were recorded. Figure 2-5 shows the average and greatest
value of the rms and maximum accelerations at each filter center frequency. The
data in figures 2-6 to 2-10 was obtained in the same general way as that of figure
2-5; however, in some cases, it was not as complete as that for missile A, and
some assumptions were necessary for showing the data in this form. Also. the
source of the data in figures 2-5 to 2-10 does not indicate the bandwidth of the fil-
ters used in reducing the data although the filter output would depend upon the band-
widths, unless the vibration existed only at discrete frequencies and the filter was
tuned to these frequencies.

2-24. Figure 2-11 shows two envelopes of maximum values of mean square accel-
eration density. For missile E, the curve is the envelope of data for three direc-
tions at each of four statio-q within the missile. The individual mean squared ac-
celeration density spectra exhibited sharp peaks showing that the energy distribu-
tion over the frequency range was far from uniform. The envelope for missile F
is for data fromthree accelerometers on a single flight. The accelerometers were
attached to an electronic chassis w ith their axes mutually perpendicular. The
portions of the telemetered signals selected for analysis were chosen intentionally
as representative of the most severe vibration.

2-25. HELICOPTERS.

2-26. The problem of shock and vibration in helicopters is unique because of the

use of a moving airfoil as the sole means of obtaining Hitt: Vibrations may be due
to the engine, the reduction gears, the universal joints, and the rotors. The basic

* The term "random" is used here somewhat loosely to suggest the impossibility
of accurately predicting or defining the exact amplitude of the vibration at any
instant.
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Figure 2-5. Maximum and RMS Accelerations for Missile A

engine vibrations in helicopters are similar to those encountered inl winged air-
craft with i k e power plants. Vibrations arising from gear reduction are more
likely in helicopters than in fixed-wing aircraft because of the greater difference
between engine speed and blade speed; however, transmis'sion parts *lend them-
selves to accurate balancing, and transmission vibration due to unbalance is usu-
ally of low magnitude. Tooth loads on the transmission reduction gears produce

high-frequency forces w h ich may be important in some helicopters. Universal
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j-ints, c-spee'!a•y rA• o e•.h'• a~ve not of the constant-velocity type, can produce
lorces of cws lderab,, wagnitude. The main rotor of the helicopter produces voi-
br~tdorz at frr-quencies corresponding to the number of blades times multiples of
the rotor speed. In the case of helicopters which have an anUtorque tail rotor,
-iý'.-ations due to this rotor will be present in the environment, although they are
often negligible because of attenuation in passing through the tail boom. The re-
sponse of the helicopter fuselage is different when the craft 13 on the ground than
when it is airborne, since LAe natural frequencies of the structure are different.
Therefore, ground as well as flight operation must be considered in determining
the excitations of equipment supports.

2-27. Figure 2-12 is a plot of double amplitude versus frequency for helicopters
in flight. The data is from tests on four helicopters and shows a large amount of
low-frequency vibration. Although no definite data on landing shock is available,
one helicopter manufacturer considers 2g a reasonable value. Acceleration load-
ings due to maneuvering (which is limited to about 5% of operation time) are about
2g maximum.

2-28. TRANSPORTATION AND HANDLING.

2-29. The shocks :.nd vibrations to be expected during transportation vary, de-
pending upon the type of carrier. Figure 2-13 shows the frequency ranges encoun-
tered in various modes of transportation. In view of the latest data for aircraft. vi-
bration, the frequency range for air transport could be extended up to 500 cps,
particularly in the case of turbojet transports. The environment encountered by
equipment is further dependent upon the protection afforded by any packaging and
upon the stowage technique.

2-30. TRUCK TRANSPORT. Vibration frequencies it, motor trucks are dependent
upon the natural frequency of the unsprung mass on the tires, the natural frequency
of the spring system, and the natural frequencies of the body structure. The vi-
, Uon amplitudes are dependent upon road condition and speed of travel. Inter-
L -t road shocks of high magnitude can occur with zesultant body displacements
o0 ,,, to 24 inches. These large displacements may result in unlashed cargo being
bounced from the truck floor with large impacts upon recontact. Vibrations due to
the engine and transmission system are relatively insignificant in the cargo area.
Table 2-1 shows the ranges of three predominant natural frequencies for common
truck types. Figure 2-14 gives measured data for truck transport; this chart also
shows a high density of readings within the three critical ranges. *

2-31. RAIL TRANSPORT. Vibrations in moving freight cars arise from track
and wheel irregularities; these vibrations occur principan.y in the lateral and ver-
tic.,l directions. Shock and transient vibrations during coupling and during start-
ing and stopping are generally considered to be the most damaging phases of rail

* shipment. Figure 2-15 gives vertical shocks and vibrations measured in railroad
cars in motion. The enclosed areas, which are at the natural frequencies of the
car on its springs, represent continuous and peak vibrations. Two types of springs
are represented. The section of curve noted by a dashed line gives approxima, "
data for the frequency range of 7. 5 to 35 cps. The data for frequencies" above 3'.
cps is for eleven train speeds and two freight cars and indicates average ampli-

W-The data in this figure shows the trend to be one of constant acceleration.
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Figure 2-12. Vibration Measured During a Helicopter Flight
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Figure 2-13. Range of Vibration Frequencies Likely to Occur
In Transportation

TABLE 2-1. TRUCK VIBRATION

Type of Direction of Predominant Frequenes (CPS)
Vehicle Acceleration Springs Tires Body

Truck Vertical 2 to 4 8 to 13 70 to 180
(2-1/2 ton) Longitudinal 10 to 20 70 to 100

Lateral 2 10 to 20 100 to 200

Truck Vertical 2 to 3 5 to 10 60 to 110
(3/4 ton) Longitudinal - 70 to 100

Lateral - 60 to 70

Trailer Vertical 3 to 5 8 to 10 50 to 100
(1 ton) Longitudinal - 50 to 100

Lateral 2 - 50 to 120

M-14 Trailer Vertical 1 to 4 7 tol0 50 to 70
Longitudinal 3 to 4 8 to 16 20Q to
Lateral 2 to4 - -

M1, 2T Vertical 2. 5 to 5 7. 75 to 10. 5 100 to 150
Trailer__ _ _ _ _ _
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Figure 2-15. Summary of Vibration Data Recorded in Railroad Freight Cars

tudes as a function of time. Figures 2-16, 2-17, and 2-18 give data on the number
of occurrences of shocks recorded on a 700-mile trip. The data is divided into
shock ranges and direction. For each direction and within eich shock range, the
shocks are plotted against the speed range during which they occurred. Table 2-2
gives the percentage of travel time in each speed range. The time durations of the
shock impulses, while not measured accurately, were estimated to be between 10
and 50 milliseconds.

2-32. As mentioned above, the shocks and vibrations that occur during switching
may be the most damaging phases of rail transport. Figure 2-19 is a curve of
horizontal acceleration experienced in a freight car versus the impact speed in a
two-car impact Only one draft gear* was used in these two-car impact tests;

* The couplin an associated equipment for absorbing shock.
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Figure 2-16. Vertical Shocks Measured on Freight Car Floor

but, particularly at the higher speeds, the draft gear can store only a small part of
MA. the total energy, and an additional draft gear would not change the curve much.

Figizre 2-20 shows the distribution of the relative velocities of freight cars being
coupled as observed in a number of yards. It is obvious that a high percentage of
the impacts occurred above five mph.

Table 2--2 lists the travel and recording time in each speed range.
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2-33. AIR TRANSPORT. The shock and vibration environments of air transport
are mitch the same as previously discussed under aircraft except for differences
due to location within the plane. In air transport, as In all other modes of trans-
portation, the shocks encountered in handling, as in loading and unloading, must
be considered in the overall picture. Figure 2-21 shows the maximum shocks re-
corded, in a test shipment by a large commercial airline. Two impact recorders
were placed in a wooden box (having 73 pounds total weight) so as to record shocks
both vertically and longitudinally. It is evident that the most severe shocks re-
corded arose from handling.

2-34. HANDLING. Handling d u r ing transportation and maintenance 1,roduces
shocks and vibrations which are difficult to predict although generalizations can be
made. Equipment in. transit may be dropped, thrown, tumbled, sat upon, stacked,
audd wedged. However, equipment in transit does have the protection of a package.
Where transportation environments are more severe than service environments, it
is an economic decision whether to strengthen the equipment to withstand transpor-
tation shock and vibration or to protect the equipment through packaging. Barring
accidents, maintenance handling can be assumed to be less severe than transporta-
tion handling since the maintenance handier usually has a better concept of the fra-
gility of the equipment and in many cases he must fi:- what he breaks.
*Table 2-2 liassth travel and recording time in each speed range.
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Figure 2-18. Lateral Shocks Recorded on Freight Car Floor

TABLE 2-2. TRAVEL AND RECORDING TIME VERSUS SPEED RANGE

Speed Range Travel and Recording
(mph) Time (%)

0 9.3
0 - 10 14.3

10 - 20 9.4
20 - 30 20.3
30 - 40 21.2
40 - 50 10.8• "
50 - 60 6.1

60 - 70 8.3
Over 70 0.3

* 2-35. ACOUSTICAL EXCITATION.+I
2-36. The aircraft industry is devoting increased attention to the existence, and
effects, of high levels of acoustical energy resulting from the use of turbojet- and
rocket-propulsion systems. Noise as it aff e c ts human beings has long been a
problem, but these-new propulsion systems have focused attention on the effects of
noise upon mechanical systems, including electronic equipment Typical jet-engine
aircraft data is shown in the two curves of figure 2-22. Curve A represents meas-
urements made 10 feet from the tailpipe; curve B is derived from measurements

• made at the inboard equipment bay. The noise level in this region reached ,40 db.j

* Table 2-2 lists 1 he travel and recording time in each speed range.
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Figure 2-23 shows the variation in overall sound level with engine thrust. Curves
are given for both internal and external noise and show the attenuation afforded by
an untreated compartment. These curves indicate only the levels which exist at
positions aft of the nozzle.

2-37. A large portion of the structural vibration in the B-52 aircraft is believed
to originate as acoustical excitation which excites the airframe in the vicinity of
the engines. Measurements made at the wing behind the outboard engine pod of a
B-52 with the two engines of that pod operating under full power showed an overall
noise level of 158 db, with levels of from 149 to 133 db in irequency bands ranging
from 25 to 19,200 cps. As vibrations are transmitted to the equipment compart-
ments, the airframe will act as a mechanical filter and only relatively low fre-
quencies will be carried any distance. High frequencies in the equipment com-
partment can exist from impingement of the acoustical excitation directly on the
skin of the compartment. Measurements made in equipment compartments have
shown 130 db at 2000 to 2500 cps.

2-38. TEMPERATURE EFFECTS.

2-39. Vinyl chloride, neoprene, and rubber become mor- " at low tempera-
tures, as do almost all materials. Conversely, at higher temperatures, the stiff-
ness of these materials decreases (especially true of thermoplastic materials).
Shock or vibration imposed upon electronic equipment exposed to temperature ex-
tremes necessitates considerations of the changes in mechanical properties of the
materials within the electronic equipment. For example, the change in stiffness
of hook-up wire insulation wi- result in a change in resonant frequency, or a change
In stiffness of a potting material may either cause it to flow at high temperatures
or to lose iis toughness at low temperatures.

2-40. Zhock and vibration excitation to equipment at low temperature can occur
when starting an aircraft which has been standing at arctic temperatures, or when
equipment is in an unheated portion of a low-speed plane at high altitudes. High
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Figure 2-22. Noise Measurements Made on Jet Aircraft at Full Thrust

temperatures in equipment may result from the inability of blowers or other de-
vices to dissipate hept generated within the equipment. This is particularly true

at high altitudes where the low air density results in low heat capacity for a given
air volume. High speeds result in high boundary-layer temperatures which raise
the aircraft skin temperature. Where high speeds occur for only short time inter-
vals, the lag ia temperature rise of equipment due to its own heat capacity may
prevent the equipment from reaching excessive temperatures. For aircraft with
sustained high speeds, however, the thermal lag of the equipment annot be relied
upon. This would be the case in an aircraft flying at mach 2 at 70,000 feet with an
operating skin temperature of approximately 1200C (248* F).

2-41. Changes in temperature can create problems of dimensional tolerance be-
cause of the difference in the coefficient of expansion of two materials. Parts of
dissimilar materials which mate at assembly room temperatures will not fit the
same at other temperatures. Plastics, in general, have a high coefficient of ther-
mal expansion, and the effect of dimensional chatige due to temperature change
should always be considered when plastics are mated with metals.

2-42. RELIABILITY OF DATA.

2-49. The data, although not completely applicable to future design, does portray
some of the levels anca irequencies to be encountered. The available data tends to
be rough and spotty; in addition, the environment changes as aircraft designs
change. In the past 10 years considerable effort has been expended by members of
government ard industry in collecting data and ir developing methods of preventing
and using data. The increased awareness of electronics designers of the need for
such data, coupled with the efforts of the instrumentation, flight test, and labora-
tory simulation engineers, should result in further improvement in future years.
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SECTION III

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT PARTS AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS
RELATIVE TO SHOCK AND VIBRATION

3- 1. GENERAL.

3-2. The ability of a part to withstand a shock and vibrz+ion environment depends
upon the response of the part to the encountered excita2..n and upon its ability to
withstand that response without failure or malfunction. The size and shape of a
part, the way in which it is mounted, and such material properties as density and
elastic modulus affect its natural frequencies. The internal damping, a result of
the material composition of the part, affects the response of the part to vibration.
The toughness or imparct resistance of the material pl.ys a large role ia determin-
ing the part's abilit:' to withstand ,ýock forces without rupturing. The effect of
temperature upon niterial properties should also be considered if the part must
function in a combination of environments.

3-1. The resonant frequericie, and behavior of any electronic component part,
after ,'ons.dering its particular configuration, mass distribution, and elasticity,
are atetermined largely by the mounting method used. The mounting arrangement
is the one aspect of design over which the electronics designer has the greatest
.ontrol. Although the designer must work with a limited variety of component
parts, he has the prerogative of locating these parts on the chassis and of choosing
the means by which the parts will be held to the chassis. Of course, in order to
locate and mount the parts in the best way, the designer must have a thorough un-
derstanding of the mechanical susceptibility of each part he chooses as a com-
ponent.

3-4. Circuit design philosophies should be influencea by a consideration of the
e f f e c t of mechanical environment upon component part performance. In some
cases, it might prolong equipment life to de-rate component parts or to design a
less critical circuit in such a way that any mechanically induced changes in part
performance which occur early in the equipment's life would not render the equip-
ment useless. This particular section of the guide should provide the designer
with various, general, common-sense rules regarding component, characteristics
upon which he may base his decisions when selecting and applying various compo-
nenm parts.

3-5. SUSCEPTIBILITY OF COMPONENTS TO FAILURE.

,-6. There are certain groups of component parts, that, by the naiure of the
.anctilon they must perform, are more susceptible to failure. A study was made in
which several air'- rne electronir. equipmentswere subjected to shock andvibration
and the component part failuraswere recorded. Table 3-1 summarizes the findings
o! this study.
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3-7. Over half the total number of failures resulted from lead and connector
failures, with resistor and capacitor leads accounting for the majority of these.
Nearly all the lead failures were caused by tl,ý repeated stretchings and flexures
resulting from the relative displacements of tht lead terminations during chassis
resonances. (While the flexible chassis themselves did nct fail, they were respon-
sible, indirectly, for more vibration failures than any other factor.)

3-8. More tubes failed (a total of 54) th.n any other component part. Most de-
veloped short circuits or excessive microphonics caused by vibration, and a few
envelopes were broken during shock excitation. Eleven tube failures resulted when
the tubes came out of the sockets.

3-9. Nume-ically, the relay proved to be the second most vulnerable component
part. Fewer relays than tubes were tested, however, so they must be ranved at
least as susceptible to failure, if not more so, than tubes.

3-10. Capacitors and resistors (disregarding lead failures), also contributed a
significant number of failures. Considering the large numbers contained in the
equipments tested, bowever, it is difficult to attribute particular shock and vibra-
tion susceptibility to these component parts. The miscellaneous mechanical fail-
ures category, which includes broken lock washers, loosened screws and nuts, and
component mounting-stud fail u r e s, contributed approximately 11 percent of the

total number of failures.

3-11. Shock excitation produced few electrical failures. Most equipments with-
stood several F-foot drops (approximately 75g), the maximum obtainable with a
150-lb, drop-type shock machine, before failure. Tubes and relays accounted for
half the total number of failures; lead and connection failures were few compared
to those occurring during vibration.

3-12. WIRES, CABLES, AND CONNECTORS.

3-13. Wires, cables, and connectors are not in themselves considered danger-
ously susceptible to shock and vibration. They can cause considerable difficulty,
however, if improper methods are used in their application, as evidenced by table
3-1.

3-14. WIRE AND CABLE FLEXIBILITY. Wires and cables have a high degree of
flexibility as compared with other electronic component parts, This flexibility re-
sults from (1) the type of construction, (2) the kind of material, and (3) the high
ratio of length to cross-sectional area. Because of this flexibility, the natural fre-
quency of a span of wire or cable is low and may easily fall within the frequency
range of the environmental excitation.

3-15. Wire, particularly hook-up wire, is quite soft and will permanently deform
under light loading. If a relaxed span of wire is subjected to acceleration forces
high enough to cause permanent deformation, the response might best be described
as a flopping, action rather than vibration. Both the flopping action and the vibra-
tion of a wire or cable produce varying stresses throughout the component' s length;
these stresses can ultimately lead to fatigue failure. The areas of maximum vary-
ing stress: and therefore the areas which usually are first to fail, are the ends of
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the vibrating span. i.e., the wire or cable terminations or supports. Other areas
and mbdes of failure are found where the component's insulation rubs against an
adjacent part, causing the insulation to wear away, or where, in a multiconductor
cable, one conductor rubs against another within the cable body.

3-16. In instances where several wires extend in the same direction, their stiff-
ness may be increased by harnessing the wires with lacing cord or some other
material. Harnessing also provides damping due to friction between the wires.
The harnessed length, however, should be adequately supported in order that its
weight will not endanger the wire termination points.

3-17. Coaxial cables, when s u bj e c ted to flexing, may become a troublesome
source of noise. Cables such as RG-8/U can generate sizable noise voltages in
high-impedance circuits. In transducer signal circuits, for example, consider-
able noise difficulties can arise from movements of the c o axial cable. These
noise voltages are generated by a phenomenon involving the mechanical configura-
tion of the cable and the materials used in the cable construction. In the design of
airborne electronic equipment packages, it is advisable to avoid, wherever pos-
sible, the use of high-impedance, low-signal-level circuits running external to the
electronic packages. If this cannot be avoided, special low-noise cables must be
used.

3-18. MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION. Although all wire and cable is flexible
when compared to other components, the degree of flexibility depends in part upon
the material composition. The flexibility may vary widely with temperature, since
many organic insulating materials stiffen considerably with decreased tempera-
tures and soften with increased temperatures. Fluorinated hydrocarbons and sili-
cone elastomers maintain flexibility at low temperatures better than most others.

3-19. Stranded wire and cable have a relatively high degree of damping. In addi-
tion to the internal damping offered by the insulation, internal friction between
multiconductor cable components or between individual strands of a conductor pro-
vides damping which reduces vibration amplitude at resonance.

3-20. LEAD LENGTH. The bending action of a wire or a cable may be reduced
at its termination or support, under conditions of shock and vibration, by shorten-
ing the length of the lead between its supports. This applies only in cases where
the supports do not move relative to one another. The shortening of the span of
wire or cable accomplishes two things; it raises the natural frequency of the span
and it reduces the weight and inertial loads at each support. Both of these accom-
plishments are extremely beneficial for the shL.ck and vibration resistance of a
cable or wire.

3-21. In cases where supports or terminals do move relative to one another, lead
failures can be reduced considerably by allowing some slack in the lead. Electri-
cal considerations dictate against making leads e,.cessively long, but, as shown in
figure 3-1, lengthening a lead slightly (by about 20 percent of its stretched length),

* reduces the failure hazard considerably. The additional length, although lowering
the natural frequency of the lead, prevents repeated straining of the lead, and the
use of stranded, insulated wire provides damping to limit responses during lead
resonances.
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3-22. METHODS OF ATTACHMENT. Wire or cable failures due to shock and vi-
bration usually take place where the lead is interrupted, either at a termination
point or at a support along the lead. Failures occur here chiefly because these
particular locations are subjected to the greatest amount of bending stress. A ter-
mination is much more susceptible to shock and vibration, however, than a support.
At a termination, it is necessary to strip the wire of its protecting insulation; this
decreases the ability of the wire to withstand the encountered bending stresses.

3-23. When wire is terminated by soldering, the area most susceptible to shock
and vibration lies between the end of the insulation and the rigidly "frozen" section
a• the terminal post. As shown in figure 3-2, this particular area is subjected to
a great amount of %*.exing and undergoes fatigue very quickly. Figure 3-2 also indi-
cates the effect that soldering has on a wire termination point. The solder flows
up the strands of- the conductor by capillary action and concentrates all bending ac-
tion into a very small area of wire. Very little can be done to improve this condi-
tion, but failures in the soldered area can be minimized by reducing the wire' s
motion, as shown in figure 3-3. Properly clamping the wire to the framework can
restrict the motion.

3-24. When wire is terminated by an end support lug, the lug should preferably

grip both the insulation and the conductor. This prevents the flexing motion from
being concentrated entirely on the extremely flexible conductor by transferring the
motion to the more uniformly rigid insulated area.

3-25. When cable Is terminated by a connector, the connector is usually attached
to the cable so that it grips the cable jacket. This restricts flexing of individual
wires within the cable body. Attaching a sleeve (as shown in figure 3-4), a spring,
or some other restricting device to the connector prevents severe cable bending at
a termination point. Bending of individual wires can also be restricted by potting
the cable end permanently into the connector. In this procedure, the connections
are made in a normal fashion, then the connector body is filled with 4 self-curing
plastic material. This completely encapsulates the end of the cable. Other pur-
poses are served by the potting process, such as the elimination of moisture con-
densation and the prevention of dirt accumulation between terminals and connector
body. There ii a disadvantage to potting a cable, however, as potted components
are difficult to repair.

INSULATION OR SOLDER FLOWS ALONG STRA140S

SPAGHETTI 'FREEZING THE END •NTO A

SOLID. R;GID MASS
SUGHTLY 9OWEO END OF INSULATION

INSULATED
TIGHTLY STRETCHED STRANDED WIRE

POiNT OF MAXIMUM
FLEXING WHERE

MATERIAL FAILURE
IS MOST LIKELY TO

(o) N017 RECOMMENDED (b) RECOMk1-NDWE OCCUR

Figure 3-1. Recommended Method Figure 3-2. Wire Terminal Shock
of Applying Jumper Leads and Vibra;ion Danger Area
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FRAMPlWORK 1

Figure 3-3. Proper Clamping of Cable End

3-26. RELAYS.

3-27. rhe relay ranks with the vacuum tube as a source of malfunction in airborne
electronic equipment. Unlike the simple capacitor or resistor, the relay is inher-
ently prone to failure because of its more intricate electrical and mechanical de-
sign. A plot of relay failures is shown in figure 3-5. Each point indicates the low-
est g level failure for continuous sweeps between 10 and 2000 cps. This data indi-
cates that more than 70 percent of the failures occur above 500 cps.

3-28. The operation of a relay in a circuit under conditions of vibration and shock
generally is unpredictable. Typical shock and vibration failures are: contact
chattering, armature binding, armatttu- j a r r i n g from position, and mechanical
warping and breakage. One of the lesser effects of vibration is change of contact
resistance. While this may not cause permanent damage to the relay, it can re-
suit in interference which cannot be tolerated in most circuits. In the past, little
was accomplished in designing relays to resist shock and vibration environments;
however, some progress is being made in this field. One approach to increasing
relay reliability is to use two relays (where one would normally be used) with dif-
ferent natural frequencies, each performing the same function. The relays, be-
cause of their different natural frequencies, are not likely to malfunction simul-
taneously.

3-29. CGDFIGURATION. Relays designed with particularly long body dimensions
often amplify the mechanical excitation appearing at th,..: mounting base when can-
tilever mounted. The cantilever structure of the long-body relay shown in figure
3-6, in combination with its position on the flexible chassis, is wholly undesirable.
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From the 10g motion of the base, suc-
cessive amplifications occur until a 30g
level is reached at the armature.

3-30. COMPARISON OF RELAY
TYPES. Test results on three popular
types of relays show varioxis resistivi-
ties to vibration and shocl.. Also, when
tested along different a;.,c, certain re-
lays were capable of withstanding as
much as 5 to 10 times the acceleration
along one ax i s without malfunction as
they could along other axes.

3-31. The clapper-type relay shown in

figure 3-7 failed as a result of vibration
and shock forces along axis 1. At low Figure 3-4. Restricting Sleeve
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Figure 3-5. "G" 1Level Relay Failure Spectrum
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Figure 3-6. Shock Amplification Throughout a Long-Body Relay
Mounted on Flexible Chassis

vibration frequencies along this axis, some contact chatter occurred, but the de-
gree of chatter varied depending upon the contact-tip pressure for the particular
relay design. Severe chatter occurred at or close to the resonant frequencies of
the relay's contact support members. Continued vibration at resonant frequencies
resulted in fatigue failure of the support members. Contact chatter also occurred
as a result of shoc" forces. Axis 2 of the clapper-type relay appeared least sensi-
tive to shock and vibration. Unless specialized clapper types are used, designers
can usually be assured of optimum relay performance if the relay is oriented so
that acceleration forces are directed parallel to this axis. Along axis 3, the aver-
age clapper-type relay is not considered susceptible to effects of vibration accel-
erations. Shock accelerations of 30 to 50g, however, caused considerable contact
chatter.

3-32. The rotary-type relay shown in figure 3-8 malfunctioned as a result of vi-
bration and shock forces along axes 1 and 2. Contact chattering occurred at low

frequencies but was not serious; how-
ever, when the exciting frequency
reached 500 cps, resonance of the con-F• tact support members resulted in ser-

ious contact chatter. Shock and vibra-
tion accelerations did not cause diffi-

0 culty along axis 3. With rotary-type
construction, rotational-mode acceler-
ations also must be considered if the
rotational axis is parallel to axis 3.

3-33. Most plunger-type relays (figure
t 3-9) are immune along all three axes to

AXES vibration and shock accelerations en-
countered during airborne operation.
Because of its construction, this relay

Figure 3-7. Clapper-Type.Relay is not susceptible to shock and vibration
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AXES

AXES

Figure 3-8. Rotary-Type Relay Figure 3-9. Plunger-Type Relay

along axes 1 and 2. For axis 3, the magnetic force of the armature counteracts
forces due to shock and vibration. Another favorable feature is that plunger-type
relays have short contact support me m be r s with natural resonant frequencies
above 500 cps. However, certain models of plunger-type relays chattered when
subjected to shock along axis 3 over the 30g level. The position of the plunger as
the coil is being energized or deenergized is a factor as to whether or not the relay
will chatter. An attempt should be made to orient plunger relays in operating posi-
tions so that the most severe acceleration forces are along axes 1 or 2.

3-34. MOUNTING METHODS. Most relays for airborne equipment are designed
to be small and compact, as shown in figure 3-10. When rigidly mounted on firm
decks or panels, these relays may withstand an operational shock, of up to 50g, or
a vibration between 10 and 2000 cps at 10g plus. When such nonflexible mounting
locations are unavailable, sufficient rigidity must be designed into the mounting in
order to increase the natural frequency of the assembly (if possible) beyond the
environmental exciting frequencieas. There must be sufficient clearance between
the relay and other component parts, frame members, or panels to prevent bump-
ing.

3-35. Experience shows that mounting orientations usually are dictated by space
factors or convenience of attachment. Certain optimum orientations oz relays,
however, exist for various types of environments. The dynamic forces in fixed-
wing aircraft and helicopters are primarily along the vertical axis, but in heli-
copters, forces nearly as great appear along the transverse axis. Missiles launched
from the ground often experience large dynamic forces along the longitudinal axis.
The vulnerability of the relay to these forces depends, in a great part, urFn the
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particular relay used and its particular
mounting orientation in relation to the

S- ~~~dynamic force en co un te r ed. Figure
3-11 illustrates mounting orientations

for the three popular types of relays.
These mounting configurations assume
the support is rigid, and motion occurs
along or about one axis only.

3-36. TUBES.

3-37. The highest percentage of all
failures in components comprising air-
borne electronic equipment is attributed
to the electron ' oe. Under conditions
of shock, vibration, or acoustic noise,
an electron tube may fail completely or

1.195 "---may malfunction by acting as a trans-
ducer and creating noise or signals, or
reacting to shock in such a way as to

Figure 3-10. Small and Compact momentarily paralyze a circuit. Coin-
Relay Design plete failure may result through break-

age of the glass envelope, breakage of
the filament, or distortion of the elements. Figure 3-12 shows the vibration fail-
ure rates of three tube types for one level of vibration.

3-38. Tube failures may be reduced in three ways: improvement of the conven-
tional electron tube to endure mechanical excitation, development of an entirely new
design which would be inherently more rugged, and wiser application of the avail-
able tubes. Each of these three approaches is being used with varying degrees of
success.

3-39. CONSTRUCTION. The conventional electron tube consists of several long,
slender elements held close to one another by spacing discs, and the entire assem-
bly is enclosed in a tubular envelope. Electrical connections are made at one end
of the elements and this same end is used to mount the entire tube as a cantilever
by pushing the exterior connecting pins into a mating socket. The relative posi-
tions of the elements are critical; changes in spacing will change the electrical
characte-ristics of the tube. The internal structure of a tube has little damping
and, therefore, a high mechanical Q. Typical tube failures w h i c h result from
shock and vibration are: broken filament, brolen mica spacers, enlargement of
holes -.n mica spacers, pin breakages, loose metal particles, and cracked envelope
or base seal. These primary failures result in tube f- ilures evidenced as open
circuits, short circuits, microphonics, Gm changes, and gassiness.

3-40. FAILURE DUE TO SHOCK. Envelope breakage due to shock is relatively
uncommon. When it does occur, it usually results from stress concentrations
caused by inadequate envelope support. Shock failure of the filament is generally

iL associated with the stresses imposed by short-duration accelerations (the fila-
.ment, although able to withstand high accelerations of long duration, will some-
timoas fail under relatively low accelerations of short duration). Shock failure of

L5
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Figure 3-11. Mounting Orientations for the Three Popular Type Relays

other parts of the interna? structure usually is associated with shock forces of long
duration.

3-41. FAILURE DUE TO VIBRATION. in general, low-frequency vibration has
little affect on the average size electron tube since the internal frequencies are
relatively high. Even the iarger size tubes, which are used under certain condi-
tions in airborne equipment, seldom have natural frequencies below 180 cps. If
the equipment Is rigidly mounted, the environmental exciting frequencies can co-
incide with tube natural frequencies. Although the excitation amplitudes are low at
the tube natural frequencies (usually 400 to 800 cps),, the high mechanical Q of the

I ° I

tub strutr ca edt etutv epnea pliue.oiiiul ueee
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ments may resonate in the 500 to 8000 cps range and as a result may generate
electrical noise.

3-42. Ruggedized vacuum tubes provide more rugged element supports and better
fitting parts, ahd materials and processing are more closely controlled in their
manufacture. These tubes are premium priced but are generally better with re-
spect to shock and vibration resistance. Nevertheless, In some applications, tubes
which were specially engineered and sold at premium prices had no effect whatso-
ever in changing tube failure rates.

3-43. Completely new tube d e signs (such as those shown in figure 3-13) are
evolving, primarily out of the attempt to develop an automatic tube assembly. The
stacked or ceramic type is more resistant to shock and vibration than conventional
tubes because of its compact design and the rigidity of the materials used. The
new, small box-shaped tube with leads all in one plane is certainly convenient for
mounting in a circuit, and its size and shape indicate desirable shock and vibra-
tion resistant characteristics. It may also be noted that tubes are being replaced,
wherever practicable, by transistors which are inherently resistant to shock and
vibration.

3-44. MOUNTING METHODS. Except for the spetml case of individually isolated

tubes, the best that can be accomplished in tube mountings is to subject the entire
tube to the vibration environment exis'Ing in the cimtssis. The tube mounting must
not only restrict the tube's motion under shock, but should also attenuate the
shock, if possible. As with any cantilever type of structure, the electron tube has
a least sensitive axis in respect to shock and vibration. If possible, the tube
should be mounted so that its longitudinal axis is in the same direction as the most
severe environment.

3-45. The simplest Way to mount an electron tube is to push its pins into a socket
which has been fastened to the chassis. While this method of mounting is com-

pletely satisfactory for mild s e r v i c e
'o ý SURVIVAL OF envirpnments, it does not provide a good
90 ELECTRON TUBES support for the tube. Tubes which are
soAT iog, 1070 500 CPS pin mounted may, under shock or vibra-

SWEEP
7 tion, pop out ot their sockets, strike. TO -0 - ZOO SAMPLES EACHI

S5 other components (unless abnormally
60 -o large clearances prevail), or amplify
-O____ the base motion and subject the interior

of the tube to high accelerations. It is
SLEGEND nt uncommon, upon unpacking home

- - SYMBOL TUBE TYPE electronic appliances, to discover that,a -o . 565,IGAKS wO6 such damage has occurred during ship-
0 o* *IOI/6J6WA ping.

[I0 6189/12A )TWA

o N a 9 It 3-46. One method used for securing
TIME N •,.oun$ tubes with bases has been to cbanp the

r .T F etube by its base, with the clamp Be-
Figure 3-12. Typical Falure Rates cured to the chassis. tose-g
of Electron Tubes Due to Vibration clamps are usually more rigid than
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other types and tentd to transmit full shock forces directly to the tube. Although
the base-gripping clamp holds the base of the tube securely, the envelope contain-
ing the tube elements is still a cantilever and undcr severe environment, the ce-
ment which holds the envelope in the base often fails. Once this happens, the wir-
ing to the envelope will soon fail. Also, the use of a base-gripping clamp on a
phenolic base tube may cause distortion and cracking of the base.

3-47. Clamps which grip the envelope are preferable to the base-gripping type.
There are two general types of envelope-gripping tube clamps, the "hat and post"
type and the shield type. -The "hat and post" type, shown in figure 3-14, is avail-
able in many varieties. Hats of various sizes and shapes are available to fit all
tubes or plug-in units. The "hat and post" type of retainer is available with either
one or two posts.

3-48. Tube shields (in addition to providing electrical shielding) give the tube
mechanical protection and help to hold the tube in its socket. Many varieties of
tube shields are available, with most of the variations arising from thermal prob-
lems. One type of shield is'tight-fitting and makes good contact with the tube en-
velope and chassis, thereby conducting the heat to the chassis (figure 3-15). Some
electronic airborne equipment is constructed with a forced air cooling system, in
which air is controlled and directed to the most temperature-sensitive parts of the
equipment. Special tube sockets have been developed to direct the cooling air over
the tube (figure 3-16). Air is forced into channels which carry it to the inside of
the tube shield and over the tube envelope (figure 3-17).

3-49. Tube shields can be used more efficiently with subminiature tubes. The
absence of a socket permits clamping by the envelope which is desirable both for
the rigid support. and the thermal conduction it provides. Examples of cradle-type
tube shields used for many subminiature tubes are shown in figure 3-18. The tube
is held rigidly to the chassis or mounting plate, and mechanical resonance of the
tube (as a unit) is unlikely. Good heat transmission from the tube clamp to the
chassis is not ensured by riveting. Preferably, the clamp should be soldered to

1 tt

III
Figre3-3.Figure 3-14. Hat and Post Type

-1.New Types of Tubes Tb lm
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the heat sink as well. It has been suggested that silicone grease between the sur-
faces being riveted would increase the heat transfer rate.

3-50. An unconventional approach to electron tube clamping is illustrated in fig-
ure 3-19. Each tube is held Lkn a hole in a solid metal block. The tubes are held
tightly in the holes by hexagonal beryllium copper shims. This mounting method
requires very rigid chassis construction. The design provides the chassis with an
excellent heat sink and helps reduce tube-envelope temperatures to fifty percent of
what may be expected i-om the average, standard tube shield. Tubes held ih this
particular chassiswere subjected to an environment of 16g from 20 to 1000 cps for
a period of 15 minutes in each of three mutually perpendicular planes, and no tube
failures occurred. However, the environment in which a particular tube will func-
tion must be thoroughly outlined and determined so that equipment is not overde-
signed, embodying excessive cost and weight.

3-51. TRANSISTORS.

3-52. Transistors, considered apart from mounting techniques, are rigid bodies,
resistant to failure due to shock and vibration. Recent tests showed that they do
not malfunctionwhen exposed to vibrational stress of 15g through a frequency range
of 55 to 2000 cps.

3-53. Although inherently resistant to shock and vibratioa, transistor failure can
still occur through the use of improper mounting techniques. Figure 3-20 shows

-- • T .hW •w z~qg Is ued.

fTWO camctuoft oat at Wdbet

1:4

! libta.Tbeus•de n

lt-*~a 'limpt;
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?vgure 3-15. Tube S~l Designted to -protect Tube Againzt Qiok and Vlb..AUMo
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five types of transistors which are
mounted in various w a y s in an equip-
ment. The transistor shown in figure
3-20ais held tothe chassiswith screws.
The type shown in figure 3-20b has a
threaded stud which screws into a heat
sink (figure 3-31). From a shock a-id
vibration standpoint, these two types
are obviously dp sirable b e c a u s e they
fasten securely.

3-54. The transistors illustrated in c, Figure 3-16. Tube Socket and Shield
d, and e of figure 3-20 are not designed with Air Passage for Cooling
to fasten as securely, an(. supplemen-
tary measures must be employed lo ensure their resistance to shock and vibration.
The transistor shown in figure 3-20a mounts in a socket in the same m,;iner as
electron tubes. For airborne applications, this type must be mounted with som6
for-.a of retainer such as that shown in figures 3-31 and 3-32. Strips extend across
a row of plug-in ti ansistors and are bolted to the chassis. Rubber grommets are
used at the points of contact of the transistor and strip.

- I

PLVENTED

SOCKET

7,/r

Figure 3-17. Forced Air CooJ."g of W~ielded Tubes
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Figure 3-18. Cradle-Type Tube Shields for Subminiature Tubes

3-55. The transistors shown in d and e of figure 3-20 have no visible means of
support except their leads. The long type (d) is usually mounted on printed-wJring
boards with the long side flat against the board. They are held to the board b-
spring clips or wrire straps. The flat, button type (c) may be used without retainers
if mounted on a printed-wiring board with the leads hodling the base tight against
the board. Both of thee!ý latter types of transistors are less susceptible to failure
iff conformal coating is used to make the board and conponent parts rigid. The
conformal coating alro acts to adhere the transistor to the board.

3-56. TRANSFORMERS.

3-57. Transformers . , protected against shock and vibration by the nature of
their construction. The,.: internal wiring iV tightly bopnd around a rigid core or
bobbin and is impregnated with a moisture-resistant insulating material, usually
varnish. Both the firm wi.ding and the hardened varnish rigidly anchor the core
and wire assemblies. In addition, encapEulation is often used to seal the entire
transformer assembly (figure 3.-21). The transformer is coated by dipping or
molding it in a compound, usually elastomeric, which is then cured or hardened by
an oven-heating process. This gives the transformer a moisture-resistant coat
and adds further to the transformer's ruggedness.
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3-58. As with most other airborne
electronic components, difficulties in- A B
volving transformers resulting from ex-
posure to shock and vIbratI'n, environ-
ment occur because of pow, or inade-
quate provisions !or mounting. In many
cases, the transformer, which probably
is the heaviest component on the elec-
tronic chassis, is held by frail brackets
or legs, or undersized bolts. Inadequate
support may result in failure or, if the
trantLormer breaks loose, severe dam- C D E
age to the equipment. Frequently,
transformers are m o n t e d on a rela-
tively flimsy chassis which lowers the
c h a s s i s resonant frequency to a point
where it is in the environmental spec-
trum. Thus, input accelerations vlU be
amplified by the chassis resulting in de-
structive forces on the mounting brack-
ets, bolts, or on the chassio itself.

3-59. The transformer's terminals are
considered second to the transformer's
mounting in vulnerability to shock and
vibration. Unsupported lead lengths
should be kept to a minimum to redu.e Figure 3-20. Five Types of Transistors
the forces imposed on the terminals.

3-60. Certain types of transformer assemblies have definite points or areas
which are susceptible, by the nature of their construction, to shock and vibration.
The transformer shown in figure 3-22 exemplifies this point. Having originally

been fixed to a chassis only by a steel
tape through iLs base, the transformer
was vulnerable to lateral excitation.
Adding a support bracket between the
base and the core raised the natural

-H "frequency of the transformer and dis-
- tributed the strain rather than concen.

trating it at the intersection of the bas,.-
and the tape.

] 3-61. What may ordinarily seem t be
insignificant constructio:, details may
mean the difference between satisfac-

Story performance and complete failure.
Figure 3-23 shows two transformers
which, although of similar construction,
are different in that one incorporates
specific features which prolect the

E F gure 3-21. Transformer Encap- comprnent againpt damaging shock and
sulated in Silicone Rubber vibration.
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WINDING

CORE-BINDING
STEEL TAPE

CORE

SUPPORT
BRACKET

BASE BS NO SUPPORT

BASE CORE CLAMP

POOR CONSTRUCTION ACCEPTABLE CONSTRUCTION

Figure 3-22. Transformer Design to Resist Shock and Vibration

3-62. SWITCHES AND CIRCUIT BREAKERS.

3-63. In gener-al, switches are affected little, if at all, by shock and vibration in
airborne electronic equipment. Certain types of lever-operated toggle circuit
breakers and switches, however, mz.ist be used with caution. In a severe shock
environment, the unbalanced mass of large, manual actuating levers used in some
breakers and switches may have sufficient inertia to trip the breaker. Where this
possibility exists, other lever designs must be used. Miniaturization of these
normally unbalanced members of a compor It part will decrease inertia forces
under siiock.

3-64. Tests ha've indicated that the commonly used bat-handle toggle switches
have sufficient spring pressures to ensure satisfactory circuit contact, either in
shock or in vibration enviroizments. Rotary switches, w he r e contacts are of a
sliding knife-clamp configuratior, are generally found to be trouble-free from
accelerations (eithcr linear or rotational), providing their actuating levers and
contact-positioning detent devices are balanced or are of very low auss.

3-65. CAPACITORS AND RE -ISTCOS.

3-66. Mounting capacitors and resistors by their leads is a simple and economi-
cal installation. This wethod, however, should be restricted to installations where
the leaO-mounted capacitor or resistor will not be excited at resonance.

3-67. Components mounted by "heir leads are masses supported by complex re-
silient beams with little damping. •hould this type of assembly become excited at
its resonant frequency, the stress on the leads coald easily become great enough
to cause them to break. Tests on lead-mounted components indicate that the leads
fatigue quickly when the component is excited at resonance, but seem to last indef-
initely when excited at other fijuencies. For example, xcitation of 2g at reso-
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CLAMPING BOLT HOLDS CORE
TOGETHER AND HOLDS CORE

TO CENTER OF FRAME

STUDS WELDED TO ENDS OF FRAME BOLTS TRAVERSE ENTIRE
HOLD FRAME TO DECK TRANSFORMER, HOLDING

CORE AND FRAME SOLIDLY
TO DECK

POOR DESIGN BETTER DESIGN

Figure 3-23. Transformer Designs Showing Good and Bad Practices
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Figure 3-24. Fatige! Life of a Lead-Mounted Resistor Versus Natural Frequency
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Figure 3-25. Natural Frequencies of Lead-Mounted Composition Resistors as a
Function of Weight and Lead Length

nance can cause failure in a few minutes, but tests at 20g for 50 hours at nonreso-
nance produced no failure. Tests show no tendency toward failure of lead-mounted
capacitors and resistors under conditions of shock or acceleration (50g accelera-

tion; 50g shock with 10 millisecond duration). This is obviously a result of the
light weight of the components. Although lead-mounted components fail much more
quickly when excited at resonance than when excited at other frequencies, the life
of a component excited at resonance may be increased by increasing the natural
frequency. Figure 3-24 shows the results of tests on a particular resistor size
and type and illustrates the increased life which can be obtained by increasing the
na'ural frequency by shortening the lead lengths. The curves are averages of the
results of several test specimens which were excited at resonance. The curves .
should not be used as a source of quantitative information on the life of lead-
mounted resistors since it represents the results on only one resistor type and
size.

3-68. By limiting the lead length and the size (mass) of the component, the me-
chanical resonant frequency may be kept relatively high. However, the mass of a
component is fixed by the required electrical characteristics and there is a prac-
tical limit on the shortening of lead lengths. There is, therefore, an upper limit
on the natural frequency of a lead-mounted component when using components now
available. (larger lead sizes for a given component weight would give higher natu-

t , ral frequencies.) Figure 3-25 is a plot of experimental data relative to lead-
mounted composition resistors. The plot indicates the dependence of natural fre-
quency on lead length and weight. It also iUustrates the practical limit on natural
frequency, since a simple calculation shows that a mass of 2.86 grams or larger,
having a lead length of 0. 125 inch or more, will display a natural frequency of 500
cps or omer. The natural frequency of capacitors plotted in this manner would be
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still lower, since manufacturers generally place leads with smaller diameters on
capacitors than they do on resistors of the same weight.

3-69. It is obvious, then, that the method of mounting components by using short
leads as their supports, or by using lighter components, may be valid when applied
in environments such as propeller-driven aircraft (or isolation-mounted equip-
ment) where the high-frequency excitation is of low magnitude. However, when
the method is applied in a guided missile with rigid mounting, f3r example, where
chassis vibration of appreciable magnit -le may exist for long periods at frequen-
cies coincident with the natural frequen .y of the lead-mounted component, it may
become necessary to clamp or cement the component to the chassis as shown in
figure 3-26. Attempts have been made to produce a formula based on mass and
lead length which would indicate the natural frequency of a lead-mounted compo-
nent. These attempts have been unsuccessful. As indicated by figure 3-25, for a
given combination of lead length and component mass, the variables introduced
through mounting give a wide range of natural frequencies.

3-70. If capacitors and resistors are to be lead mounted (in isolator-mounted
equipment), the selection of the correct capacitor or resistor will prolong the life
of the installation, For example, certain molded tubular capacitors and resistors
which hold a portion of their lead length in molding plastic were cempared to units
in which the leads are terminated with a rivet or some clamping device. Test re-
sults showed that embedding the lead in molding plastic greatly reduced the number
of lead failures.

3-71. Proper mounting techniques are likewise important. Tests showed that
mounting capacitorc or resistors to flexible terminal boards by their leads is un-

BEND 456AROUND rERMINAL
AND YHEN SOLDER

SOLID-POST
TERMINAL

SHARPDETOOMALS SSLIGHT BEND IN LEAD FOR

NOT BE USED TO HANDLEOR " IMPERATURE CHANGES
BEND LEAD

& APPLY CEMENT
(OR CLAMP)

"1/16" PROJECTION

I pFOR HANDLINGS' • CONVENIENCE

SPLIT-POST TERMINAL

(SOLDERED WIRE)

Figure 3-26. Proper Mounting Technique for Lead-Mounted Components
Used in Guided Missiles
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sound because the resulting lead flexing causes eventual failure. Any installation
where the capacitor or resistor leads are subject to flexing is poor.

3-72. Failures of lead-mounted components may s o m e t i m e s be attributed to
shock or vibration when, in truth, this is not the primary cause. For instance, if
the leads of these components are wrapped around the terminal, the winching ac-
tion of wrapping may leave the leads with a high residual tensile stress which may
cause the lead to break under the additional stress imposed by differential thermal
expansion. Tests of lead-mounted components show that lead failure invariably
occurs in the lead and not in the solder joint, even though the joint does not involve
wrapping of leads. These tests throw doubt on the wisdom of wrapping leads to
secure a good mechanical joint prior to soldering.

3-73. Proper mounting techniques for both fastened and lead-mountid -.--sistors
and capacitors incorporate many minor but important considerations. For example,
as indicated in figure 3-26, the lead should be handled carefully with the proper
tsols in order to prevent nicking or scratching, and the lead should be given a
slight bend to allow for temperature contractions of the wire between component
and terminal.

3-74. TERMINALS.

3-75. The rigidity of a terminal in its mounting hole determines to some extent
the ability of the attached lead to withstand mechanical excitation. If the terminal
becomes loose and vibrates, the wire in turn becomes susceptible to vibration
forces. A terminal may become loose if it is overheated or jarred while a wire is
being soldered to it; it may loosen if it is not tightly swaged, or if an attached
heavy wire is drawn so tightly that the terminal is. -ained against its mounting
hole. By-vibrating and bumping the edges of their n. "ing holes, loose termi-
nals cause extreme wear around the edge of the hole ýt., become looser. Under
these conditions, both the wire and the terminal are c l,*ni6 r, -. Therefore, sev-
eral steps must be taken to obtain a reliable termi. - •unction. The insulating
board must be of such composition that it will not readi, #ear or crack around the
terminal mounting hole. The terminal itself must be made of such material that
the terminal shank will not crack excessively when it is s, 1. Careful swaging
of the terminal shank, using proper techniques, will increase the gripping power of
the terminal.

3-76. Tests show dtat knurling the terminal enables it to grip the mounting board
securely and thus resist turning in the hole. Terminals with knurled shanks gen-
erally perform better than those with radial knurling (figure 3-27). Figure 3-28
shows the comparative torques required to turn knurled and unknurled terminnals,
These curves also show the effect of terr inal-to-hole fit. As would be expected,
tighter fits provide better turning resistance.

3-77. PRINTED WIRING BOARDS.

3-78. Printed wiring boards generally are smaller, lighter, and cheaper to man-
ufacture than conventional circuits. Even in short production runs, standardized
circu.its and standardized tooling techniques can afford a substantial savings in the
cost of the equipment.
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Figure 3-27. Proper Knurling of Terminal Posts
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Figure 3-29. Printed V~ri3Ig Bad n e do a gn
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Figure 3-30. Both Sides of a Printed Wiring Board

Supported by a Sheet Metal Chassis
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3-79. Pi inted w i r I n gboards usually
RETAINER TRANSISTORS are thin and flexible and require some

low resonant frequen'.cies. The stiffen-
ing may consist of a inetal chassis, con-formal coating, or complete potting in

plastic. The exceptions to this rule are
small wiring boards, which, because of

S~their size, are rigid enough to be used
without additional stiffening in mild vi-
bration environments.

- 3-80. The board illustrated in figure

3-29 is designed for use in a mild vibra-
TRANSISTORS HEAT SINK tion environment; that is, in an equip-ment that is mounted on iso]lators, The

printed board is stiffened by a header,
Figure 3-31. Printed Wiring Board a connector block, and two bridging

Treated With Conformal Coating strips. Resistors, capacitors, and

1TRANSISTOR RETAINER

Figure 3-32. Printed Wiring Boards Formed into Potted Modules
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diodes are held to the board solely by
the leads; the transistors are held by
leads and by wire s t rap s. When the
boards are packaged as shown in figure
3-29, they are supported only at the con-
nector block and at the header. Were
this equipment required to withstand a i
more severe environment (rigid mount-
ing) the entire perimeter nf the board
would require support. The capacitors,
resistors, and diodes would be clamped
or camented to the board.

3-81. Figure 3-30 shows both sides of
a printed wiring board supported by a
sheet metal chassis. All heavy parts
are mounted to the chassis by screws
or spring clips, while the light ones are
mounted directly to the wiring board by
their leads. A layer of insulating paper Figure 3-33. Microminiature Con-
is used between the board and the chas- struction Using Printed
sis, and the assembly is fastened to- Wiring Boards
gether around the perimeter and also in
the center area. The metal chassis acts as a stiffener for the board and gives
structura. support to the heavier components.

3-82. Figure 3-31 shows a printed wiring board treated with conformal coating.
The component-part side of the board is dipped into a clear plastic material that
hardens to form a rigid assembly. Resistors and capl.itors are mounted to the
board by the leads, and the transformers and other heavy parts are screwed or
riveted directly to the board. This technique gives a thick, hard plastic coating and
is not to be confused with the usual fungicidal or tropicalizing dips.

3-83. Printed circuit boards can also be made rigid by complete potting in plas-
tic. Figure 3-32 illustrates a technirwle in which the wiiing boards are formed in-
to potted modules. Three boards are assembled at right angles to each other and
joined by wire stitching which connects the sections electrically. The assembled
boards are then potted with the terminals and the surface of the transistor sockets
exposed. The potted units are bolted into the equipment and the connections made
to the terminals. The transistors are held down by retainers which are fastened
by the same bolts that hold the units.

3-84. Figure 3-33 is an example of microminlature construction using printed
wiring boards A,- component parts are mounted by the leads between two boards.
The boards and parts mutually support each other to form a compact and rigid unit.
It appears that this construction would offer more vibration and shock resistance
than the same circuitry cn a flat wiring board.
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SECTION IV

RACX AND CHASSIS DESIGN

4-1. GENERAL.

4-2. The primary objective of rack and chassis design for electronic equipment
is to mount component parts so they will perform electrically in a mechanical en-
vironment. Secondary objectives are ease of maintenance and operation. Rack
and chassis design can control the transmission of excitation by fixing the relation-
ship of the excitation reaching the components to the input excitation reaching the
rack or chassis, with respect to both frequencies and amplitudes.

4-3. Structurally, the rack may vary from a simple mounting base to a complex
construction that integrates many equipments; the chassis may vary from a sheet-
metal box to a complex casting. No matter what form the rack or chassis may
take, the design of these structures is essentially a matter of providing the best
flexibility. A rack or chassis that is too flexible may amplify vibration excitation;
one that is too rigid may transmit an unnecessary amount of the shock excitation.

4-4. DESIGN FACTORS.

4-5. Generally, rack and chassis designs are determined bythe component parts
required for the equipment and the environment in which the equipment must oper-
ate. Specifically, the designer must decide (1) whether to design for isolation or
resistance, (2) what natural frequencies are desired for the rack and chassis, and
(3) component part arrangement.

4-6. COMPONENT PARTS. In some cases, the choice of component parts has
to be a compromise between electrical efficiency and mechanical ruggedness.
With desired electrical efficiency establishted in advance of construction, mechan-
ical. weaknesses can occur if no rugged component 'part is available. Circuit re-
desig may be necessary to permit the use of more rugged parts.

4-7. The rack and chassis (and isolation system, if any) should be designed so
as to minimize the effects of component part resonances. Selected component parts
shoald be tested to determine their natural frequencies. Since these natural fre-
quencies are fixed, the excitation reaching the component parts at these frequen-
cies must be of a sufficiently low magnitude. The excitation reaching the compo-
nent parts is a function of the environment existing at the airframe, the flexibili-
ties of the rack and chassis, and the damping incorporated into the rack and chas-
sis.

4-8. MINIATURIZATION. Miniaturization of components, leading to smaller
and lighter chassis and equipments, produces systems with ruggedness and rigid-
ity. The decreased dimensions (beam lengths) and the a mall e r masses of the
miniaturized elements lead to hiier natural frequencies. Since an acceleration
from the environment produces a force on a component dependent on the mass of
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the component, the acceleration forces on lesser weights (miniaturized equipment)

are less then on larger weights. Miniaturization can also result in other advan-
tages, such as higher equipment densities and smaller equipment size and weight.

4-9. ENVIRONMENT. The anticipated environment is the determining factor in
designing for n at u r a I frequencies of the mounting system and equipment. 'For
setting the natural frequencies of the rack and chassis, one can use the following
rule-of-thumb: the natural frequencies should be no less than two times and pref-
erably three to four times the highest frequency of the excitation source. This
source will be either the isolators or the airframe, depending on 'whether flexible
or rigidmounting is used. Frequently, especially in missiles, the excitation fre-
quencies range so high that it is impossible to design the rack and chassis for a
rigidly mounted equipment so that the natural frequencies fall above the excitation
frequencies. In this case, the chassis and rack natural frequencies should be set
in a range where the acceleration levels are suitably low, and the chassis and rack
should be damped to limit resonance responses.

4-10. The natural frequencies for the rack and chwisis can be readily fixed if the
environment has been accurately measured and clearly stated in terms of the point
of attachment of the equipment. The data, however, may not always be so explicitly

stated. It may be given for general airframe locations, or for unloaded structures.
When the data is given for general airframe locations, the designer will have to
account for flexibilities in the mechanical system between the point of measurement
and the point of attachment. When it is given for unloaded structures, the problem
of estimating the environment may become even more complex. Neglecting the
loading of the structure at which the environment is measured can give rise to
serious errors. Airframe sections which deflect 1/16 inch under the weight of an
equipment are as flexible as many vibration isolators.

4-11. The designer should attempt to minimize the number of structures in the
mounting system and equipment. Determining the exact effects of a number of
structures can be quite difficult. Simplification of design may eliminate such
structures as brackets and terminal boards; making the remaining structures as
rigid as possible will further reduce alteration of the environment. Each flexibility
eliminated by redesign eliminates a degree-of-freedom from the mechanical sys-
tem. This no! only simplifies design problems, but increases the likelihood of pro-
ducing a successful equipment.

4-12. NATURAL FREQUENCY OF STRUCTURES. The following discussion gives
stiffness and frequency calculations for simple structural members. While com-
plex structures are not covered, the knowledge that can be gained from these cal-
culations can assist in makiaig intelligent guesses for complex structures.

4-13. The natural frequency of an undamped single-degree-of-freedom system is
proportional to the static deflection in a linear spring system, as shown in the fol-
lowing calculations:

fn ffi where C tn is the circular natural frequency.

But w nwas chosen as Aik-iI (see paragraph 1-23),
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so that fn 2 k -M

Since M W, then fn

Evaluating 4+- and substituting, f= 3. 13 = 3. 13

where 8 is equal to the static deflection in inches. The natural frequency, then,
can be determined from the measured deflection of the structure produced by the
load.

4-14. To use the last formula derived above, the deflection must be known. To
attempt to determine natural frequencies in the design states of structure, it is
necesrary to calculate the expected deflection. Figure 4-1 gives formalas for cal-
culating the deflection for the following simple structures: (a) cantilever, point
load at end; (b) simply supported beam, point load at center; (c) simply supported
beam, point load at any point; (d) fixed beam, point load at center; (e) cantilever,
uniformly distributed load; (f) simply supported beam, uniformly distributed load;
and (g) fixed beam, uniformly distributed load.

4-15. For calculating the deflection of complex structures, the individual flexi-
bilities are added like resistances (spring constants or stiffnesses are added like
capacitances). For series structures, the combined flexibility F* (expressed in
inches per pound) is the sum of the flexibilities represented by

F =F+F2 ............

For structures in parallel, the combined flexibility is represented by the equation

j= 1............

4-16. Calculating the natural frequencies of complex structures is extremely
difficult. Any structure that has interconnecting flexible members supporting
various distributed masses has many degrees of freedom. The best approach to
achieving proper rigidity of structures is to "shake" the equipment under develop-
ment and to stiffen it through cut-and-try methods, provided that simplified struc-
tural analysis is not feasible.

4-17. STIFFNESS OF STRUCTURES. The stiffness of a beam is dependent upon
the modultus of elasticity of the material and the cross-sectional area and configu-
ration.. The modulus of elasticity values (E) for several typical chassis materials
are given in table 4-1. Typical cross sections of structural shapes are shown in
figure 4-2. These conflaurations are available in a complete range of sizes and
materials. Their design is a result of specialized needs, generally, to give the
proper amount of stiffness in each direction of deflection at minimum weight.

* Flexibility is the reciprocal of spring constant; see footnote on page 6.
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TABLE 4-1. MODULI OF ELASTICITY FOR CHASSIS MATERIALS

Chassis E

Material (Pounds per Square irch)

A!uminum 10. 2 x 106

Magnesium 6. 1 x 106

Steel 28-31 x 106

Brass 13.4 x 106

Copper 14. 5 x 106

4-18. If a beam is to be loaded three times as severely vertically as it is hori-
zontally, with equal deflections in each direction, then it should be three times as
stiff in the vertical plane. This means that the moment of inertia (in4 ) in the ver-
tical plane must be three times that in the horizontal plane. A "square" H-beam
will fulfill these requirements. Other structural shapes satisfy other ratios of
vertical-to-horizontal stiffness.

ANGLE I-BEAM CI.4NNELS
STANDARD WING

N-BEAU. TEE ZEE

Figure 4-2. Typical Cross Sections of Structural Shapes
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4-19. These structural sections should be oriented so that the maximum stiffness
occurs in the plane of maximum excitation. Since a standard chassis is, in sec-
tion, similar to a channel, it follows that if the major excitation is in the vertical
axis, the best c h as s i s orientation probably is vertical. However, the effect of
vertical chassis orientation on component parts must also- be considered; in all
probability, they would be excited as cantilevers, if normal mounting techniques
were used.

4-20. In designing any structure, a safety factor is used. The expected loading
is multiplied by this factor and the structures are designed to hold this overload.
The safety factor should increase in proportion to the criticalness of the structure
and decrease in proportion to the exactness of the environmer.lal data.

4-21. STRESS DISTRIBUTIONS.

4-22. The stress distributions within the materials forming racks or chassis will
have a marked effect on the service life of these structures. To visualize stress
distribution, a plate under t e n s i o n can be imagined to have unbreakable lines
across it parallel to the direction of stress. In a plate that has no bends, cutouts,
or sudden changes in cross-section, thpse lines will be equal distances apart. If
the plate is bent, perforated, or drawn in being formed into a chassis, these lires
will have to pass through or around these deformatiotis. This may result in bunch-
ing of these lines, or, more precisely, stress concentrations, since the stress at
any point in the plate will be proportional to the spacing between the lines. Al-
fough this can only be imagined for metals, such lines ahd stress concentrations

can be seen with polarized light in stressed plastics.

4-23. Since stress concentrations will have deleterious effects on rack or chassis
service life, every effort should be made to minimize them. Sheet metal bends
should be generous and properly formed; bend-relief should be provided at cor-
ners; changes in cross-section should be f i ll e t e d; sharp-cornered cutouts and
notches should be avoided; and hole shape and location should be determined with a
view toward their effects on chassis flexibility and strength. Figure 4-3 shows a
fractured cantilever bracket damaged because of spot-weld failure and stress con-
centration at a 90-degree cutout at the bend of the L.

4-24. SHEET METAL BENDS. Large bend radii reduce the likelihood of stress
concentrations and of surface cracks due to forming. For practical reasonfs, bend
radii cannot always be made large, but they should be greater than certain mini-
mum values. A safe rule-of-thumb for the more common sheet metal stock, such
as aluminum and steel, is to make the bend radius about four to six times tCe
thickness of the material. The "ndnimum" radii for specific materials are stated
in tables of sheet metal bend radii, such as table 4-2, in the metals handbooks.
These values, however, are for Static applications; for dynamic loaciings, bend

Lradii should be made at least twice the stated values If failure is to be comfortably
"avoided.

4-25. Enlargement of the 2nds of slots (figure ;- 4) prior to bending the corners
into the chassis redaces stress concentratlora aL nhe bent corners. TInls reduces
the chances of -racking at the corners especially whcre two bend• are to be made
close to each other.
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Figure 4-3 Fractured Cantilever Bracket

4-26. FORMING TECHNIQUES. If a chassis is formed on a brake, the method of
gripping the metal will determine the unit strain produced by bending. The vises
for a, typical brake are shown in figure 4-5a. When the sheet is bent, stretching
occurs principally along the surface indicated. An alternate vise configuration,
shown in figure 4-5b, uses inserts to restrain but not to grip the sheet. The same
radius is obtained on bending; stretching, however, has been distributed. over a
greater length, thus lessening the chance of cracking at the outside surface of the
bend.

4-27. Another method of -shaping chassis is hydroforining. Pressure behind a
diaphragm forces sheet s t o c k into a die. The hydraulic method ensures equal
"pressure at all points, thus distributing stresses unifodmly over the sheet.

4-28. CUTOUTS. Weakening of the chassis by cutouts for mounting tubes or
other small components will be negligible if only a small part of the chassis metal
is removed. However, the holes should not be aligned in such a way as to "hinge"

Scthe chassis, thus making It more flexible, nor to perforate it for easy tearing.
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'rABLE 4-2.

SHEET METAL BEND RADU FOR EXCLUDED AN'L£8 FROM 450 TO 1200

- -, Exlddagle

Znside
Norninal Band Radius

Material Thickness R.dius Tolerancs

.012- 064 1/16 1,/64s
5052-H32 .072 -. 091 1/8 +1/32 -1/64
5052-H34 .102 -. 125 3/16 +1/32 -1/64

.156 -. 188 1/4 +1/6 -1/32
Aluminun .012 -. 032 1/16 +1/32 -1/64

.040-.064 1/8 +1/32 -1/64
6061-T4 02 - . 091 f4 A1/16 -1/52
6061 -T6 .102 -. 125 3/8 -1/16 -1/32

.156 - 188 3/4 +3/32 -1/16

.250 1 +1/8 -1/16

.010-.032 1/16 I1/64
Yellow brass 040 -. 109 1/8 -1/32 -1/64

Brass(5-35), 1/2 hard .102 -. 125 1/8 + 1/32 -1/64
.156 -. 250 1/4 +j/1. -!/32

Phosphor bronze, .005 -. 010 1/32 +1/64
Bronze* Grade A, .013 -. 022 1/16 +1/52 -1/64

spring temper .025-. 032 1/8 +1/32 -1/64
.i L -__ I I

Electrolytic copper, 011 - 108 1/32 *1/64
soft 0C0W mm) .1294-.259 1/16 +1/32 -1/64

Copp;3r
Beryllium copper .005 -. 032 1/32 *1/64
1/4 hard

Cold-rolled, .012 -. 120 1/16 *1/04

Steel carbon steel ,134 -. 188 1/8 +1/32 -1/64

AISI 302, annealed . 062 1/32 1/64stainless steel .02 .125 A/8A +1/+32 -1/64
.134-,250 1/4 +1/16 -1j/3,2

*Bend-line perpefidicular or diagonal to grain direction.

*i
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4-29. JOINING RACK AND CHASSISMEI
MEMBERS.

4-30. The str',ctural members of
racks or cha:-•is may be joined by a va-
riety of me',! is. If the members are
to be j c i r •'e e permanently, welding or
rivc-Ang may :e best. If the members
are to be separable, they can be held
together with screws or bolts combined
with appropriaL% locking devices.

4-31. FUSION WELDS. Va elding is the
rethod of j%)iunn rack and chassis
riemt.-rs which produces the fewest BLANK

•-•ock ,in. vibration prob'Lms. A weld-
e, .oir,. s .- r•manently tight. However,
w!, , .. ,ited to c .rtain materials
and c, .,sed only vhe e permanent
jcint,• . desired. Stress coacentza-

tions may be produced In welding. These
are avoided by making full-depth welds
and by ensuring good fusion at thi bot-
tom of the weid. S h o r t, intermittent
welds ire undesirable since each "end"
is a stress concentration. After weld-

hig, joint strengths can be increased by
heat treatment to relieve residual FORMFD CHASSIS

stresses; this extra step, however, may
make this a costly joining prosess.

Figure 4-4. Enlargement of Slot Ends
4-32. RIVETS AND SPOT WELD3. to Reduce Stress Concentratior.s at
Riveting is a satisfactory method of Cory-ers
joining rack anid chassis members but
must be of the highest quality. Rivets will not hold up well under rspeated shocks if
they have not provided a tight joint. Loose rivets cause poen ling of the members
during excitation, whir': iiposes severe stresses oa these weinbers. If the rivets
themselves are improperly fabricated, severe reoidual stresses may bz I-ztx in ýhe

rivet heads, and they may anap off und.'r tension.

4-33. If a lap joint is to be loaded in shear, a combination of riveting and spot
welding may be used. The joint is spotwelded; the end4 of the joints are fastened
by rivets to protect against arty possible tension forccs. If the joint is to be loaded
primarily in tension, spotwelding should be. avoided and only rivets used. Ii a great
deal of tension is expected, the members should be fastened with botts and locknuts.

4-34, SCREWS AND BOLTS. The most common detachable fasteners are screws
and bolts. When carefully selected and used with appropriate locking devicas, they
are of valce for joining rack or chassis members. (Their tuse In rack construc-
tion is limited; welding or riveting is us u.,y used.) Sheet metal screws (those
that are not set into a threaded fitting) are not revarnmended. Vibration excitation
can cause them to spin or tear out of their holes.
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STRETCHING AREA-

_____ _____ _____ ____FORMING -

- - ~ANGLE -

-FLAT OVAL TRUSS
I 1 (OVEN)

-- _,--TRECHIG AREA

~-INSERT
ROUND FILLISTERPA7 (BINDING)

Figure 4-5. Insert Distributes Bending
Stresses Over a Greater Surface Figure 4-6. Screw and Bolt Heads

4-35. The geometrical configuration of bolts and screws should be considered
when selecting these fasteners. For cold-headed screws and bolts, the greater
the angle between the lower zsuriace of the head and the~ screw or bolt body (figure
4-6) the greater was the Le stortion of the metal in forming, aad hence the greater
is the residual stress. If the head is thin, the bolt or screw will be structurally
weak, With the3e considerations, of the various types shown in figure 4-6 the best
woald b6 the flai or oval head, the worst the binding or oven head. No mztt~'r
which fasteners are selected, 0,+- aesignor shauWd make suve that they have had
suitable hf.al treatmeuti for reduetlon of retlidual stresses.

4-36. Wheýre screws L-ust be loeked into tapped holes. those screws containing
aonmetal~c inserts may provid.e better 2nd mlore convezient locking than~ could be
obtained with 1luzkwashers. The inserts, however, -should not be used mure than
once; Pnd if the screw is removed, the insert should be, replaced.

4-37. Any 3tress cancentrt' sOns are likely to be proportionately ~greater in small
bolts and screws, For this reason, smaller fasteners have relatively lese strength
than largar fastenvrs. For the best use of tliese fasteners, the dizsignei' will rec-
ogiiize that a screw or bolt has greater stre-rigth when~ loaded In tensloii than When
loaded in shear. By orisnt~ng bolta and~ screws so that their axes are parallel
the dir~ceticy of vibration or shock, the dmnger of fracture of thess. faiitenerq is
nirrixinied-

4-8 LOCKWAS"!ERS. Of the cci mmn type of lockwdshers shown In fig-,rt.- 4-?,
the recqnminended lockwish*er for uae In a aiodew.te or severe ogh~nmcal envllrop-
ment is the split-ring tlye. The split-.ring vmier ý.s reasonably effective in pre-

veningthelooseniing of bolts daie- to vibrsdicm and- shock and Is not vulne-rable to3
shoc Was. hiswazsher retaitm at leai~ partial effectiveness wh en the belt is
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elongated by shock. The principal dis-
advantage of this, or any, lockwasher is
that, should the washer fricture, the
bolted members be c o me excessively
loose.

4-39. Tooth-type lockwashers have ei-
ther external or internal teeth which
engage the nut or bolt head aid the
structural member. Tooth-type lock-
washers with external teeth are pre-
ferred over the type with internal teeth
since the external teeth act on a larger
radius. T h e s e lockwashers are ade-
quate for vibration protection, but Figure 4-7. Common Lockwasbers
somewhat unsatisfactory for shock.
They become ineffective with slight bolt elongation. They have been known to break
under repeated shock forces.

4-40. Tooth-type lockwashers are used for making electrical contact. (The teeth
cut through anodic and other insulating coatings.) Repeated use of these washers,
however, will result in excessive abrasion of soft metals. If both electrical con-
tact and locking are desired, a combination of a tooth-type washer and a locknut is
preferred.

4-41. Washers and screw heads are sometimes covered with "Glyptal" or a thick
paint. The paint serves as an inspection mark to indicate a secure fastener, but
contributes only slightly to the locking action.

4-42. LOCKNUTS. The preferred way for holding a screw or bolt and nut secure
is by means of a locknut. The locknut develops friction between the bolt threads
and the nut. In one type, the friction is obtained by forcing an unthreaded nonme-
tallc insert in tqe nut onto the bolt, fig-are 4-8. In another, the tapped hole (of the
nut) is distorted, and considerable torque is necessary to tur i the nut on the bolt.
In still another type, the face of the nut is irregular; when the nut is tightened
against a shoulder, the nut is distorted with consequent binding of the threads. Of
the various types of locknut, the elastic-insert !ocknut, shown in figure 4-8, is pre-
ferred (if the temperatures of the environment permit). All-metal locknuts tend
to remove the plating from the bolts, which may result in subsequent corrosion
problems.

4-43. Locknuts are quite effective in preventing loosening of bolts under vibra-
tion. They will also hold joint tightness under shock fortes unless the bolt is per-
maneotly stretched, and they are not easily damaged. Locknuts cannot be used
repeatedly, since the friction members wear with use.

4-44. Where various types of screw and lockwasher (or locknut) assemblies fail
to provide the necessary binding, the failure may be due to insufficient tightening.
To function properly, the fastener must undergo a certain amount of torque. Theuse of a torque wrench or a preload-indicatirg washer is recommended, since a

scre~w-nut assembly not sufficiently tigtenerk may vibrate loose anad result in dam-
apt to equipment.
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4-45. RACK DESIGN.

4-46. Racks are divided into two gen-
eral c 1 a s s e s depending upon whether
they p r o v i d e individual or integrated
mounting of equipments. Individual
mounting provides for a rack for each
b l a c k box; integrated mounting is the
grouping of several black boxes on or
within a single rack. Figure 4-9 illus-
trates a rack that will accommodate
several chassis. Individual mountings
are likely to be used where an equip-
ment is to be used in several different
planes with different space allocations,
etc; integrated mountings are more apt
to be used where an equipment is tai-
lored for a particular plane or missile.

Figure 4-8. Locknut
4-47. Racks are mounted to the air-
frame either directly or through isolation mounts. At the mounting points, the rack
should be sufficiently rigid so that no motions are amplified by flexing.

4-48. The location of the mounting bolts, for both rack to chassis and rack to
airframe or shock mounts, requires careful consideration. The farther apart they
are placed, the longer will be the moment arm around the center of gravity of the
equipment. Thus the restraining action of the mounting bolts or guide pins will
have greater leverage in restraining the equipment under excitation.

4-49. A soft metal rack should have steel inserts to receive the guide pins of the
chassis, so that the holes are not enlarged by shock and vibration motions. Such
devices as roller tracks should not be relied upon to constrain chassis movement;
the clearance required for smooth working of these devices may allow chatter which
would cause the enlargement of clearances and eventual failure.

4-50. The designer should make full use of the structural nature of.a rack. If it
is formed of tubing, for example, this tubing can be used as a passage for cooling
air, pressurization, or for cabling.

4-51. INDIVIDUAL MOUNTING.

4-52. Equipment designed for use in several different aircraftor missile types is
usually provided with separate mountings for the various components. These indi-
vidual mountings can vary from the relatively simple underneath mounting base
shown in figure 4-10 to the more complex center-of-gray"- ,nountingbase pictured
in figure 4-11. This latter mounting is used in jet fighter Z.rcraft and incorpo-
rates electrical terminals and receptacles.

4-53. INTEGRATED SYSTEMS.

4-54. Integration groups several black boxes in a single rack. These black boxes
may be components of an equipment, or they maybe equipments comprising a com-
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Figure 4-9. Rack Designed to Acccmmodate Several Chassis

plete electronic system. The individual black boxes are designed to blend dimen-
sionally with each other and with the airframe. Engineered component arrangement
and elimination of sway space through rigid mounting to the rack add to compact-
ness. For effective engineering of an Integrated system, one organization should
be responsible for combining 'he units and installing them in the airframe. This
control may be direct or may take the form of specified weights and'dimensions
for the modules. If the system is isolator mounted, isolator excursion is lumped
into a single system (figure 4-12). Having the equipments in a group also simpli-
fies the problems of cooling, cabling, and pressurization. Servicing is facilitated
with modular construction, a feature of most integrated systems. Any module in
the system generally can be removed without disturbing the others.

4-55. A disadvantage of the integrated system is that it can be modified only with
great difficulty. New parts may not fit, they may not receive adequate support, or
they may throw the system out of balance. This latter point, the unbalancing of the
system, is extremely important when the system is isolator mounted. The isolators
are engineered to hold a certain part of the weight of the system and to have cer-
tain natural frequencies when loaded. Since the removal of an equipment, or even
a change within a component, may significantly alter the total weight and balance of
the integrated package, the Isolator mounts might have to be modified to handle
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Figure 4-10. Underneath Mounting Base

the "1new" system. Vf the mounts are not altered, the system may develop undesir-
able coupled degrees -of -freedom, resulting in a relocation of natural frequencies
and possibly causing the equipment to resonate in its environment.

II

4-56. "ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT RACK SYSTEM."1 The "Electronic Eqaiipment
Rack System" is a method of integrating equipment proposed by t he Electronic
Components Laboratory of the Wright Air Development %Center, and described in
WADC Technical Note WCLC 53-8. The system specifies c as e dimensions and
methods of mounting the cases in a console rack. Rectangular slots are provided
in the rack. Pressurized cylindrical cases, if any, are fitted into the rectangular
system by a rectangular panel attached to the front face of the cylinder, and are
supported by a cradle base. In this rack system, equipments of different sizes are

* grouped so that the total racked equipment conforms to the contour of the airframe.
t Individual equipments are held in the rack by guide pins in the rear and quick-

release fasteners on the case fronts; this arrangement provides optimum rigidity
D and simplifies removal for servicing or replacement.

V

II
4-57. THEgur 4-10.RWE C HUnderneat Asntn presentydvlpd h ie

12 by 24 inches, slide into (and are tightly fastened to) slots in the airframe. Each
drawer contains several subassemblies. A drawer may contain a complete equip-
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Figure 4-11. Center-of-Gravity Mounting Incorporating Electrical
Terminals and Receptacles

ment or a part of an equipment.

4-58. The rigid mountingof the equipments eliminates sway space, allowing more
equipments per unit volume. The assembly of several functional units in a drawer
permits easy removal for servicing and allows shuffling of equipments for the elec-
tronics arrangements of different aircraft.

4-59. "ACCESSIBLE MODULAR CONSTRUCTION." Accessible modular con-
struction, developed by Navy Electronics Laboratories, is a method of integrating
equipments which provides ready access for maintenance. The components are
mounted on the inside of a cabinet door. When the door is closed, the components
are held fast within the cabinet by guide pins. Figure 4-13 illustrates the acces-
sibility of modular-type construction;- figure 4-14 shows the construction of mod-
ules used in the system.
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Figure 1 i2. Integrated Mounting System

4-60. The design principles for this system are applicable to any integrated sys-
tem. Subassemblies are used, making the location and replacement of faulty cir-
cuits less difficult. The individual subassemblies can be removed for repair with-
out disturbing the others. Each subassembly includes circuits which work together
to perform a complete function; and, if any subassembly fails, thelbthers are still
operable., Active heat-generating elements (such as tubes) are limited to about
three per subassembly. Subassemblies are standardized when possible so that
they may be interchangeable in other equipments, thereby reducing the number of
spares required. Accessible test points are included in each equipment. Orig-
inally developed for shipboard use, this system may be applicable to certain air-
craft electronic systems.

4-01. CHASSIS DESIGN.

4-63. The mechanical design of a chassis should provide the otimum degree of
flexibility (or rigidity) plus adequate strength to prevent damaging eie•ctronic com-
ponents by amplifying excitations or by shearing of chassis members.' IL -- de-
signer must (1) choose the best chassis material, (2) properly arrange and attach
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Figure 4-13. Accessible Modular Constriction

Figure 4-14. Modules Used in Accessible Modular Construction System
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the components to the chassis, (3) make suitable provisions for attaching the chas-
sis to the rack, and (4) consider the possibility o! introducing chassis damping.

4-63. CHASSIS MATERIALS. The cost of materials used in aircraft equipments
should be of only minor concern to L'e designer. The greatest expense factor is
labor -- both for construction and for maintenance. If the equipment is easy to
build and has such reliability that maintenance time is minimal, it will be the most
economical.

4-64. The materials used in chassis can be divided into the categories of sheet,
plate, castings, honeycomb, and plastics. Sheet metal is the traditional chassis
material; although it is suitble for many electronic equipments, Its use in some
instances may be dictated by habit and not by sound engineering practice. Plate
material is, in effect, thicker sheet; it is fabricated according to standard methods
and provides greater rigidity. Castings may be preferred over sheet or plate for
equipments that are to be produced in large quantity. Some chassis have been cast
of ,'niageslum, which, when compared with conventional formed aluminum chassis,
provided greater rigidity, more damping, and a larger heat sink. Figure 4-15 is
an example of a cast chassis showing Woth an interior and an exterior view. A).-
though not evident, the chassis has ribs to which the chassis subassemblies are
fastened, providing for overall rigidity. Honeycomb materials have often been
considered for c h as s ais constructions but are rarely used. The prefabricated
honeycomb materials are much lighter than solid stock of equal stiffness and also
provide some internal damping (to reduce the amplitudes at resonance). It they
are constructed to resemble corrugated paper, the internal spacing can be used to
carry cooling-air. Plastics, especially those used in printed-circuit and terminal
boards, are coming into wider use as chassis sections. These materials are in-
expensive, but often require special bracing. The excitation restitance of boards
will depend on how they are mounted. A 1/8-inch terminal board can take up to
500 cps without failure If it is held to the chassis by fsteners which are no more
than 3 inches apart. For thinner boards, such as 1/18-inch printed circuits, the
fastener spacing should be proportionately smaller. Damping and rigidization can
be provided for these boards by a sponge rubber pad backed-by a rigid plate.

4-65. CHASSIS FLEXIBILITY. Determining the chassis flexibility in advance of
construction is difficult but often necessary. The natural frequency of the chassis
should not be higher than that which is necessary to protect it against resonance
effects, since, in most cases, any flexibility will reduce the shock forces on com-
ponent parts. It may be possible to make tentative strength and flexibility calcula-
tions of the principal structural members and components while the equipment is in
the design stage. For practical purposes, It is usually necessary to consider in the
calculations only the heavier components such as transformers and chokes; such
things as vacuum tubes, small condensers, etc, will have little effect on the natural
frequency of the system. The strength and flexibility values determined, however,
are not conclusive; It will still be necessary to conduct shock and vibration tests j
to confirm the calculated values. It is unnecessary to finish and completely wire
the equipment to test for strength or for chassis natural frequency (flexibility).
(The designer should start testinghis chassis as soon as he has something to test.)
If the heavy components are mounted on the chassis, the strength and natural fre-
quency of the resulting assembly will be very near that of the finished assembly,
assuming that the addition of the lighter parts and the wiring does not affect the
vibration in some unusual manner.
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4-66. ARRANGEMENT OF COMPONENT PARTS. A degree of shock and vibra-
tion resistance is obtained through suitable location of components on the chassis, 0
since the location may affect the natural frequency of the chassis and the degree of
shock protection provided. Such placement takes into account both the weights of
the components and their motions in response to excitation. In most cases, it will
not be practical to calculate the best componerit arrangement, since the time spent
in making such calculations would be greater than the time necessary to test and
modify a chassis built by trial-and-error meth6ds.

4-67. Common-sense placement of components to satisfy simple design principles
can go a long way toward producing a satisfactory end product. Maximum support
should be given to components of maximum weight; space should be allowed for the
excursions of the components under excitation; and the centers of gravity of the
components and of the equipment should be kept close to the plane of the mounts.
In c6nventional pan type chassis, heavy components, such as transformers, should
be located at the corners or at the sides of the chassis, where greater support is
provided; lighter components, such -as tubes, should be centrally located. The
closer a heavy weight is located to ýhe center of an unbraced chassis, the greater
is the chassis deflection. The chassis shown in figure 4-16 was deformed under
vibration because of the low resonant frequency produced by the placement of a
heavy transformer and choke at the center of an inadequately supported chassis.
Perhaps the best example of bad shock and vibration des'gn is the placement of a
heavy transformer in the center of a deck, with vacuum tubes grouped around the
transformer.

4-68. If a heavy component has a rigid base, mounting it at a corner of the chas-
sis will not only provide it with support but may raise the natural frequency of the
assembly, since the base can serve as a cross-member for the chassis. As the
component is moved away from the corner of the chassis, the chassis-component
combination becomes more flexible. Lighter component parts such as small tubes
and capacitors contribute little toward lowering the chassis natural frequency when
mounted in the central chassis area. In most cases, these lighter parts benefit
from the central chassis location since the chassis flexibility affords them some
measure of shock protection.

4-69. More sway space is required be t we en components on the more flexible
parts of the chassis. If possible, the components should be distributed about the
chassis so that the chances of their striking one another are minimized. Consid-
erations other than mechanical ones may prevent these requirements from being
fully met, but they should be carried out as nearly as possible without sacrificing
electrical efficiency.

4-70. Another general rule for the arrangement of component parts is that mass
remote from the plane of the mounts should be minimal. Heavy components should
be kept low in a bottom-mounted piece of equipment to keep the center of gravity
low. In like manner, the arrangement of any group of components should be such
as to place the heaviest components as close to the mounts as possible. The closer
to the mounts heavy components are, the less the risk of large excursions under
excitation.

4-71. Although neatness and tradition dictate that the components should be ar-
ranged in an orderly fashion, there is reason for believing that an asymmetric
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Figure 4-16. Chassis Deformation Resulting from Inadequately Supported
Components

(irregular) arrangement may be of value. Such arrangement should help keep

everything from resonating at the same frequency and direction of vibration input.

4-72. USE OF STIFFENING MEMBERS.

4-73. Stiffening members in a chassis will increase the chassis natural frequency

and increase its structural strength. Stiffening members can be both integral and
external. Integral stiffeners are formed into the chassis when it is made. The
stepped chassis shown in figure 4-17 is an example of integral stiffening; the riser
between the two steps is bent fromthe top plate of the chassis and acts as a stiffen-
ing member across the width of the chassis.

4-74. External stiffeners are beams fastened to a standard chassis, as shown in
figure 4-17. They may be located as needed and may be added during later design
and testing stages. Figure 4-18 is a photograph showing the use of stiffening mem-
bers for both a chassis and subchassis. The holes in the stiffening beams reduce
weight without appreciably affacting rigidity.

I
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EXTERNAL

Figure 4-17. Chassis Stiffeners

-I

Figure 4-18. Stiffening Members in a Chassis ant' Subthassts

S4-75. The simplest stiffener is a beam placed across the width of the chassis onIeither the underside or the topside, and fastened to thc chassis aong the beam's
Ilength. The point of maximum atatic deflection for a uniformly loaded or center,

Sloaded chasis, is its center. A beam across the center of the cihassis would pro-
vide, additional. stiffness and reduce-the static deflection.
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Figure 4-19. Effect of Transverse Stiffener on Box-Type Chassis

4-76. The amount, of redut~or In nstatic deflection with the ,ddition of a trans-
verse rvd to a chassis can be estimated by determining the stiffness parameter
(see below) of M'e chassis and beam, and referring this stiffness paramweter to a
chart (figure 4-19g. This chart is a plot of the stiffnese parameter versus the
xatio of def1:c'tion. for the stiffened and uistiffened chassis. The curve in figure
4- 19 was obtained exuerimentplly by measuing the static deflection of chassis with
and vilthout ,. stiff,',or under a given load.

4..77. The stiffness parameter fS) L& a dimensionless quantty ind is determined
by a formula which was deriveO empirically, as was the curve of figure 4-19. The i
formula is

F6 (I + ack)

where S = stiffress parametor (di~ensienloss)

Es = modulus of elasticity for the stlifener (lbAn.. 2)
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I = moment of inertia of the cross section of the stiffener about an axis
throuigh its centroid (Ijn4) and parallel to the top of the chassis

A = cross-sectional area of the Otiffener (in.:)

e = the distance from the centroid of the cross section of the stiffener
to the center of the thickness of the top of the chaseis (in.)

Ec h3

D = rigidity of the top of the chassis (lb in.); = -__h3

12 (1 - •

b = width of the chassis (in.)

Ec = modulus of elasticity for the chassis (lb/in. 2)

h = thickness of the top of the chassis (in.)

a = Poisson's ratio for the chassis material (dimensionless).

4-78. Stiffening a structure to raise its natural frequency is not a cure-all for
unwanted resonances. This measure may lower the equipment's resistance to
shock excitation, so that a compromise may be necessary between stiffening and,
perhaps, damping.

Figure 4-20. Brackets Resistant to Mechanical Excitation
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4-79. BRACKETS, AND FARDWARE. Brackets securing component parts to-the
chassis must be rigid with high natural frequeacies to prevent excessive displace-
ments of ffie mounted parts during excitation and must posoess sufficient strength
so as not to b r e a k or deform permanently under environmental loadings. Ths
rigidity of a bracket depenas on its geometry, modulus of elasticity, and loadir,.'
The natural frequencies .for brackets fabricated from sheet stock tend to be h w*
while those for cast and forqed brackets are relatively high. The configuration, 4 ..
the bramket will have a great deal to do with its stiffness. Cantilever brackets, in
general, should be used only for holding very light parts. The brackets shown as
tube supports and heat sinks in figure 4-20 would not be expected to produce de-
structive resonances in most environments.

4-80 Chassis hardware should be rugged, and the chassis itself must be particu-
larly sturdy where this hardware is attached. Guide pins should be located out
near the corners of the chassis where greater rigidity is provided. Latches of the
turn-to-release type should be provided with detents so that they will not vibrate
loose or jounce open under shock. Spring-loaded, quick-fastening devices, such as
Dzus fasteners, have proved satisfactory for limited use in airborne electronic
equipments. It is important that the size of the Dzus be properly related to the
amoutit of load it will be expected to carry. Fasteners of this type may be affected •by shock and vibration if the acceleration forces are sufficient to overcome the

spring loading. :,
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SECTION V

DAMPING

5-1. GENERAL.

5-2. Damping, in a -Abrating mechanical systbm, reduces displacement ampli-
tudes by dissipating some of the energy by converting it to heat. When the ratio
of forcing frequency to natural frequency is below 1. 414, damping is almost al-
ways desirable because it reduces the magnification of impressed excitation. How-
ever, ab9ve the ratio 1. 414, the displacement amplitude of the equipment mounted
or. damped isolation mountings is higher than it would be on undamped mountings
and presents a greater threat of damage to the equipment.

5-3. Chassis damping is desirable at all frequencies, although the transmissi-
bility curves for with, and without, damping are the same as those for isolation
mounted equipment. While the transmissibility will be higher wiihout damping at

= ratios above 1. 414, it is a desirable feature in this situation. By reducing the
relative motions of the different parts of a structure, flexing is reduced and the
likelihood of fracture is lessened.

5-4. There are four types of damping used to control -resonant responses in
electronic equipment: (1) viscous, (2) hysteresis, (3) friction, and (4) air damp-
ing. Viscous damping results from the displacement of fluids. Hysteresis damp-
ing is caused by energy losses in a cyclically stressed material. Friction damp-
ing is a result of the resistance to sliding of two contacting surfaces. Air damping
is caused by the displacement of air.

5-5. VISCOUS DAMPING.

5-6. Viscous damping is defined as that damping which exists when the opposing
force is proportional to the velocity of the body. The term "viscous" is used be-
cause the above situation is r,- -. frequently and closely approximated by the use
of viscous fluids as darmping agents*.

iA

5-7. VISCOSITY. All fluids have an internal friction which resists relative mo-
tion between its particles. As a fluid flows over a surface, such as the walls of a
tube, the fluid particles in contact with the surface remain at rest (within limits)
and the velocity of flow increases with distance from the surface. Consider!, g the
fluid to consist of layers, there is an apparent friction between adjacent hiyzs.
Viscosity is the term used in designating the amount of this internal friction.

5-8. In a viscous fluid, the velocit.y gradient (rate of change of velocity with dis-
tance) is proportional to the shearing stress on the fluid (the force, per unit area,
parallel to the direction of flnw, which is causing the flow).

Although, in most cases, fluid d&mpers do not exactly produce a force propor-

tional to velocity, this relation is used and defined as viscous damping because
it permits a comparatively simple mathematical analysis.
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where
F = shearing stress on fluid

v = relative velocity between layers
d = distance between layers
A• = proportionality constant.

The proportionality constant (g) is called the coefficient of viscosity or the abso-
lute viscosity. If two surfaces are separated by a viscous fluid, then the force
necessary to move one sirface parallel to the other is directly proportional to the
surface area, the velocity, and the viscosity of the fluid, and is inversely propor-
tional to the distance between the surfaces.

5-9. The viscosities of several liquids are listed in able 5-1. rhe severe
changes in viscosity produced by a moderate increase in temperature should be
noted. For aircraft use, fluids which experience a minimum change in viscosity
with temperature changes, such as the silicone fluids, should be selected.

5- 10. THE DAMPING ACTION. A viscously damped system is shown schemat-
ically in figure 5-1. A dashpot provides the damping force. A piston attached to
the mass moves vertically through the liquid in a cylinder fastened to the support.
The damping force is controlled by the viscosity of the liquid and the clearance be-
tween the piston and cylinder walls.

5-11. The equation of motion for free vibration of the viscously damped single-
degree-of-freedom system of figure 5-1 is:

MR + c* + kx 0 5-1

The solution to this equation, and the
type of motion described by it, depends
on the relative values of the mass (l),
the coefficient of viscous damping (c),
and the spring constant (k).

M

5-12. When the mass is released from
a displaced position, and simply returns
to the equilibrium position without os-

£ mcillating, the system is said to be over-
damped and the motion of the mass is
as sh o wn in figure 5- 2. This typta ofC motion occurs when the damping coeffi-

cient is greater than twice the square
"• root of the product of the mass and the

7 spring constant (c > 2 f'-".

5-13. If the damping coefficient is less

Figure 5-1. Damped, Single-Degree- than twice the square rootof theproduct
of-Freedom System of mass and spring constant (c< 2 -k",
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TABLE 5-1. COEFFICIENTS JF VISCOSITY FOR VARIOUS LIQUIDS

Liouid Temperature Coefficient, ji

(OF) (dyne- sec/cm2)

Water 68 0.01

Light machine oil 60 1.14
100 0.34

Heavy machine oil 60 6.61
100 1.27

Motor oil, SAE 30 60 3.62
100 0.89

Glycerine 68 8.5

Castor oil 68 9.86

the mass will vibrate about the equilibrium position when released from a dis-
placed position. The amplitude of vibration will decrease with each cycle and the
motion of the mass will be as shown in figure 5-3. The circular frequency of vi-
bration in radians per second is expressed by:

q= . C 5-2

5-14, As pointed out in the two preceding paragraphs, when c i reater than
2 WR there is no cyclic free vibration and when c is less than 2 akM there is a
gradually decaying vibration. The amount of damping at which the transition takes
place is called critical damping and is denoted as cc.

cc = 2"fkM 5-3

Substituting this c o n st an t in equation
5-2 leads to the equation:

k/2 ()2
q 1-5-4

Figure 5-2. Motion of a Single-Degree-
* of-Freedom System with Damping

* Greater than Critical
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Figure 5-3. Free Vibration of a System with Damping Less than Critical

I

where W n = = the undamped circular natural frequency.

The amount of damping applied to or inherent in a system is usually expressed
either, as the ratio of the damping to the system's critical damping value (damping
ratio = S ) or as a percentage of the critical damping value (% damping = 100 c2_ ).

cc cc

5-15. For damping less than critical (figure 5-3), the envelope of amplitude peaks
is a logarithmic curve and the ratio between amplitudes for successive cycles is:

a - e " 5-6

The value 7c is termed the logarithmic decrement. Substituting the value for q

given by equation 5-4 gives the following expression for the logarithmic decrement.

A

• This equation is analogous to the electrical equation: I
1 1 R_ 1R T;C 2

In this case, R -V is the raio of the resistance in the circuit to the resist-

an critical damping, Rc = 2
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(c) 5-7

SC

5-16. Figure 5-4 indicates the effect of damping on the natural frequency of the
system. For damping values close to zero,.the damped natural frequency is nearly
identical to the undamped natural frequency. At damping of 0.5, the damped natu-
ral frequency diminishes to approximately nine-tenths (0.875) of the undamped
natural frequency. Only at high damping values is the natural frequency of the
damped system appreciably different from that of the undamped system.

5-17. The resonant frequency, or frequency at which peak transmissibility occurs,
is not identical with the natural frequency of free vibration for a damped system.
The effects of damping on the resonant frequency are shown in figure 5-5, where
the transmissibility peaks of the more highly damped systems are displaced to the
left of the resonant point for the undamped system. Thus, if the resonant frequency
for the undamped system is 25 cps, at a damping value of 0.5 the peak transmissi-
bility will occur at 20 cps. The difference between a natural and a resonant fre-
quency is appreciable only with higher damping values. This difference may be
seen by comparing frequency ratios for damping values near 1 in figure 5-4 with
the frequency ratios for peak transmissibility given in figure 5-5.

5-18. THE EFFECT OF VISCOUS DAMPING ON TRANSMISSIBILITY. As noted
previously, transmissibility is the ratio of the maximum displacement of the
mounted body to the maximum displacement of its support. The expression for
transmissibility of the viscously damped single-degree-of-freedom system shown
in figure 5-1 is

1 +( f . ) 2

T = f - c 5-8
(1l ) +(2 fC

L En CC o

where 05

T = transmissibility, a dimen- W D 05
sionless ratio

f = the forcing frequency in WCL
cycles per second __

fn the natural frequency of O

the undamped system in 2
cycles per second

c/cc = the damping ratio. o5 ,.0

S ~(If c/cc =0, this equation reduces to CACPNG RDo (•)
the formula of paragraph 1-24.) Figure
5-5 shows transmissibility curves for Figure 5-4. Ratio cd Damped to Un-
damping ratios of 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, damped Natural Frequencies, as
0.5, and 1.0. Asthe damping c in- a Function of Viscous Damping Ratio
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creases from 0 (c/cc = 0) to the value of cc (c/cc = 1), the transmissibility or
magnification at resonance decreases from infinity to approximately 1. 15. "In-
finite damping" is rigid mounting and produces a transmissibility of 1 at all fre-
quencies.

5..19. The frequency ratio at which maximum transmissibility occurs is deter-
minable in terms of the damping ratio, from equation 5-8. If this frequency ratio
is substituted in equation 5-8, the maximum transmissibility can be expressed as
a function of the damping ratio:

Tmax = c5-9
c 4 c -2+216 8 +• 2cc+

CC

Figure 5-6 is a plot of this equation.
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Figure 5-6. Transmissibility at Resonance as a Function of Damping Ratio
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5-20. For small amounts of damping •c (<0.1), the frequency ratio f/fn at which
maximum transmissibility occurs is very nearly one and equation 5-8 can be
written:

1I+ (c )2

cc__ __ _ 1Tmax (C) 5-10

cccc

5-21. It is evident, then, that the smallest amount of viscous damping R11 limit
response amplitudes at resonance. This occurs because the energy dissipated in
each cycle is a function of the amplitude of the cycle, and this dissipated energy
and the energy added to the system balance each other at some finite amplitude,
thus imposing a limit on the maximum response amplitude.

5-22. DETERMINING THE APPROPRIATE VISCOUS DAMPING VALUE. Choice
of the best damping value for an isolation system is necessarily a compromise be-
tween the maximum permissible transmissibilities at resonance and those at fre-
quencies above resonance (the maj o r operating range for the isolation system).
From figure 5-5 it can be seen that the higher damping values lower the transmis-
sibility at resonance but increase the transmissibility beyond a frequency ratio of
1.414.

5-23. HYSTERESIS DAMPING.

5-24. Hysteresis damping is the result of the gradual dissipation of energy that
occurs within a flexing body due to imperfections in the elastic properties of mate-
rials. In a perfectly elastic material, strain would be proportional to stress, and
the strain energy would be recovered at each removal of stress. The energy loss
due to hysteresis occurs far below the material's fatigue limit, indicating that this
damping is not a result of internal structural changes. The gradaial cessation of
motion of a struck tuning fork is an example of hysteresis damping.

5-25. The damping capacity of a material is the ratio of the energy loss per cycle
of stress to the full strain energy at the maximum stress of the cycle., The energy
loss per cycle is shown by the difference in amplitude between immediately suc-
cessive cycles of oscillation (for free vibration). The amount of damping afforded
by hysteresis is small and it is common to express it in terms of an equivalent
viscous damping ratio. If the transmissibility at resonance is known, the equiva-
lent damping ratio can be obtained from figure 5-6 or from the approximate for-
mula (L " This damping ratio can be used in the formulas for viscous

damping with only small inaccuracies.

5-26. While it is common to express hysteresis damping in terms of equivalent
viscous damping, the viscous damping formulas are good appraximations for hys-
teresis damping only with small damping values. The more exact expressions for
transminsibility at resonance and logarithmic decrement are:

= Ji iII 5-11Tmax z. =+h51
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2l•h1+= 5-12

where h is a hysteresis damping coefficient, and for small values hz%2 c.
cc

5-27. Table 5-2 lists approximate hysteresis values for various materials. Rub-
ber, particularly synthetic, is a commonly used material in isolatin mounts be-
cause of its relatively high damping coefficient. Although cork is a good damping
agent, it is seldom used in airborne electronic gear since it is a fungus nutrient.

5-28. For many isolator applications, sufficient damping is provided by the damp-
ing characteristics of the material. Extra damping, such as friction damping, is
required in many instances to dissipate adequately the e n e r g y passed into the
mounting system.

TABLE 5-2. APPROXIMATE HYSTERESIS VALUES
FOR VARIOUS MATERIALS

Material Hysteresis Equivalent ViscousCoefficient (h) Damping Ratio

Steel 0.01 0.005
Rubber, 30 durometer 0.04 0.02
Rubber, 60 durometer 0.16 0.08
Neoprene 0.12 0.06
Buna 0.40 0,20
Silicone rubber 0.23 0.11
Cork 0.13 0.064

5-29. FRICTION DAMPING.

5-30. Friction is the force which acts between the contacting surfaces of two
bodies and tends to resist their sliding motion. If the resistance to sliding pre-
vents motion of one body relative to the other, it is called static friction. If the
resistance opp .s the motion of two moving bodies, it is called kinetic friction.
Friction is either harmful or useful, depending upon the purpose of the mecha-
nism in which it exists. Friction is harmful in bearings because it wastes power;
it is useful in brakes or in dampers.

5-31. The following are laws of friction for unlubricated surfaces as determined
by experimentation:

a. The friction between surfaces depends upon the material and the finish
of the surfaces.

b. Friction is approximately independent of the surface area.
"c. The friction force is approximately proportional to the force pressing

the surfaces together, whether it is caused by gravity, compression
springs, or some other means.

5-32. The force required to overcome static friction is given in the equation for

the coefficient of static friction:
5
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Cs -C

where Fs = the force, applied in the direction of motion, just sufficient
to start the object moving

Fc = the'force pressing the friction surfaces together
Cs = the coefficient of static friction, which is a constant for a

given pair of substances under given conditions.

Similarly, the force Fk required to move an objectwith uniform speed against fric-
tion is defined in the equation

Fk
Ck c

where Ck is the coefficient of kinetic (or sliding) friction.

5-33. If Cs should equal CjI, the friction force is defined as coulomb friction.
Normally, friction materials do not provide a constant friction forcc- since the
static friction does not equal the kinetic friction. In the usual mathematical treat-
ment of friction damping, however, it is assumed that the friction force is con-
stant, regardless of the position or velocity of the vibrating mass.

5-34. THE DAMPING ACTION. With coulomb damping, the reduction in ampli-

tude in successive cycles is a constant quantity and is gi-'en by the equation

AX = 4F/k

where AX = the reduction in amplitude per cycle
F = the friction force
k = the spring constant.

Since the damping force is constant, this type of damping should not be used in a
system that is excited at resonance unless the driving force is known to be less
than the friction force. If the reverse situation exists, the amplitude will increase
in successive cycles, theoretically, to infinity.

5-35. The constant friction of the coulomb damper produces effects quite opposite
to those of the viscous damper. When the amplitude or frequency of the yibration
is low, the acceleration of the mounted body is low and the resultant inertial force
may be less than the friction force of the damper. The damper then functions as a
rigid connection, the isolator has no resilience, and the transmissibility is one.
It was noted earlier that at low frequencies or amplitudes, the resistance of a vis- I
cous damper to motion is low.i i

5-36. THE EFFECT OF FRICTION DAMPING ON TRANSMISSIBILITY. Figure
5-7 shows typical transmissibility curves, determined empirically, for a vibration
isolator with no external damping and with three different external friction damp-
ers. (The displacement of the highly damped resonance peaks to the right was not
accounted for.) The effect of the friction dampers is evident. With no damper,
the magnification at resonance is 8.9*, and at f/fn = 2 the transmissibility is 0. 35.

SIndicating hysteresis damping of 5.6%.
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The magnification factor is reduced to less than 2 by a 0. 4-lb friction-damping :•
force with the transmissibility at f/fn = 2 increased to only 0. 47.

5-37. DETERMINING THE APPROPRIATE FRICTION DAMPING VALUE. Fromn
figure 5-8, the amount of necessary damping can be established by plotting the
maximum permissible transmissibility desired against the spring constant. For
example, if the equipment weighs 20 pounds and causes the isolator upon which it
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is mounted to deflect 1/2 inch, the
spring c o n s t a n t (k) is 40 pounds per
inch. If the maximum transmissibility
is to be 2, the ratio of damping force to
spring constant must lie between
0.00875 and 0.01275. To provide this
ratio, the damping force must be be- a
tween 0.35 and 0.51 pound. Friction C
dampers are available which provide a
damping force of from 0.20 to 10.0pounds. The external dimensions of I•"

these dampers range from 1. 25 by 1. 25 7
by 0.4 inches to 2.4 by 2.4 by 0.9
inches.

5-38. FRICTION DAMPERS AND MA-
TERIALS. Figure 5-9 is a schematic
illustration of a friction-damped, single- Figure 5-9. Friction-Damped,
degree-of-freedom system. The mass Single-Deg: ee-of-Freedom
slides between two blocks, a and b, -System
which are forced against it by the spring
c. The damping force is the product of the pressure of the blocks against the
mass and the coefficient of friction between the mass and blocks.

5-39. A commercially available .'riction dbmper provides damping along the ver-
tical axis and along any axis in the horizontal plane. This damper is used with
equipment isolators and may be incorporated into the isolator itself. It dissipates
vibration energy with sliding friction, vertically, between a steel insert and the
inside diameter of a eplit nylon washer, and horizontally, between a split washer
and two nylon retaining discs w',ich can also slide against their contact surfaces.
The vertical damping force is controlled by a garter spring, the horizontal force
by a finger spring.

5-40. Damping is incorporated in some steel spring isolators by packing the cen-
ter of the spring with s:2el wool. This produces damping reported in a range from
15 to 20 percent of critical (transmissibility at resonance of from approximately
2.5 to 4). The friction between the fibers of the distorted wool pad provides the
damping.

5-41. At least one isolator on the market obtains a certain amount of friction
damping by containing its helical springs (of which each isolator has a large num-
ber) in sleeves of polyethylene. The rubbing of the steel springs against the walls
of the polyethylene tubing provides the damping.

5-42. Friction surface materials are often the major failing of friction dampers.
With improper materials, the starting or breakaway resistance is high and the
friction falls rapidly as the velocity increases. Certain nonmetallic brake lining
materials in contact with metal surfaces produce a fairly uniform coefficient of
friction substantially independent of velocity. These materials are also durable
and insensitive to temperature, moisture, etc.
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5-43. AIR DAMPING.

5-44. Air damping results from the direct transfer of energy from a vibrating
system to air (kinetic or heat). Since air is viscous, air damping is similar to
viscous damping; however, at room temperature, air has about 1/50th the vis-
cosity of water and the damping force obtained is small compared to viscous damp-
ing. Thus, air dampers would be preferred over friction or viscous dampers for
isolating lightweight components.

5-45. THE DAMPING ACTION. A vibrating object surrounded by air has forces
imposed upon it by the air and these forces are in a direction opposed to the ve-
locity of the object. For free vibration, air damping produces a logarithmic dec-
rement (as do hysteresis and viscous damping). For forced vibration, the damp-
ing force is proportic'.uv to the square of the velocity of the support.

5-46. Air damping is usually stated, for convenience, in terms of an equivalent
viscous damping value. Computation of the equivalent damping of an air damper
would be extremely difficult due to the number of variables involved. The equiva-
lent damping value is obtained by measuring the maximum transmissibility at
resonance of a vibratory system containing the damper. The greater the damping
force, the lower the maximum transmissibility. If the transmissibility value is
known, the equivalent damping value can be obtained from the plot of figure 5-6.

5-47. DAMPERS. An isolation system
with air damping is shown schematically
in figure 5-10. The damper is com-
posed of a piston which fits tight (but
essentially without friction) against .the
walls .-f a cylinder that has two orifices
in it., head. When moved by vibration,
the piston causes pressure changes
within the chamber which force air
through the orifices.

5-48. Air damping is incorporated in-
to isolation mounts by means of a bel-
lowswhich forces air through an orifice
as the bellows is distorted by the rela-
tive motion b e t w e en the support and
mounted equipment. The force required
to move the air through the orifice is Figure 5-10. Isolation System
lost by the system and limits the ampli- Using Air Damping
tude at resonance. A rubber bellows,
sealed except for an orifice, is e'tective for motion in both vertical and lateral di-
rections. As the mass on the damper moves down (or as the support moves up),
the bellows flattens and its volume decreases. This increases the pressure inside
the damper and air is forced out through the orifice. As the mounted body moves
up, the volume of the bellows increases and air is pulled in through the orifice.
With lateral movement of the mounted body, the bellows Is distorted, also resulting
in pressure differentials and the movement of air in and out of the bellows.
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5-49. The volume and the wall thickness of the bellows are critical in the design
of an air damper. If the walls of the bellows are thin, they will stretch when there
is a pressure buildup. The amount that the bellows will distend determines the
ability of the damper to absorb shock. The thicker the walls, the higher the shock-
transmfssion factor.

5-50. DYNAMIC VIBRATION ABSORBER.

5-51. An interesting damping mechanism, although not generally applicable to
airborne electronic equipment, is the dynamic vibration absorber. For special
vibration problems where the frequency of the exciting force is constant, and where
damping or structural change is impractical, the dynamic vibration absorber can
be used to advantage.

5-52. The dynamic vibration absorber consists of a small mass-spring system,
tuned to the frequency of the exciting force, and attached to the mass from which
vibration is to be eliminated (figure 5-11). The absorber vibrates so that its spring
force is at all times equal and Qpposite to the exciting force. Since there will then
be no net force acting on the mass M, that mass will not vibrate. Dynamic vibra-
tion absorbers are used only when the main mass is excited at or near resonance.

5-53. When a dynamic vibration ab-
sorber, such as is illustrated in figure
5-11, is tuned to the frequency of the EXCITING AJRCE

main mass (wa = fn), the response of K A , LOUENC,

the main mass to input excitation is as
shown in figure 5-12. While resonance

NATUNA-L FREOLIENCY
of the mass has been eliminated at a M Or MAIN MASS OESIGNAT(EO nn
frequency ratio of w/O n = 1, two other
resonant frequencies now e x i s t. Al-
though figure 5-12 shows these reso- NATURAL fREOUENC- OF

nances as occurring at frequency ratios ARSORBER OESIGNATED wo

of 0.8 and 1.25, these values are not i
fixed but are dependent on the ratio of
the damper mass to the main mass.

5-54. The curve of figure 5-12, show- M-I/K

ing two frequency ratios for infinite re-
sponse, is for an undamped system. If
small amounts of damping are incorpo- _ _ _ _

rated into the dynamic v i b r a t i o n ab- ELECTRICAL ANALOGY

sorber, the response at each of these
two frequency ratios will be reduced in Figure 5-11. Dynamic Vibration
much the s a me way as was shown in Absorber
figure 5-5. As the damping approaches
infinity, however, the absorber mass and the main mass are effectively locked to-
gether and become a single-degree-of-freedom system with infinite response at a
single resonance. Between damping extremes, an optimum point exists where the
peaks of the response curve are at their lowest point.

5-55. With moderate amounts of damping, there are two resonant frequencies
and, hence, two peaks in the curve. Adjusting the natural frequency of the
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Figure 5-12. Response of a Mass Excited at Resonance With and

Without Vibration Absorber

dynamic a b s o r b e r to equal the natural frequency of t h e main mass' s system
P(a/S2n = 1) will not result in equal heights nor in minimum values for the two
peaks. To achieve this, the absorber has to be adjusted for optimum tuning and
optimum damping. For optimum tuning, the ratio of absorber frequency to main
mass frequency (wa/Pn) should be equal to

M
M+m

With optimum tuning established, the amount of damping required to establish the
peaks at their lowest value must be determined. This optimum damping value is
given by the equation:

3M 2 m

i cc 8 (M + m)3

cc, in this case, is not the usual critical damping value hi h would be.equal to2 kR•. cc, as used here, is defined as 2mSIn or 2m "rK/M.
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.5-66. With optimum tuning and optimum damping, curve C of figure 5-13 is ob-
tained when M/m is equal to 5. Curve A shows the motion of the main mass with-
out the absorber; curve B shows the motion of the mass with an undamped, tuned
absorber. It is evident that the excursion is less for the damped, tuned -'bration
absorber between frequency ratios of *.pproximately 0. 8 and 1.2, and that above
1.2 the excursion is just slightly more than that which occurs without an absorber.

A- WITHOUT ABSORBER
B- UNDAMPED, TUNED

ABSORBER
C- OPTIMUM TUNED 8

5.0 DAMPED ABSORBER

A1  I
A- I- A --S40 i-X

Bi

RAI

C.,

'A.uAL I•UV OIi.A

0

Fpce

0 .1 .2 .3 4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0

RATIO ECTN RQEC

NATURAL FREQUENCY OF MAIN MASS

Figue 513.Resons d aMas Exite atResonance (A) WIthout an
Absorber, (B) With an Undamped Tuned Absorber, and

(C) With an Optimum Tuned and Damped Absorber

5-57. It is interesting to consider using some part of the electronics equipment
as the absorber mass. A transformer, isolation mounted within the equipment
(and. tmed to the mount frequency), could possibly serve to eliminate the des-truc-
ti- effects of environmental resonances. Of course, the large excursion of the
transformer (relative to the chassis) would have to be handled in some way.

3:
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SECTION VI

EQUIPMENTS FOR SIMULATING AND MEASURING
SHOCK AND VIBRATION

6- 1. SHOCK SIMULATORS.

6-2. The forerunner of present-day shock simulating equipment was developed
by the British Navy during World War II. The British attempted to develop equip-
ment that would resist the damaging shock waves normally expected in combat. A
method of testing new designs was a necessary part of the program, and the British
equipped a laboratory to mechanically shock equipments. The severity and the
methods of creating shocks were varied until the damage approximated that occur-
ring in combat. The criteria used to test new designs proved to be of great value
in developing shock-resistant equipment.

6-3. The Hi-Impact shock machines now used by the U. S. Navy are improvements
of the early shock tester developed by the British. There are two types: one for
testing light-weighi equipments (shown in figure 6-1) and the other for medium-
weight equipments. (There is a third type under development for testing equip-
ments above 4500 pounds.) Briefly, the test mac hi n e s contain pendulum-type
weights that strike a carriage upon which the equipment is mounted. The light-
weight shock tester also has a drop-weight feature. Thlere have been criticisms
that this type of shock machine does not produce a shock wave that approximates
that occurring in actual equipment use; but the rebuttal to this is that this testing
equipment succeeds in its purpose regardless of the theoretical considerations in-
volved.

6-4. With the varied shock environments of aircraft, e. g., landing, buffeting,
etc, the need arose for a shock simulator with which the duration of shock could be
better controlled. This led to the development of the sand-drop machine by Wright
Air Development Center. This simulator used the drop-elevator principle in which
the platform containing the equipment fell into sand. By varying the number of
wooden blocks in the bottom of the platform, their penetration into the sand could
be varied, thus giving control of shock pulse duration.

6-5. There are now many variations for arresting the fall of the elevator and
thus for controlling the pulse duration. One of the oldest of these is the use of
springs, as in the American Standards Association simulator. (This machine aclu-
ally preceded the development of the sand-drop machine but it is limited to the
testing of small, light-weight equipments.) Other methods include a blade on the
bottom of the platform cutting through thicknesses of lead, a rod mounted under the
platform piercing lead, and the platform itself compressing lead pellets. A com-
pletely different equipment and a recent development is the "Hyge Shock Tester"
which utilizes the principles of hydraulics and differential pressure to induce the
controlled shock.
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6-6. The following paragraphs de-
scribe the more important shock simu-
lators for airborne applications in some
detail. These descriptions will give the
designer knowledge of what his equip- 4

ment will eventually be subjected to in
testing and will enable the designer to
develop some understanding of the rc '
lationship between the environments
produced by the shock machine and the
equipment's ultimate operating locale.

6-7. DROP-TYPE SHOCK SIMULA-
TOR. The JAN-S-44 (Army-Navy spec-
ification) drop-type shock simulator,
also referred to as the American Stand-
ards Association drop-type shock simu-
lator, is used extensively for t e sting
small e I e c t r i c a I instruments. This
machine, sh o wn in figure 6- 2, has an

elevator platform approximately 6 inches
square to which the instrument under-
going test is attached. The elevator
platform is constrained to move in a Figure 6-1. Hi-Impact Shock Simulator
vertical direction by guide rods. The for Testing Light-Weight Equipments
platform is lifted to a predetermined
height and released. The fall of the platform is arrested when a calibrated spring,
attbiched to the underside of the platform, engages a curved anvil. The elevator is
caught on the first rebound to prevent more than a single shock. The anvil, frame-
work, and guide rods are all supported by a solid cast-iron base.

6-8. The severity of the shock is controlled by the height of the elevator prior to
the drop. The duration of the shock can be changed by using a stiffer or softer
calibrated spring at the bottom of the elevator. The shape of the acceleration pulse
(shock) is a half sine wave. The drop height and spring used are determined by
requirements of the test and can be calculated from calibration curves

6-9. VARIABLE-DURATION, DROP-TYPE SHOCK SIMULATOR. The variable-
duration, drop-type shock simulator is designed to subject equipment and compo-
nents, up to a weight of 1200 pounds, to shocks of reproducible magnitude. Gen-
erally, the simulator consists of a frame, track-wheel guide assembly, elevator
assembly, arresting medium, motor and winch assembly, and a base. The arrest-
ing medium is, in most cases, impact blocks dropping into sand. A punch pene-
trating lead is used when a pulse of 8 muliseconds or less is desired and the spec-
imen is 20 pounds or less.

6-10. There are three principal variables which determine the maximum ampli-
tude of acceleration and the duration of the pulse:

1. The combined weight oi elevator, dead load, and equipment being tested.
2. The number and arrangement of blocks when sand is used, or the size

of the arresting punch when lead is used.
3. The height of the drop.
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6-11. Specification MIL-S-4456 (USAF) describes variable-duration simulators

of three weight classes: 20-, 150-, and 1200-pound machines. The 20-pound simu-

lator, shown set up for a sand-drop test in figure 6-3, is designed to use either

sand or lead. The cradle which appears to be resting on the sand in the illustration
supports the lead impact block when the sand and wooden blocks are not used.

When sand is used, the wooden blocks are arranged to fall o', either side of the
cradle. While specified as a 20-pound machine, it will accommodate specimens
up to 50 pounds. It will accept equipment measuring 15 inches in each dimension.

6-12. The 150-pound simulator, simi-
lar in appearance to the 20-pound ma-
:hine, is designed to be used with sand

only. The elevator will accommodate
specimens 30 inches in each dimension
and in some models up to 400 pounds in
we.-ht. The larger elevator allows
more variations in block arrangements
for a greater spread of pulse durations.
By varying the number of blocks from 6
to 12, the rate of penetration of the
blocks into the relatively inelastic sand
is changed and pulse durations from 6.5
to 32 milliseconds can be attained.

6-13. The 1200-pound simulator is
also exclusively a sand-drop m=chine.
The construction, principles of opera-
tion, etc, are the same as those in the
150- pound machine except that it will
accommodate larger (about 5 feet in
each dimension), and heavier (up to
1200 pounds) specimens.

6-14. FLAT-SPECTRUM DROP-TYPE
SHOCK SIMULATOR. The flat-spec-
trum drop-type shock simu!ator, shown
in figure 6-4, has been recently devel-
oped to provide a shock motion having a
flat response spectrum. The machine
was designed to handle equipments up to
400 pounds and to provide 100g mini-
mum shock spectrum over a frequency
range of 100 to 700 cps.

6-15. The major components of thi s
simulator are the usual frame, motor,
release mechanism, elevator, and anvil.
The elevator is of massive, rigid pro-
portiosi to keep all natural frequencies Figure 6-2. The JAN-S-44 Drop-Type
above 1500 cps. The table is isolated Shuck Simulator
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by shear pad isolators to eliminate the
- effect of structural resonances. The
.. anvil is set in a 6-foot cube of rein-

S,- • . forced concrete designed to spread the
"�, impact force throughout.

. : - o6-16. The arresting medium can be
•. . .rubber, steel springs, or I e ad pellets

M depending upon the shape of the shock
.o pulse desired. The rubber or steel.

M • s p r i n g s will give a reproducible half
"sine wave; a conical lead pelletwill give

7-• , • a reproducible sawtooth pulse.

S 6-17. HYGE SHOCK TESTER. The
• -I Hyge shock tester (figure 6-5) subjects

- equipments to shock by less obvious u"
_ - : methods than dropping the equipment or

* 4. • hitting a platform on which the equip-
S:z ment is mounted with a hammer. The

Sma hine produces shock by subjecting
• • the equipment to a rapid acceleration as

a result of the action of differential
•- ". pressures on the opposing faces of its

thrust pi s t o n. The .waveform is con-
= trolled by the use of metering pins

(which control the differential pres-
i • sures) of different contours.

i3

i : 6-18. The Hyge s h o c k tester can be
M used with guide rails similar to those

- used in the drop-type machine. The
- rails are used to achieve a low-level

deceleration. Pneumatically operated
/ brakes in the carriage bring the equip-

t ment to the more gradual stop. With
rails, the shock tester can be mounted
in either a vertical or a horizontal po-" "• sition.

6-19. The size of the. Hyge tester
makes it adaptable to combined environ-
ment testing, which m ore closely ap-

Figure 6-3. Variable-Duration, Drop- proximates actual operational condi-
Type Shock Simulator, 20-Pound Class tions. For example, by-placing a high-

or low-temperature chamber over the
shock simulator, it. is possible to test the equipment in both environments simul-
taneously.

6-20. The Byge shock tester is reputed, to have good waveform repeatability. By
varying the metering pin contours, it is possible to achieve different shock wave-
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forms. The tester will deliver a thrust
of approximately 10, 000 pounds to the
test specimen.

6-21. LONG-DURATION SHOCK SIM-
ULATORS.

6-22. TI-e previously discussed shock
simulators g i v e an acceleration pulse
(shock) of relatively short duration;
however, there are many environments,
such as occur during a jet-assisted or

41l ballistic missile takeoff, where the ac-
'~' ~ celerations are of long duration. To

simulate these long-duration shocks
(accelerations), many special types of
equipment have been designed and built.
Representative of these are the rotary
accelerator and the rocket sled.

6-23. NAVAL ORDNANCE LABORA-
"TORY ROTARY ACCELERATOR. The
rotary accelerator is similar to the

Figure 6-4. Flat-Spectrum Drop-Type centrifuge (see paragraph 6-28) in that
Shock Simulator the test item is mounted on the end of a

rotating arm and whirled. However,
the boom of the rotary accelerator is driven by a piston rather than by electric or
hydraulic motors. A stxut is filled with air and, when the proper pressure is
reached, the piston is released, thus accelerating the boom rapidly. As the boom
is accelerated angularly, the acceleration at the specimen location changes from
tangential to radial and, with the specimen fixed, the direction of acceleration rel-
ative to the specimen would change. To eliminate this, the mounting platform for
the test item turns during the initial acceleration so that the specimen axis is al-
ways aligned with the resultant of the tangential and radial accelerations. In this
way, the specimen effectively experiences rectilinear acceleration. After the pis-
ton arm is fully extended, the rotating boom is free-wheeling, with gradually di-
minishing acceleration until it is braked to a stop.

6-24. The rotary accelerator uses booms of different sizes, depending upon the
size of the object tested. For example. it can accelerate an 8-1rund subject at
550g in a buildup time of from 5 to 35 milliseconcs using a small boom, and a 100-
pound subject to-75g in from 10 'to 50 milliseconds using a much larger boom.

6-25. ROCKET SLEDS. Rocket sleds are another example of special equipment
designed to produce a long-duration shock. They are capable of testing larger
equipments than the rotary accelerator. They are probably best known for -their
use in experimentation on the effects of acceleration shocks on man.

I *
fI 6-26. The principle of operation of the rocket sled in relatively simple. A sled

rides on tracks and is accelerated by rockets. The test item is mounted on the
sled. The system can be designed for the test period to occur during either accel-

K eration or deceleration. Various methods are used for arrestng the sled, depend-
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ing upon the deceleration rate desired and the amount of runway available.

6-27. STEADY-STATE ACCELERATION SIMULATOR (CENTRIFUGE).

6-28. Steady-state accelerations are experienced during aircraft maneuvering or
during ballistic-spin missile flight. The only simulator capable of providing
steady-state accelerations is the centrifuge. Essentially, the centrifuge consists
of a rotating arm, a platform for mounting and securing the test item, a counter-
balancing arm and weight, and a driving mechanism. Figure 6-6 shows a simple
centrifuge installation.

6-29. The size of the rotating boom can vary from 1 foot to 50 feet or more. The
dimensions of the test item determine what size centrifuge is used for a test. If
the component is too large in relation to the radius of the rotating arm, there will
be considerable variance in accelerations across the area of the test item.

6-30. There are many elaborations on
the simple centrifuge. Slip rings a r e
used for supplying pow e r and instru-
mentation to the test item. M o v a b I e
weights can be used for counterbalancing
the test item. Optical systems or tele-
vision cameras can be mounted on the
centrifuge to p e r m i t study of the test
item during accelerations. The centri-
fuge can be installed in a pit orsur-
rounded with a guard to p r o t e c t per-
sonnel against injury from flyingobjects
resulting from accidents. There can be
provisions for combined environment
testing, such as is provided in the
Convair centrifuge.

6-31. The Convair centrifuge is used -
to test missilr components. It is de- -

signed to rotate at 121 rpm while testing
a 1-ton load. The boom is 40 feet long
and weighs 10 tons. A 3-foot-long steel
capsule is provided to house the compo-
nent during testing. The temperature in
the capsule can be varied from -100 0 F
to +350 0 F, thus providing the combined
environmental t e s t i n g of temperature
and acceleration. (It is planned to com- -

bine three environments by adding a
shaker mechanism in the capsule.) The
centrifuge Ispowered by three hydraulic 4
motors with a combined capacity of 125
gpm under 5000 psi pressure. Hydrau-
lic pumps are driven by 400-hp electric
motors. Braking results from revers- ".
Ing the fluid flow in the hydraulic, mo-
tors. Figure 6-5. Hyge Shock Tester
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~~ 6-32. VIBRATION SIMULATORS.

6-33. Specifications describing test
i procedures for vibration usually do so

- by giving the magnitude of two param-
eters: (1) the frequency and (2) either
the total excursion* in inches or the
maximum acceleration in g' s. T h e r e
are s e v e r a 1 reasons for using either
total excursion or acceleration as the
second parameter. At low frequencies,
an envelope of the environmental ex-
tremes can be most conveniently ex-

Figure 6-6. Centrifuge Installation pressed in terms of an amplitide which
is constant o ve r the frequency range.

At the higher frequencies, a constant g envelope best describes the normally en-
countered environments. Also, the excursion is so small to achieve certain g
levels at high frequencies that it is difficult to measure or set accurately.

6-34. The type of vibration simulator used is also a determining factor as to
whether total excursion or g level becomes the second parameter. Initially, the
most common vibration simulator was the positive-drive machine. This machine
operates at low frequencies with preset amplitudes, and, as the frequency is
changed, the g level varies. If acceleration were the parameter used, each ,alue
would have to be converted to amplitude because this is the quantity the machine
will accept. An alternative would be to adjust the amplitude while the simulator is
operating and, with expensive instrumentation, read acceleration values as they
occur. With the advent of the electrodynamic vibration simulator, capable of re-
producing high-frequency vibrations, it became more -onvenient to give the param-
eter in g's because amplitude is not preset in these , Achines. Immediate g values
are read and the input voltage (force applied to the shaker table) can be adjusted to
the desired g value. For the electrodynamic shaker, expensive instrumentation
would be necessary to maintain constant amplitudes.
6-35. In addition to the positive-drive and electrodynamic types mentioned above,

there are other types of vibration simulators such as the reaction, hydraulic, and
pneumatic types. The following is a description of these various simulators that
attempt to reproduce the most damaging vibration environment an equipment must
be designed to withstand.

6-.36. ELECTRODYNANIC VIBRATION SIMULATOR. 'The electrodynamic vibra-
-f tion simulator (figure 6-7) employs the dynamic loudspeaker method of suspending

Sa coil in the field of a d-c excited electromagnet to produce vibration. If an alter-
nating current is fed to the coil, the coil (and the shaker table) will vibrate at the
input frequency (figure 6-8). By varying the input frequency, the shaker table fre-

am quency can be controlled. For simulating steady-state vibration, an electronic

* Total eViursion is the distance traveled from one extreme to the other. Ampli-

tude is the distance from the mean position to one or, the other extremo, and is
equal to one-half the total excursion. Double amplitude,, obviously, Is equal to
the total excursion.
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oscillator or alternator can be used to
supply the alternating current. For ran-
dom-type vibration, a random noise
generator is used.

6-37. The major advantage of the
electrodynamic vibration simulator is
its versatility and the ease with which
high frequencies can be attained and
controlled. Frequencies up to 2000 cps
are available in large units, and up to
10, 000 cps in small units. Instrumen-
tation (e. g., accelerometers, ampli-
fiers, etc) permits instantaneous mon-
itoring of g levels. Automatic feedback
arrangements can p r o v i d e constant g
levels or constant amplitudes over a
sweep of frequencies. It is adaptable to
such procedures as electronically re-
cording the vibration environments of
actual s e r vi c e and then reproducing
them in the vibrator.

6-38. The basic moving mass of the
electrodynamie vibrator, i.e., the coil
and platform, must be kept to a mini- Figure 6-7. Electrodynamic Vibration
mum because it is accelerated with the Simulator
test specimen. This necessarily light
structure makes these machines unsuitable for directly vibrating heavy loads. This
disadvantage is offset by connecting the vibrator by mechanical linkages to large
loads mounted or suspended independently so that the shaker, when carrying only
its own weight, can expend all its force output against the object. However, the
natural frequency of the system consisting of the mass of the test specimen (and
table if mounted) and the elasticity of the mechanical linkage tends to limit the
testing frequencies because, as a single-degree-of-freedom system, it will accept
little power beyond its natural frequency.

6-39. There are various test setups in which a shaker vibrates a load through a
mechanical linkage. Figure 6-9 shows an auxiliary table mounted on vertically
oriented cantilever springs. The springs are made from flat stock and thus are
soft in the desired horizontal direction of vibration and rigid in the .other, to mini-
mize extraneous motions. The table is rigidly constructed so that its natural fre-
quency will not limit the testing frequencies. A mechanical linkage connects the
table to the electrodynamic vibration simulator. A disadvantage is that the springs
tend to bow when the natural frequency is reached which distorts the vibratory mo-
tion. There is also slight vertical distortion because of the turning motion of the
table.

6-40. Another method used is to suspend the test specimen on bungee cords and
mechanically link it to the vibrator. However, to properly orient the equipment
and the shaker is a time-consuming task. A recently proposed system is to shake
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TABLE the test specimen using the same sys-
tem of mechanical linkage; however, in
this instance, the test specimefn is
mounted to a flat surface which Is sepa-
rated from another flat surfaice (the top
of a table) by a film of oil. The system
is obviously economical both in the cost
of the equipment (metal plates, table,
oil, etc) and in eliminating the need for'
c o s t I y equipment orientation such as
occurs when using bungee cords. And,
according to its proponent, the vibra-
tory motion that is obtained is quite free
from extraneous motions.

Figure 6-8. Schematic of Electro- 6-41. The electrodynamic shaker is
dynamic Vibration Simulator the only vibration simulator adaptable

to random vibration testing. The com-
bination of equipment used to provide random vibration excitation for laboratory
testing is commonly called a complex- motion system. The system consists of a
signal source, equalizers, a large electronic amplifier, and an electrodynamic
shaker. The signal source can be one of two types: magnetic tape or random -volt-
age generator. Magnetic tape, containing the recorded flight vibration data, per-
mits laboratory reproduction of actual flight vibrations. A randomr voltage gener-
ator is used when the testing is done according to a mean square acceleration den-
sity spectrum. The spectrum may be representative of flight data from several
flights or from several aircraft. Figure 6-10 is a photograph of a randomi vibra-
tion test system capable of a maximum peak instantaneous force of 2700 pounds.

Figure 6-9. Electrodynamic Shaker and Auxiliary Table
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6-42. Whichever type of signal source is used, the -iqualization circuits are an
important part of the complex motion system. It is characteristic of an electro-
dynamic shaker that, even with no load, the ratio of table acceleration to input
voltage varies with frequency. An exciter equalizor adjusts the voltage supplied to
the exciter to compensate for this gain 7.-riation. The exciter gain curve, and
hence the necessary equalization, varies with the load on the table. Also, with a
non-rigid load, the gain of the exciter will be affected by the response character-
istics of the load. It is customary to use peak-notch equalizers, one for each ma-
jor resonance, to compensate for gain variations due to resonances within the test
item.

6-43. HYDRAULIC VIBRATION SIMULATOR. Among the most recent develop-
ments in vibration testing equipment is the hydraulically actuated vibrator. It
promises greater force outputs than other types of comparative size. The table of
the hydraulic vibrator is driven by a piston which is subjected to varying hydraulic
pressures. Since the piston-table assembly has relatively low mass, most of the
force is available for driving the test specimen. One commercial machine, using
servo valves to control the hydraulic pressure, produces a total force output of
20, 000 poundq at frequencies up to 2000 cps with a table-piston assembly which
weighs only 16 pounds.

6-44. POSITIVE-DRIVE VIBRATION SIMULATOR. The positive-drive (mechan-
ical) vibration simulator is a relatively simple device in which motor-driven ro-
tating eccentrics or combinations of eccentrics impart a reversing motioA to a
mounting platform and test specimen, at a predetermined frequency and amplitude.
The majority of machine s of this type produce vibration in a single direction:
either vertical or horizontal; however, there are machines that produce vibration
in two or three directions, either separately or in combination.

6-45. Because the machine frame and foundation must resist the reactive forces
of the vibrating t e st specimen, positive-drive simulators are limited as to the
weight of the specimen they can test and the frequency of vibration at which they
can test. Positive-drive simulators are now utrually designed to test light weights
at relatively low frequencies (up to 100 cps), and thus are not suitable for simu-
lating airborne environments.

6-46. REACTION-TYPE VIBRATION SIMULATOR. Tae most basic form of the
reaction-type vibration simulator consists of an isolation mounted tablewhich car-
ries a rotating eccentric mass. As the shaft is rotated, the reaction of the table
to the rotating unbalanced mass causes the table to describe a circular motion.
By gearing two eccentric masses together, rotating them in opposite directions,
and properly phasing them, the circular motion will be changed to a vertical re-
versing motion. By changing the phasing 90 degrees, horizontal reversing motion
can bp attained. The two-dimensional vibrating machine eliminates the need for j
additional momnting fixtures. The third direction of vibration (second horizontal
direction) is secured by rotating the test specimen 90 degrees on the table.

6-47. The capacity of the reaction-type machines is rated inrms of the weigh
of the test load. The smallest machines have a load ratingbf 50 pounds and the
largest 10, 000 pounds. The majority of these simulators ge rated at a maximum
acceleration of 10g; some are available with acceleratioif ratings a' high as 20g.
Table sizes range from 1/2 to 8 feet. A disadvantage to this type of machine is
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that the frequency range is limited to approximately 100 era. An advantage is that
the reaction principle eliminates the need for costly, rn...oLve foundations to ab-
sorb the reactive forces such as are necessarywith the positive-drive and electro-
dynamic types. However, the frequency limitations of the reaction-type machines,
as with the positive-drive type machines, makes them unsuitable for testing over
the frequency range encountered in airborne environments.

6-48. MIO.CELLANEOUS TYPES OF VIBRATION SIMULATORS. Package testers
or bounce testers are used to test the ability of crated and packed equipment to
withstand the vibration hazards of transportation. They are designed to test com-
paratively high loads and simulate large vibration amplitudes at low frequencies.
They are usually a positive-drive type of vibration simulator.

6-49. Other types of vibration simulators use pneumatic means for generating
vibratory forces. One type of machine shakes a freely suspended table structure
using the principle of a pneumatic hammer. The frequency of vibration can be
varied within limits by varying the air pressure, but no means is provided for
varying the amplitude except by adding weights to the table or changing the piston
to one of different mass.

6-50. A second pneumatic type uses compressed air to spin a steel ball around a
circular race. Frequencies as high as 300 cps have been obtained. It is a con-
stant-amplitude machine because there is no provision for changing the mass of
the spinning ball nor its radius of gyration. Attempts to produce linear vibrations
by synchronizing and phasing two of these devices have proved unsuccessful.

6-51. NOISE SIMULATORS.

6-52. Simulative acoustic energy can be generated in a number ot different ways.
A jet engine can be usedz which would provide the most realistic simulation. How-
ever, it is a time-consuming and expensive method, necessitating extensive testing
facilities. Sirens are frequently used as laboratory noise simulators to produce
high-intensity sound fields. The siren, though, is limited in its testing application
because, basically, it is a single-frequency device. Installations can use sirens
and control them over a range of cycling speeds and frequencies. Probably the
most frequently used noise simulator is the loudspeaker, which is relatively inex-
pensive and covers a wide band of frequencies; however, it is limited in its power
output. Air-modulated speakers show promise of providing adequate power over a
wide band of frequencies. Further development should result in their acceptance
as a noise-simulating device.

6- 53. Noise simulating devices are used in a variety of enclosures designed to
provide various types of acoustic excitation. The noise simulators may be used
for; progressive wave testing, in reverberant enclosures, or in resonant chambers.
Each offers special advantages depending upon the types of acoustic excitation de-
sired, the size of the test object, the range of frequencies in which the test item
needs testing, and the sound pressure levels desired. Since the noise simulators
can be used in any of the enclosures, the discussion in the following paragraphs is
based upon the type of testing rather than the type of noise simulator.

6-54. PROGRESSIVE WAVE TESTING. Progressivewave testing may be accom-
plished either in a free-field or in a plane-wave tube. In free-field a c o u s t i c
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excitation, the wave fronts are spherical and the sound intensity varies inversely
as the square of the distance from the source. Any acoustic excitation that con-
tains these ingredients can be defined as free field. If a point-source noise radi-
ates equally in all directions into free space, it would be free-field excitation.
Likewise, if a test facility were designed to approximate these conditions (for ex-
ample, no walls or sound-absorbent walls), it could be considered to be free-field
excitation.

6-55. Free-field testing probably more closely approximates the acoustic envi-
ronment to which aircraft exterior surfaces are exposed, but it may not be typical
of the environment in which electronic equipment will operate. If it were possible
to expose a complete aircraft compartment with electronic equipment mounted in-
side it to free-field acoustic excitation approximately 15 db higher than that de-
sired at the equipment to account for wall attenuation, a test procedure closest to
actual conditions could be obtained. This arrangement, however, would be expen-
sive.

'6-56. Plane-wave tubes confine the generated acoustic energy within the walls of
a tube and are designed so that no energy reflections occur. This approximates
free-field acoustic excitation, but, since the energy is confined, mu-h less power
is required to produce high-level sound pressures. There is a frequency limita-
tion, however, as the plane waves will occur only when the tube diameter is small
compared with the wavelength.

6-57. A recently designed test facility which provides either progressive wave or
reverberant (see 6-58) testing is shown schematically in figures 6-11 and 6-12. ±

The sound source consists of two sirens, one low frequency (50-2000 cps) and one
high frequency (500-10, 000 cps), which may be used independently or in combina-
tion. The sirens are coupled to a one-square-foot duct. The duct feeds into an
exponential horn which, in turn, feeds into a reverberant chamber. For progres-
sive wave testing the reverberant chamber is internally draped with sound absnvo-
ent material to provide an anechoic termination. Progressive wave testing is zier-
formed in the duct near the throat of the horn. The facility is designed to ,rwvide
up to 174 db in the one-square-foot duct.

6-58. REVERBERANrr CHAMBERS. Generating high sound intensities in free
space or in plane-wave tubes requires considerable acoustic power because all
power is absorbed or dispersed and no reflections occur. A sound field of 160 db
represents an intensity of 1 watt per square centimeter or 1 kilowatt per square
foot; thus 1 kilowatt of acoustical powir is required for each square foot of wave
front. If an enclosure is used with walls of low absorption (a reverberant chain-
ber), only a small amount- of acoustic energy is absorbed per unit area on each re-
flection, resulting in a buildup of pressure inside the box. Thus, considerably [
less acoustic power would be required to generate a 160-db sound-pressure level
in a reverberant chamber. Reverberant chambers, however, have limitations at
low frequencies. As the wavelength becomes larger (with decreased frequency)
and approaches the dimensions of the chamber, standing waves become likely.

S' •6-59. The sound field produced in a reverberant box probably more closely re-
sembles that which an eq'inpment will be exposed to in operation, especially if the
chamber were made to duplicate the actual compartment. Figure 6-13 shows a
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Figure 6- 11. High Level Sound Facility

reverberant chamber which is energize~d by four loudspeakers mounted on expo-
nential connectors. The maximum power-handling capacity of the four units is
sufficient to produce a sound pressure level of 1 57 db. The shape of the enclosure,
as is indicated in figure 6-13, is unsymmetrical.

6-60. Reverberant chambers are Irregularly shaped in order to minim~ize the
distortion of the original noise spectrum. The wells of an irregularly shaped en~-
closure have more complex modes of vibration and more natural frequencies. In
addition, each wzffl, being dimensionally different, has frequencies different' from
those of the other walls. Since the amount of energy absorbed by a wall depends on
the relation of its natural frequency to the ýrequency of the-agnid being reflected,
the multiplicity of wall natural frequencies lessens the possibility of absorption
occurring at preferred frequencies. Unsymmetrical aiming of the drivers gives
more irregular reflection angles and hence gives a more uniform pressure level
throughout the chamber.

6-61. RESONANT CHAMBFRM (STANDING-WAVE TUBES). Resonant chambers,
also referred to as standing-wave tubes, are the most, efficient enclosures for pro-
ducing hllgh sound presz-ures. Sound pressure levels as high, as 185db have been
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obtained. However, resonant chambers
operate only at single frequencies or in .
narrow f r e q u e n c y bands and are not
suitable for wideband t e st i n g. Also,
f r o m a physical d a m a g e standpoint,
standing waves are not as severe as
progressive waves. T h e s e two facts
rule against the u s e of standing-wave
tubes for testing electronic components.
They are u s e f u 1 primarily in testing
microphones. I

27"
6-62. MISCELLANEOUS NOISE SIM- I
ULATORS. RCA obtains 145 db overall "
intensity in their test chamber over a
band of frequencies from 30 to 10,000cps. The enclosure, s hown in figure

6-14, is 7 feet high, 3 feet wide, and
1-1/2 feet deep. The excitation is par- r i
tially reverberant; but, because of the
number of speakers (48) on the walls
and ceiling, the reflecting surfaces1
necessary f or a reverberant chamber
do not exist. There are 30 low-fre-
quency speakers in the sides and 18
high-frequency speakers in the ceiling.

Figure 6-13. Reverberant Chamber
with Four Drivers

Forty-eight 70-watt power amplifiers
are used for the speakers.

6-63. As discussed previously, using
jet engir.z s specifically as noise sources
is impractical, but this test setup is
sometimes used during routine Jet en-
gine testing. The electronic equipment
is simply mounted in the test cell and
exposed to the random noise. Tho test
cell can be instrumented to determine
sound pressure levels and the noise can
be recorded for wave analysis.

6-64. RCA is currently investigatl.'.g
the possibilities of the air-modulated
speaker (or m o r e correcily, moving-
c oil-modulated, compr#;ssed-pir loud-
speaker). This speaker is capable of
producing high sound levelswith a relU-

• ~tively small electrical power input.'The
main s o u r c e of input energy is cum

Figure 6-14. RCA S'und Chamber p-essed air (as i a siren); however,
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since the modulation is produced by a moving-coil rather than by a constant speed
chopper, the air-modulated speaker is capable of reproducing complex sound. As
with electrodynamic loudspeakers, two air-moddlated speakers, for high and low
frequency ranges, are required-for wide-band sound.

6-65. MICROPHONES FOR MEASURING HIGII-INTENSITY SOUND.

6-66. Several types of microphones may be used tor measuring high-intensity
sound, and each has advantages !or particular circumstances. Basically the
pr•ncfples of operation are the same as for conventional microphones; however,
they are specially designed to have linear response at high sound levels.

6-67. The two most commonly used types are the condenser and piezoelectric
types. The condenser maicrophone indicates sound pressure levels by the varia-
tions in separation between a stretched diaphragm and a parallel rigid plate. The
separation variations, causoed by the scnd wave s impinging on the diaphragm,
change the electrical capacitance between the two plates. A voltage, either ac or
dc, applied to the capacitor plates is modulated by the sound wave.

6-68. The piezoelectric type of microphone, elther crystal 'or ceramic, operates
in the same manner as the shock and vibration pickup in that the deformation of thecrystal (or ceramic unit) gonerates a voltage. Sound waves excite a diaphragm

which causes the crystal deformation. The materils used are barium titanate,
zirconate, znd ammonium dihydrogen phosphate (ADP).

6-69. Other sound pressure transducers used are electrokinetic and strain gage
typec. The electrokinetic transducer contains a homopolar fluid which is forced
through a porous membrane to generate a voltage. Again the force is supplied by
a diaphragm excited by so "id waves. The strain gage type operates in the same
manner as the shock and vibration picklips (see paragraph 6-103) except for the
exciting force.

6-70. SHOCK AND VIBRATION PICKUPS.

6-71. Instrumenmation is necessary to determine the shock and vibration environ-
ments that must be simulated, and also to indicate whether the simulating equip-
ment is performing the task. Shock and vibration pickups are the first link in the
insirumentation since they detect tho motion ot a vibrating or shocked equipment.

6-72. Shock and vibration pickups are of three general types: optical, electrical,
and mechanical. The optical typos are relatively delicate and not suitable for field
measurements. They are, however, useful as references because they require no
calibration and are frequently used to calibrate electrical pi c kups. Electrical
pickups are the most versa!ile type, useful both in the laboratory and in the field.
Mechanical pickups are large and comparatively heavy and thus are not adantable
to testing smaller components. Their weight would affect the nagtural frequencies
oý all but the large equipments.

6-/3. There is little distinction between pickupa for recording shock and those
for recording vibration, excepe that the former muW be designed to handle greater
accelerations and displacemants. In general, only accelerometers' ae adaptable
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to measuiring shock.

6-74. OPTICAL PICKUPS.

6-75. Optical pickups are magnifying
systems which Z o c u s on a point arbi-
trarily set on a shaker table or on an
equipment. A vibratory m o t i o n along
one axis causes the moving point to ap-
pear as a straight line in the lens of the
pickup. The vibratory excursion can be
measured by (1) observing the length of
the line on the instrument's reticle, (2)
moving the optical fnstrument so as to Figure 6-15. A Collimator
sight at each extreme of t he line and
recording the amount of movement, and (3) recording the angle through which a
prism or mirror, located inside the optical instrument, must be turned in order to
sight at each exWtreme of the point's excursion. Figure 6-15 shows a collimator
which is one type of optical pickup.

6-76. A stroboscopic light source can be used in conjunction with an optical pick-

up to flash its intermittent light on the table and equipment so that they appear to
be barely moving. An optical pickup can then sight on any equipment component for
each.extreme of the vibration excursion. The strobe light can also be used for de-
termining the frequency of vibration. With the frequency and displacement known,
the other parameters of velocity and acceleration can be calculated, provided the
waveform is known.

6-77. The major advantages of the optical pickup are: (1) it is unnecessary to
calibrate this instrument and thus it has no calibration to lose; (2) mounting tech-
niques are not a factor as it is with pickups mouited on the vibrating object; and
(3) because nothing need be mounted on the test item, there is no added weight to
affect the vibration characteristics of the test item.

6-78. The disadvantages of the optical pickup are: (1).it is not a versatile instru-
ment, being limited to laboritory usage; and (2) it cannot measure small amplitudes
that occur at high frequenfcies.

6-79. ELECTRICAL PICKUPS.

6-80. The most commonly used commercial vibration pickup is one which trans-
mits the vibration Information in the form of an electrical signal. The electrical

signal is usually dependent upon the motion of a mass suspended elastically in a
case. A description of the relative motion between mass and case is made in
terms of displacement, velocity, or acceleration. However, any one term can be
derived from either of the other two terms by one or two differentiations or inte-
grations, provided the frequ ncv and waveform are known. For simple harmonic
motions, the maximum acce.. 0- c- 4n g's is approximately 1/10f fx, where f is the
frequency in cps and x is the ,. " le ..mplitude in inches.
6-81. Electrical pickups are div" - Into three general categories: the displace-
ment pickup, the velocity pickup, ana the accelerometer. The displacement pickup
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measures vibrations occurring at frequencies above .its own natural frequency
where the relative displacement of the mass is almost equal to the applied dis-
placement. It usually requires an electrical input for operation. The velocity
pickup is similar to a displacement instrument except that it requires no electrical
input, but instead operates as an electromagnetic generator. The displacement is
electrically differentiated so that the output is proportional to the relative velocity
of the mass. The accelerometer measures vibrations occurring at frequencies
below its own natural frequency. Thus, there is no isolation of the suspended mass
as occtrs in the displacement and velocity pickups, and the excursion of the mass
is essentially the same as that of the case.

6-82. DISPLACEMENT PICKUPS. A displacement pickup measures variations in
the position (displacement) of a test item in any one axis. Its operation is depend-
ent upon the displacement of the instrument's case relative to a reference. The
reference may be a mass, isolation mounted within the pickup, or an object which
is fixed by a connection to the earth.

6-83. Displacement pickups with internal reference masses mount these masses
on soft springs. The natural frequency of the elastically mounted mass upon its I

/ OPEATIN

OPERATING RANGE OPRTNRANGE
FOR FOR DISPLACEMENT

ACCELE ROMETER$ AND VELOCITY

/ a ,

l) RATIO OF EXCITING FREQUENCY TO NATURAL. FREQUENCY
OFr SEISMIC MIASS

Figure 6-18. Transmts'siTility Curve Showing Operating Ranges forI Displacement Pickups, Velocity Pickups, and Ac~el~rometers
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mounting thus is quite low, and the ratio of exciting frequency to natural frequency
should be high. The system's operation, therefore, is described in the right-hand
portion of the transmissibility curve (figure 6-16) called the "isolation region."
Here, the mass stands still while the case moves around it, and the relative mo-
tion between mass and case is proportional to the absolute motion of the case.

6-84. The relative displacement between the mass and the pickup case can be de-
termined through the use of a differential transformer and an electrical input. The
transformer core serves as the mass and as the core moves, it changes the flux
linkage between the primary and secondary windings of the transformer (figure
6-17) and, therefore, varies the transformer output. Another sensing method uses
a coil as the elastically suspended mass. The coil remains effectively stationary
in a moving a-c field. The voltage induced in the coil is a function of its position
in the a-c field, and the output of the coil will be the a-c carrier modulated by the
vibration signal.

6-85. The displacement meter must be CANTILEVER SEISMIC MASS
SPRING (TRANSFORMER

large enough to allow f or the relative CORE MATERIAL)
motion '"-ween the mass and the case.
If this -e is inadequate, the mass
will si.,ce the stops or snubbers in the SECONDARY
case, causing incorrect readings or WINDN
even damaging the pickup. The pickups, PRIMARY
therefore, tend to be comparatively WINDING
large and heavy and are not used where SECONDARY

the size or weight of the pickup would WINDING
affect the characteristics of the system
being monitored. This type of displace- D OF
ment pickup is also limited in usable CANTILEVER M D SRECTiONOF
frequency range by the natural frequency SPRING DISPLACEMENT
of the mass on its mountings. The fre-
quency be i n g measured must be well
above this natural frequency if a flat Figure 6-17. Cross Section of
response is to be obtained. Differential-Transformer-Type

Displacement Pickup

6-86. One type of fixed-reference dis-

placement pickup uses a crystal element to generate a voltage proportional to the
displacement. The crystal element is actuated by a drive pin which presses against
the vibrating body. The pickup is mounted, or it can be held by hand, so that the
drive pin maintains contact with the vibrating object through the vibration cycle. A
fixed stop is usually provided to protect the crystal from damage. This type of dis-
placement pickup is not limited in its lower usable frequency by the natural fre-
quency of a suspended mass. The only low-frequency limitations are the leakage
characteristics of the crystal and attending circuitry. Also, it does not appreci-
ably affect the vibrating characteristics of the test item. A disadvantage of this
type pickup is its limited versatility. For example, it cannot be used in aircraft
because it needs an earth reference.

6-87. Other fixed-reference displacement pickups use an electric or magnetic
field as the earth-connected reference. The three major types are the mutual in-
ductance pickup, the microwtve system pickup, and the capacitance pickup.
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6-88. The mutual inductance displacement pickup consists of two coils held sta- [
tionary close to a conductive surface on the vibrating object. (The mutual induct-
ance pickup cannot be used if the conductive surface is ferromagnetic.) As the
conducti•lg surface moves toward and away from the two coils, their mutual in-
ductance varies. With one coil energized, the voltage output from the other will
vary with the vibratory motion of the conductive surface.

6-89. The microwave system uses a transmitter and receiver operating in the
microwave frequency band. When placed close to a vibrating surface, the re-
flected transmitter power output will vary as the reflecting surfaces vibrate, and
these variations are detected by the receiver.

6-90. The capacitance pickup uses a stationary probe surface placed close to the
vibrating surface and a means of detecting changes in capacitance as the distance
between the surfaces varies during vibration. The chief disadvantage of capacitance
pickups is in achieving linearity and sensitivity with small probe size. The capac-
itance of the sensing element is often no greaier than the leads connecting to it and
since the two capacitances are in parallel, the effective change is not great if the
probe is small and the leads are fairly long.

6-91. The advantages of using pickups employing an electrical or magnetic field
as the stationary reference are: (1) there are no moving pickup parts, thereby
eliminating troublesome pickup resonances or modes of vibration; (2) the pickup
does not mechanically load the test item and thus does not affect its vibrating char-
acteristics; and (3) minimum pickup lateral sensitivity provides an output rela-
tively free of distortion from lateral vibration components.

6-92. Disadvantages are: (1) there is a lack of pickup versatility because of the
need of laboratory facilities during testing; and (2) the vibrating surface detected
by the probe must be a reasonable geometry, highly conductive, and, for mutual
inductance pickups, not f trromagnetic.

6-93. VELOCITY PICKUPS. Velocity pickups measure the instantaneous velocity
of a vibrating object. They do so by acting as tiny electromagnetic 'generators
whose electrical output is proportional to the instantaneous velocity of the vibrating
object.

6-94. The velocity pickup, like the internal-reference type of displat.ement pick-
up, contains a mass mounted elastically on soft springs so that the system (springs
and mass) has a low natural frequency. The transmissibility of the vibratory mo-
tions from case to mass, therefore, is described in the "isolation region" of the
transmissibility curve (see figure 6-16), and the mass effectively remains motion-
less While the case vibrates around it. Damping, viscous or magnetic, is used il
velocity pickups to lower the usable frequency range and to prevent pickup damage
due to overexcursion..4 1
6-95. There are various designs for using the relative motion of case and mass
to generate a signal. One model pickup, for example, uses a hollow cylinder mag-
net as the elastically mounted mass. The coil, fixed to the case, moves within the
magnet (figure 6-18) to generate a signal. Another model uses a coil as the mass
and the magnets are fixed to the case (figure 6-19). The coil is elastically mounted
on the end of a pivoted shaft.
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TERMINALS 6-96. Velocity pickups are versatile
instruments be c a u se they require no
electrical input and are not sensitive to
temperature or h um idity. They also
have low impedance and high o u t p u t.
Their limitations are the same as those
for seismic mass displacement pickups.

COIL They must necessarily be large to allow
for movement between mass and case.
They are also comparatively heavy, and

PERMANENT MAGNET thus cannot be used where the naturalSEISMIC MASS

characteristics of the test item would
CASE be altered by the additional weight.

6-97. ACCELERkATION PICKUPS.
Acceleration pickups, also called accel-
erometers, measure the accelerations
of a vibrating system. Like the displace-
ment and velocity type pickups, the ac-

Figure 6-18. Component Parts of celerometer.employs an elastically sus-
Velocity Pickup pended mass as part of its sensing sys-

tem. Here, however, the similarity
ceases. The accelerometer mounts the mass with stiff springs, and the system
(springs and mass) has a high natural frequency. This natural frequency must be
well above the frequency of the vibrating object. Referring again to figure 6-16,
the left portion of the transmissibility curve is now applicable, and the motion of
the mass is almost equal to the motion of the case.

6-98. The accelerometer is mounted on the vibrating shaker table or equipment.
A sensing element within the pickup detects the force exerted on the suspended
mass and converts it into an electrical signal. Since transmissibility between the
suspended mass and case is, for practical purposes, one, and force is proportional
to acceleration, the electrical signal (when properly calibrated) is a measure of
case (and vibrating oLtect) acceleration.

6-99. Damping is usually necessary in accelerometers. It is used to prevent
damage to the pickup and to extend the
usable frequency r a n g e. Fluid is the
usual damping medium. Some types are
magnetically damped.

6-100. There are various types of
sensing elements used to detect the
forces on the suspended mass. The
most common are (1) variable induct-

ance, (2) wire strain gage, and (3) pie-
zoelectric.
6-101. VARIABLE- INDUCTANCE AC-
CELEROMETER. The variable-induct- 0 I

ance accelerometer consists of a trans-
former with the suspended mass as part Figure 6-19. Velocity Pickup
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of the magnetic circuit. This type is not self-generating but requires an electrical
input with a carrier frequency of a few thousand cycles. A slight movement ot the
suspended mass due to pickup acceleration changes the flux linkage between the
primary and secondary windings. This change is detectable and convertible to a
measure of acceleration.

6-102. This type of accelerometer is useful only to approximately 100 cps. If the
natural frequency of the suspended mass and springs is raised too high, the sensi-
tivity (output per unit of acceleration) is decreased. Allowance for static acceler-
ation is also necessary. Thus, if the test item will be subjected to lOg normal
(static) acceleration and 10g peak vibration acceleration, it will be necessary to
use a 20g accelerometer with only one-half the range available for testing.

6-103. STRAIN-GAGE ACCELEROMETERS. Strain-gage accelerometers use re-
sistance-wire strain gages as the sensing elements. A mass, suspended by either
the resistance-wire gages directly or by cantilevers to which the resistance-wire
gages are cemented, provides the force which changes the wire resistance. The
resistance change, proportional tc the inertial force of the mass, which in turn is
proportional tc the acceleration of the accelerometer (and test item), is usually
measured by a Wheatstone bridge circuit.

6-104. The frequency range limitation of the variable-inductance accelerometer is
also applicable to the strain-gage accelerometer. Natural frequencies range frcm
40 cps to 200 cps. This type of accelerometer is also subject to static accelera-
tions, and,. in choosing the proper instrument, the required range is determined by
the sum of the static and dynamic accelerations.

6-105. CRYSTAL (PIEZOELECTRIC) ACCELEROMETERS. Piezoelectric crys-
tals generate electric charges on their surfaceswhen placed under stress. In the
crystal accelerometer, one or more crystals are mounted so that acceleration
forces produce the stress. The quantity of the charge induced is proportional to
the applied stress, which, in turn, is proportional to the acceleration.

6-106. Structurally, there are two types of crystal accelerometers: the compres-
sion and the bimorph (bender) types. The compression typ3 consists essentially cf
a cylindrical assembly in which a mass, under acceleration; compresses one or
more *disc- shaped crystals. The crystal faces are coated with a conducting mate-
rial and are connected either in series or in parallel. These accelerometers (fig-
ure 6-20) generally have relaUvely high impedances, high natural frequencies, and
high ranges.

6-107. The bimorph or bender acceler- Z

ometer contains two thin crystal slabs-- -

each fastened to either side of a metal- a a
lic shim. Both sides of both crystals CPA"

, • are coated with . conducting material.

The crystals are oriented so as to be --- -'
connected in series or in parallel. The
crystal slabs may be center-supported
or end-supported (figure 6-21). An- Figure 6-20. Cross Section of
other type consists of square slabs fas- Compression-Type
tened at three corners, with the fourth Crystal Accelerometer
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corner free to move under acceleration END-SUPPRTED oIMORPH
forces. In general, bimorph crystal
accelerometers have a lowe r imped- PLASTIC SHEET -

ance, a lower natural frequency, and a
smaller g range than the compression
type.

FOIL CONDUCTOR
FROMAL FOL CONDUCTOR

6-108. The crystal accelerometer uses SHIM FROM OUTER

many types of crystals, the mostin- SURFACES

.portant being .quartz, Rochelle salt, am-
monium dihydrogen ph os p hate (ADP), METAL SHIM
and barium titanate (one of a group of
electrically polarized ceramics). Quartz
has a relatively low sensitivity.. For
example, one model quartz accelerom- CENTER-StJPPORTED BIMORPH
eter has an output of 0.07 millivolt CONDUCTING MATERIAL- PIEZOLECTRIC

(rms) for each g of acceleration with a M , R'AL

range of 600 g and a natura). frequency
of about 4000 cps. Despite its low sea- VOLTAGE
sitivity, quartz has advantages of low OUTPUT

leakage and relative insensitivity to
temperature changes and shock. The
low leakage characteristic, which main- METAL SHIM RUBBER BLOCKS

tains electric charges on each surface
of the crystal longer than the synthetc
crystals (such as Rochelle salt), per-
mits detection of lower frequencies of Figure 6-21. End-Supported andvibration than is possible with crystal Center-Supported Bimorph

accelerometers using other types of Crystal Accelerometer Elements
crystals.

6-109. Rochelle salt (sodium potassium tartrate), a syntheti, ystal, when prop-
erly cut is one of the most sensitive of all piezoelect-"- --- ials. For example,
some models of Rochelle salt accelerometers produce an oaput of about 150 milli-
volts (rms) for each g of acceleration at 500 cps. However, this type of crystal
has limitations. Because of its sensitivity to humidity, it must be enclosed in a
hermetically sealed container. It is also sensitive to temperature changes; start-
ing at 700 F, the output of a Rochelle salt accelerometer was fotnd to drop about 2
percent for each degree of temperatare change, either increasing or decreasing,
and permanent damage to the crystal can result from heat as low as 120 0F. Ao-
chelle salt is also likely to fracture with high mechanical strain.

6-110. Ammonium dihydrogen phosphate (ADP) is one of the more recently devel-
oped crystals. It is less sensitive than Rochelle salt; for example, at 500 cps it
has an output of about 3) millivolts (rms) for each g of acceleration. It is much
less sensitive to temperature than Rochelle salt. It has a high leakage character.,
istic, however, which linits its use at low frequencies. In addition, the ADP pick-
up is more expensive than accelerometers using other crystals.

6-111. Barium titanate, unlike the previously disiassed crystals, is a synthetic
ceramic. This material has some advantages over crystals when used as accel-
erometer sensing elements. It can be readily produced in various shapes, thus
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making it adaptable to many different pickup designs. It has relatively good high-
frequency response and is less subject to changes in sensitivity due to aging. Bar-
.um titanate is also nonhygroscopic, less temperature-sensitive than Rochelle salt,
and higher in resistivity than ADP. A typical barium titanate compression-type
accelerometer has an open-circuit output voltage of 10 millivolts (rms) for each g
of acceleration. Starting at 80 0 F, the output typically drops only 0. 1 percent for
each degree of temperature change, either increasing or decreasing.

6-112. Accelerometers of the piezoelectric type are all high-impedance devices
and, therefore, are usually coupled to an amplifier by a cathode follower for ira-
pedance matching. Also, the high impedance makes any slight impedance varia-
tion a critical item. For example, noise voltages, generated by the flexing of the
coaxial cable connecting pickup and amplifier, can affect the output signal (see
paragraph 3-17).

6-113. MECHANICAL PICKUPS.

6-114. Mechanical pickups are, generally, not applicable to airborne environments
or electronic equipment. They are bulky and heavy and suitable only for shock and

vibration testing of large components. The upper frequency is limited to about 100
cps because of inertial forces on mechanical linkages. Mostly they are mechanical
or combined mechaii,;al and optical devices. The two major types of mechanical
vibration pickups ar, vibrometers and vibrographs. The only distinction between
the vibrometer and the vibrograph is that the vibrograph has a permanent record-
ing mechanism.

6-115. A simple and useful mechanical pickup for indicating vibration accelera-

tions of Ig is the chatter accelerometer. It consists of a small ball which rests on
a platform. As vibration accelerates the platform downw.A'd at less than 1g, the
ball will remain in contact with the platform. When the acceleration exceeds 1g,
however, the ball will lose contact with the platform momentarily, striking the
platform later in the cycle. The series of separations and contacts causes a chat-
tering noise which indicates vibrations with accelerations above 1g. The chatter
accelerometer can be used to calibrate vibration machines and accelerometers at
the Ig level.

6-1.16. Another type of mechanical pickup is the reed instrument. The reed tach-
ometer, for example, consists of a number of reeds, with different natural fre-
quencie., mounted on a common housing- When the instrument Is exposed to vi-
bration, the response of each reed depends upon the relationship of its natural
frequency to the frequency of the vibration. The reed showing the greatest re-
sponse indicates, by its own natural frequency, the predominant frequency of the
environment.

6-117. The reed gage is a simple and inexpensive mechanical sensing devicewhich
records shock spectra. The gage consists of a number of ringle-degree-of-freedom
cantilever structures of graduated natural frequencies. The peak motions at the
ends of the cantilever reeds, when the gage is subjected to a shock, portray the i
shock spectrum. The motion of each reed is recorded by a stylus, attached to its
end, on either a detachable piece of stainless steel or, iU more than one shock is
involved, on a strip of waxed. paper which is slowly moved under the styli. The
reedi gage is a relatively large rnd heavy instrumeit. Because of its weight and
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size, the number of its reeds is usually limited, and hence the amount of informa-
tion it provides is usually restricted to a few frequencies. Also, the scratches
made by high-frequency reeds are small and difficult to read.

6-118. RECORDING VIBRATION AND SHOCK DATA.

6-119. There are various means of recording vibration and shock data. The
niethod selected depends upon the needs of the particular test situation. For ex-
ample, to record transient phenomena, such as shock data, an oscilloscope and/or
a camera can be used. A vibration meter may be most suitable in a field applica-
tion. For a permanent record of steady-statq vibration, an oscillograph could be
chosen. Magnetic tape may be regarded as the best medium for eventual analysis
of random vibration.

6-120. OSCILLOSCOPES. The oscilloscope can be used in conjunction with dis-
placement, velocity, or acceleration pickups. An amplifier is used between the
pickup and oscilloscope, and if the pickup is an accelerometer a cathode follower
is used for impedance matching.

6-121. For steady-state vibration, both frequency and amplitude* are indicated on
the oscilloscope. When transient phenomena such as shock are being observed,
the trace signal can be photographed. A calibration signal is usually fed into the
oscilloscope to supply a reference height.

6-122. OSCILLOGRAPHS. Oscillographs provide the same shock and vibration
measurements as an oscilloscope; however, instead of the signal being observed
on a cathode-ray tube, it is recorded on moving paper to provide a permanent
record of the wave shape, frequency, and amplitude. Also, whereas an oscillo-
scope is usually restricted to one or two channels, an oscillograph can have as
many as 50 channels recording simultaneously. There are two types oi oscillo-
graphs: one mechanically writes on a moving paper; the other uses a light source
which reacts on sensitized paper. The direct-writing type of instrument is limited
in its frequency range to approximately 100 cps because the inertia of the linkage
system is a limiting factor.

6-123. The photographic-line type of recorder will record at frequencies up to
3000 cps. It uses an optical system in wnich a light source is used in conjunction
with mirrors linked to galvanometers. When the voltage input varies, the reflect-
ing angle of the mirror changes, and the changes in direction of the beam of light
result in a signal indication on the moving sensitized paper. Figure 6-22 shows an
oscillograph equipped to hazndle 18 channels simultaneously. Figure 6-23 shows a
smaller and lighter instrument designed to handle 6 channels.

6-124. VIBRATION METERS. Vibration meters are used in conjunction with ve-
locity pickups to provide meter readings proportional to the velocity of the vibra-
tory motion. Integrating and differentiating networks give direct meter readings
of displacement or acceleration if desired. Frequency is not indicated on these
meters. A jack is provided for connection to an oscilloscope if waveform or fre-
quency information is desired. Figure 6-24 shows a typical vibration meter.

*Amplitude refers to displacement, velocity, or acceleration, depending upon the
type of pickup that is used.
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6-125. The major advantage of this type%
of meter is its mobility. It is battery.-
operated and portable, and it is adapt- i
able to most test situations.

6.- 126. MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDING.
Magnetic tape pr cvi des a convenient
method of storage and lends itself to
rapid and comprehensive data proces-
sing. The electrical impulses stored on
the tape can be fed into an oscilloscope
and viewed as described previously in
the discussion of oscilloscopes. The
magnetic tape can also be processed by
a wave analyzer which will indicate fre-
quencies and amplitudes or power ver- Figure 6-22. Mirror-Galvanometer
sus frequency (mean square accelera- Type Oscillograph (18-Channel)
tion density spectrum). Finally, the
tape can be used to excite an electrodynamic shaker and so reproduce the vibration
environment without necessitating intermediate environment analysis. Figure 6-25
shows a portable tape recording system.

6-127. HIGH-SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY. The high-speed camera, with speeds up to
8000 frames per second. photographically records shock and vibration phenomena.
The film is then projected in slow motion allowing study of the surfaces of equip-
ment being tested. This method of etudy is used mainly for investigative and not
for routine testing because it is expensive and not suited to quantitative analysis
except by lengthy and laborious calculations.

6-.28. DATA REDUCTION.

6-129. Data for periodic vibrations can be reduced mathematically, mechanically,
or electrically. Reducing data for random vibrations is limited to the electrical

method.

6-130. MATHEMATICAL. Reducing
"* ""periodic vibration data mathematically

-is feasible but tedious and time-con-
sumir.,. It consists of performing a
F o u r i e r analysis on a complex wave-
form by using a combination of graph-
ical and mathematical methods to deter-
mine the fundamental frequency and its
harmonics and their amplitudes.
6-131. MECHANICAL. Mechonical re-

duction of periodic vibration data con-
sists of performing a Fourier analysis
on a complex waveform by using a
Mader analyzer. This method, essen-

Figure 6-23. Mirror- Galvanometer tially, is similar to the mathematical
Type Oscillograph (6-Channel) method except that mechanical aids are
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used in determining the Fourier inte-
grals. The Mader analyzer consists of
a gear, rack, and slider system, which,

when used in conjunction with a planimz eter (a mechanical integrator), can give
readings analogous to a Fourier anal-
ysis, butwith much less effort and time.

6-132. &.LECTRICAL. The electrical
method for reducing data c an be used

1 =.-. .- for both periodic and randcm vibrations.
It is a much faster and simpler method
but it does require an initial investment
for a wave analyzer and the data must
be recorded on magnetic tape.

Figure 6-24, Vibration Meter
6-133. A wave analyzer, shown in fig-

ure 6-26, is an electrical device which is responsive to selective, varied frequen-
c'is. The selectivity and variance can be achieved in two ways. One method em-
pioyF a narrow band-pass filter, the center frequency of which is varied for scan-
ning the input signal. The second method employs a fixed band-pass filter which
selects the beat frequencies resulting from the heterodyning of the incoming signal
with the output of a variable oscillator. Various commercially available analyzers
use different methods !or presenting the signal analysis, Onm- type uses a high-
persistence oscilloscope; others use a recording potentiometer.

i0

Figure6-.25. Portable Tape Recorder
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6-121. For perlodirý vib-',ation, an ana-
lyzer can simply record voltage ver- jf
sus frequency. With random vibration,
however, the output of the filter at any
frequency is a randornly.varying voltage

-07 and thie,, output must be averaged 6y a

slow acting type of meter which indi.
cates the rms (or mean square) value of
the varying voltage. The recording of
this value versus frequency is an rms
(or m e an square) acceleration density
splctrum. In addition to the mean
square acceleration density spectrum.
information on the statistical distribu-
tion of acceleration peaks in a random
vibra+•on is sometimes desirable. The
signa. 3 fed into a count ing circuit
which indicates the number of times the
acceleration exceeds a predetermined
level. The counting must be done over 1
a statistically significant length of time. 1"

6-135. In analyzing a recording of a
shock motion, one of the most promis-
ing methods which has been ,sed is to
play a recording of the shock m o t i o n
into an electrical a n a l o g of a damped
single- degree- of -f':eedom sy stem.
Varying the natural frequency of the
analog circuit and noting the response
to the shock m o t i o n leads to a shock
spectrum as discussed in peragrapb

Figure 6-26. Wave Analyzer 2-9.

i
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SECTION VII

SELECTION OF LABORATORY SHOCK AND VIBRATION
TEST PROCEDURES

7-1 GENERAL,

7-2. The final test of an equipment's ability to perform satisfactorily in a serv-
ice environment occurs wben a statistically significant number of the equipments
are put into use under actual service conditions. However, it is impossible to wait
until this stage of an equipment's life before getting a reliable measure of its an-
ticipated performance. Not only would it be extremely expensive to modify an
equipment at this time, but human life would be endangered if dependent upon the
equipment's )peration. It is necessary, therefore, to simulate the expected serv-
ice environment in come way in order that the future in-service behavior of equip-
ment can be predicted. Any attempt to simulate service conditions ir. laboratory
testing (or to provide a test which does not simulate but does have correlative re-
sults) must be predicated on the assumption that the true service environmental
conditions are known. In cases where the true service conditions are not known
and aa estimate is made of these c3nditions, any test based upon this estimate can
be no better than the estimate.

7-3. The best test is one which gives ti.e desired degree of reliability assurance
*for the smallest expenditure of time, money, and facilities. The decision as to the
'degree of assurance and, to scme extent, the testing required to attain a given de.
gree of assurance is arbitrary within certain limits, depending upori the ultimate
objective of the equipment. Therefore, the type of test, test level, and test dura-
tion can vary for the same equipment, according to the philosophy of the person
who establishes the test.

7-4. THE ROLE OF STANDARD TESTS.

7-5. Standard shock and vibration tests, the results of an evolutionary process,
are covered in various specifications, both governmental and industrial. These
tests, which are based on past experience and accumulated flight data, represent
good engineering effort and, in many cases, are adequate. No test, however, can
be adopted without a thorough study of the anticipated environment. Tests affect
equipment design, and, if poorly selected, can result in overdesign, or, what is
more serious, under.design. The orientation of a component or component part is
important. Unless the part is positioned in the same way during a test as during
its use in an equipment, and unless the test .zonditions reflect the environment ex-
isting in the equipment, the behavior of the comkonent or part under test usually
cannot be correlated to its eventual behavior in the equipment.

7-6. SINUSOIDAL VIBRATION TESTING.

7-7. When a serrice vibration environment consists of periodic complex vibra-
tion, it is customary to separate, by analysis, this complex vibration into its com-
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ponent frequencies and amplitudes. The information is then presented in the form
of a plot of amplitude versus frequency. (Data in this formy is presented in Section
H.) If the service vibration -environment were simple and did not change with time,
only a few component frequencies would be present. It would be relatively easy to
reproduce each of these single-frequency vibrations on a laboratory vibration ex-
citer and thus determine the ability of the test item to withstand each of these
component vibrations. While this test method would not test the exact response of
the item to the complex vibration (i.e., all frequencies applied simultaneously), a
small safety factor could compensate for this.

7-8. If the nature of the service vibration environment changes, as it does with
changing flight conditions in aircraft, the number of frequencies likely to be en-
countered increases and the frequency-amplitude plot begins to look more like a
band spectrum. When an equipment is intended for use in several aircraft or when
the environme:-.t for a-new aircraft must be estimated, the number of anticipated
frequencies is increased. Resonant frequency testing and sweep frequency testing
are the two basic methods used to test the resistance of an equipment to vibration 4
within a harmonic spectrum.

7-9. RESONANT FREQUENCY TESTING. The maximum response amplitudes
of a mechanical system to vibration excitation are obtalmad when the system is ex-
cited at its natural frequency. Thus, maximum stresses will occur at resonance,
producing damage more quickly than vibration at other frequencies, and hence per-
mitting shorter test periods. Also, many investigators believe that practically all
failures of electronic equipment due to vibration are caused by resonances withir,
the equipment. Given an envelope of environmental vibration, then, it m.ight seem
logical thi. for test purposes it would suffice to examine only Wose frequencies
which coincide with natural frequencies within the equipment.

7- 10. A prerequisite to resonant frequency testing is t he determination of the
natural frequencies of the test item which fall within the frequency range of Inter-
est. Since these natural frequencies cannot be accurately predicted, they mu," be
experimentally determined by slowly sweeping the frequency range while observing
the eqiipment for maximum response. Once the natural frequencies have been
determined, resonant frequency testing consists of vibrating the equipment, at the
appropriate input amplituden, at each resonant frequency within the environmental
frequency range, for a predetermined length of time.

7-11. In practice, it is difficult to perform a resonant frequency test. In a com-
plex piece of electronic equipment, there are so many resonances that it becomes
impossible to locate all the resonant points which lie within the frequency range.
Also, it is difficult to locate resonant frequencies accurately and the response of a
system falls off rapidly if the exciting frequency varies from the resonant fre-
quency.

7-12. SWEEP FREQUENCY TESTING. Sweep frequency testing consists of vi-
brating the test item with a continuously varying input frequency. The frequency
of vibration is cycled over the test frfquency range while the amplitude is con-
trolled as indicated by the test envelope. As discussed previously, a complex piece
of equipment has many resonances, and locating each resonant point is difficult.
Cycling over a frequency range successively excites al! resonances within that
range.
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7-13. The time allowed for resonance build-up varies with the cycling rate. For
wide frequency bands, such as 10 cps to 500 cps or more, a logarithmic time-
versus-frequency relation is customarily used to give the same effective time at
each frequency. The difference in the effective time at each frequency for linear
and logarithmic sweep rates may be seen from the following considerations.

7-14, During a sweep frequency test, a component part may be donsidered to be
in resonance wh,-i the exciting frequency is within a certain narrow frequency band
which is centereu at the resonant frequency of the part. For example, referring to
figure 5-5, any exciting frequency between approximately 0.96 fn and 1.03 fn for a
curve with a maximum transmissibility of 10, will produce a transmissibility of 8
or more, and the number of cycles which occur between these two frequencies
could be considered as occurring at fn- For a constant sweep rate (linear curve),
as shown in figure 7-1, the number cf cycles at fn (between f and f ) is:.

Nfdt ffdt = 1 f _ f)

if if 1_k k

Since f 2 1.03 fn and f, = 0.96f-1,

N 1 (1.032 _ (. 96) n

The effective number of cycles at any frequency is proportional to the square of
that frequency for a linear sweep curve. With a logarithmic sweep curve, however,
as shown in figure 7-2, the number cf cycles at fn (between f and 1 ) is:

f k Jf IF
N fdt= 1 d/ f (f2- )

Since f,, = .03fn andf, -- 0.96fn,

N = (1.03- 0.96)

k
Thus, with a logarithmic sweep curve, the effective number of cycles at any fre-
quency is proportional to that frequency. Another way of expressing this is that
the effective time at each frequency is a constant,

7-15. The sweep rate used in a sweep frequency test should be calculated using
the lowest frequency of the sweep range. A system excited at reionar :e does not
reach maximum response instantaneously; the response amplitude incr'.ases with
each successive cycle until maximum response is reached. If the cycling rate is
so high that the system never reaches maximum response, the test is inadequate.
The nuniber of cycles required t% reach maximum response is independent of fre-
quen:cy; even with the same effective time at each frequency, the least number of
cycles will occur at the lowest frequency.

7-16. Multiple octave sweep testing, a variation of sweep frequency testipg, has
been proposed to shorten the total testing t!me. It consists simply of a sweep fre-
quency test in which the overall sweep frequency range is divided into several C
shorter sweep frequency ranges of equl sweep times, and these shorter sweep
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Figure 7-1. Linear Sweep Curve

II

I frequency tests are run concurrently. The waveform at any time, then, is the re-
i sult of superimposition of the vibrations from the individual sweep frequency tests.

Under this type of test it wouldl be possible to have several portions of the test
item, which have different natural frequencies, in resonance at the same time.

1 This type of test would more nearly simulate actual service conditions.

7-17. COMBINATION RESONANT AND SWEEP FREQUENCY TESTING. Many
; ~test specifications require both resonant frequency and sweep frequency testing.4
Ji Resonant frequency testing is usually required at the major resonant frequency
! ~within a specified range; every resonant point does not necessarily have to b~e
i identified. The required range for sweep frequency testing is usually the same as
! that given for resonant frequency testing.

7-18. RANDOM VIBRAT36,ON TESTING.

7-19. The method of simulating random vibration. environments in a laboratory isi
still controversial. To date, there has been no general adoption of uniform means
of data analysis or of test methods. Generally, the major question has been whether
a random v ibr a t ion environment' can be simulated by sinusoldal excitation or,
whether a random excitation is the only or preferable method.
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Figure 7-2. Logarithmic Sweep Curve

7-20. Proponents of random excitation testng consider that sinusoidal testing of
equipments intended for use in a random environment is completely unrealistic.
For example, a crude method of establishing sinusoidal excitation tests is to proc-
ess the random vibration data by studying the acceleration-time curve, finding
cycles which approximate sinusoids, and then measuring their apparent frequencies
and amplitudes. Using these frequencies and amplitudes in steady-state single-
frequency tests, even if it were possible to measure each frequency and amplitude
accurately, is unduly severe, particularly in a system with little damping. In a
random environment, resonant r e s p on s e cannot build up to a maximum in one
cycle, and by the time another cycle of the same frequency and amplitude occurs,
the response due to the first may be damped out.

.7-21. Theoretically, it would appear feasible to statistically analyze the response
of single-degree-of-freedom systems to the random environment and to use this
statistical analysis to establish sinusoidal tests. As described in Section 1, when
a re7cording of a continuously random vibration* is fed through a narrow bandpass

I
As used here, continuously random vibration is vibration distributed over a broad
frequency band, as opposed to being concentrated within a few narrow frequency
bands.
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filter, as in a wave analyzer, the output is a randomly varying signal at the center
frequency of the filter band. This filter output is analogous to the response of a
single-degree-of-freedom mechanical system to random vibration, and the statis-
tical distribution of the response amplitudes of the single-degree-of-freedom sys-
tem can be determined. Then, it should be possible to use sinusoidal vibrations at
resonance to te•5 a simple system whose natural frequency was that of the filter.
The input amplitudes would have to be chosen to produce the desired response
amplitudes, and the time at each input amplitude would have to be based on a theory
of cumulative fatigue damage. However, choosing the correct response amplitudes
would be difficult since the response depends on damping within the structure.

7- 22. The difficulties encountered in establishing correlation b e t w e e n random
environments and sinusoidal testing suggest that random excitation, being char-
acteristic of the environment, should be used for testing. The test level for simu-
lation of a random vibration environment by continuously random excitation is a
relatively straightforward matter. Having a mean square (or rms) acceleration
density spectrum, the test excitation is chosen to have the same rms values over
the frequency range. Factors-of safety can be introduced by choosing higher rms
values for the test excitation. A

7-23. The advocates of sinusoidal excitation state that almost every argument in
favor of random vibration testing is founded on the assumption that the environment
consists of continuously random vibration with energy existing at each frequency
within a frequency range. The validity of this assumption depends upon the close-
ness of the vibration source to the airframe location. Several structures or sub-
structures, having different resonant frequencies and degrees of damping, normally
exist between a power plant and an electronic equipment. Although the power plant
may p rod u c e continuously random vibration over a broad frequency band, the
vibration energy, in passing through the intermediate resonant structures, would
be expected to concentrate in discrete frequencies.

7-24. That continuously random vibration is filtered by resonant structures is
supported by a recent study of missile environmental data. The final report on
this program states: "The initial excitation resulting from rocket power and aero-
dynamic forces, possibly random in nature, apparently is filtered by structural
members and emerges as vibration confined to a narrow frequency band with an

I ~apparent fluctuating amplitude. This type of vibration is better simulated by a

single frequency test having a prescribed acceleration amplitude. Such a test is
valid for structures having any degree of damping. On the other hand, the simu-
lation of this structural vibration by a random excitation is unconservative for
structures with relatively little damping, generally the type of structure most vul-
nerable to damage by vibration. The single frequency test, therefore, not only
appears to be more representative of the environment encountered in guided mis-
siles but also avoids many practical testing problems."

7-25. As discussed in paragraphs A-46 through A-49, the rms response of aS~lightly damped, single-degree-of-freedom system to white-noise excitation can be
S~calculated and a sinusoidal excitation chosen which will produce the same rms re- !

sponse. Th- excitation level at frequencies well removed from the system natural
frequency has less effect upon the system response than does the excitation level j
at ffequencies close to the natural frequency. Equation A-50, therefore, although
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based on an excitation for which the mean square acceleration density is constant
over the frequency range of zero to infinity, will give a close approximation if the
mean square acceleration density is c o n stan t only in the region of the system
natural frequency.

7-26. Although sinusoidal excita may be chosen so as to produce the same
rms response as would be produced L., vhite-noise excitation, this sinusoidal ex-
citation-would not necessarily be expected to haje the sam e damage potential.
Methods are being developed for establishing sine wave tests which have the same
damage potential as random vibration environments. Typical of these is the
derivation of f a c to r s by which the rms accelerations are multiplied to obtain
"equivalent acceleration amplitudes" for sine wave testing. The factor for an ex-
citation having a Rayleigh distribution of peak accelerations was calculated to be
2.71. This value was based on equations for (1) an idealized S-N curve, (2) the
response of an undamped, single-degree-of-freedom system, and (3) damage
accumulation under cyclic loading at various stress levels. Studies of the correla-
tion between sinusoidal and random excitations are being continued.

7-27. The choice of -andom versus sinusoidal testing for simulation of missile
(or any other) vibration environment apparently depends primarily on the true
nature of the environment. If the environment is continuously random, correlation
between laboratory test results and in-service behavior would be expected only if
random excitation were used in the laboratory. If, however, the environments are
characterized by narrow frequency bands within which most of the energy lies, the
advisability of u si n g random excitation for laboratory testing can be seriously
questioned. As stated previously, there has been no general adoption of uniform
testing. This can be attributed to the general lack of definite knowledge as to the
true nature of the environments being encountered. Investigations in this field are
continuing.

7-28. PROOF-OF-DESIGN AND PROOF-OF-WORKMANSHIP TESTS.

7-29. In theory, proof-of-design testing establishes the acceptability of a design
and, once a design is finalized, proof-of-workmanship testing controls the quality
of p-oduction items. A proof-of-design test is an attempt to predict whether or not
an equipment will be able to withstand a service vibration environment. A proof-
of-workmanship iest is a quality-control tes' to uncover faulty workmanship with-
out aging the item, and makes no attempt to simulate a service environment.

7-30. For vibration testing, a proof-of-workmanship test, consisting of simple,
short-duration shaking to uncover faulty electrical connections, 1oo se threaded
fasteners, dirt, etc., is an inadequate acceptance test for production equipment.
Construction faults such as surface cracking at bends of chassis or brackets due
to the use of a wrong alloy or temper are not necessarily uncovered. Therefore,
in practice, the same tests are often used for both design and production.

7-31. Considering the complexity of the problem of establishing tests, th. expedi-
ency of using one test cannot be questioned. It is conceivable, however, that an
electronic equipment may pass the proof-of-design test by the "skin of its teeth"
and that, as a result of progressive deterioration, the equipment is approaching
failure at the conclusion of the test. If this same test is used for proof-of-work-
manship, equipments may be aged by the test to the point that failure will rapidly
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occur in service. To reduce the chances of this occurring, a more sensible pro-

cedure would be to use, for production items, a short-duration proof-of-workman-
ship test on all equipments and proof-of-design testing on a low-percentage sam-
pling basis. The few equipments which receive the proof-of-design tests would be
considered expendable.

7-32. One approach to proof-of-design testing is to separate it into ultimate-
strength testing and fatigue testing. The ultimate-strength tests consist of testing
at maximum service conditions for a short period of time. The fatigue test sub-
jects the equipment to long-duration testing at a level approx .,ating the average
steady-state service condition, and for a time equal to the expected equipment life.

7-33. To shorten the duration of a vibration fatigue test, equipments are often
'ested under conditions which are more severe than the average service conditions,
tased on the philosophy that there is a correlation between service stress and
equipr•-nt life. Undoubtedly some correlation exists, although it has never been
exactly defined and is not likely to be, since correlation would vary between equip-
ments. In any event, accelerated tests are aging tests only and, if the test condi-
tions are more severe than the most severe service conditions, the equipment
should not be expected to be operable during the test. At the completion of the
accelerated t e s t, however, the equipment should be operable u n d e r maximum
service conditions.

7-34. One method of establishing accelerated vibration life test requirements is
to draw an en v e 1 op e enclosing all of the data points on an amplitude-versus-
frequency plot, to increase the amplitudes of this envelope by §0%, and to use this
as the test envelope for one million cycles. T hi s method was chosen because
observation of the envelope of several S-N (stress-versus-number--of-cycles-to-
failure) curves indicated that, if an item can withstand one million cycles at a
stress 40% above the service stress, it can withstand the service stress indefi-
nitely. One million cycles was chosen as a reasonable number and a 50% increase
in amplitudez was used (instead of a 40%) to allow for slight errors in recording
the origlJial environmental data. This test would seem to be overiy conservative
since the first envelope encloses all of the data points, some of which undoubtedly
represent conditions which have a low probability of occurrence.

7-35. At is customary, when choosing an envelope of environmental data points,
to choose an envelope shape which lends itself readily to :..tboratory reproduction.
This simply means that the parameters used to describe the vibration level are
kept constant over a wide range of frequencies.

7-36. In addition to design and workmanship tests, individual component parts
and chassis subassemblies are tested for developmental purposes. In selecting
component parts, available information (either advertising literature or previousexperience with a component part's performance) about the fragility of a part is

often inadequate. Laboratory environmental testing is the best method of choosing
between electrically similar component p a r t s (although frequently neglected by
designers). These tests are not fixed but are chosen to produce particular infor-
mation. A test may consist simply of determining resonant frequencies, or deter-
mining vibration levels necessary to cause malfunction or complete fallur-i. At the
other extrome, a series of tests can determine the time-to-failure distribution forSseveral different vibration levels. Chassis subassemblies are tested-drn
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development to determine their individual transmissibilities, which directly affect
the environments of the component mounted upon them.

7-37. SHOCK TESTING.

7-38. Basically. there are three methods of specifying a shock motion: (1) by
describing the method of producing the motion, (2) by giving the time -history of a
parameter such as acceleration, or (3) by giving the damage potential of the shock
inotion. By specifying the type of shock simulator and the test methods (e. g., drop
height and arresting mechanisms), the shock pulse, although not known exactly, is
theoretically standardized. However, different mechanisms of the same design,
used with identical test values, do not always produce the same shock motion.

7-39. Definitions of shock motion by giving the peak-acceleration level, the dura-

tion of the shock pulse, and a general statement about pulse shape are usually in-
adequate. In measuring piuse duration, the end point of a shock motion is arbitrary
and the pulse shape does not lend itself to verbal description, particularly as to
the smioothness (amount of hash) of the acceleration-time curve. The pulse shape
has often been chosen for ease of reproduction or ease of mathematical description
rather than for its similarity to pulse shapes of shocks experienced in service.

7-40. Throughout most of the evolutionary stages of shock testing, the objective
has been to reproduce the shock mocions which exist in service, and this philosophy
still guides the selection of most shock test requirements. Concurrent with this
growth of shock testing, investigators attempted to answer basic questions about
the response of equipments to shock, the importance of pulse shape and duration,
and the definition of a shock motion in terms of severity or damage potential.
From the standpoint of test selection, a means of defining shock in terms of dam-
age potential is important. No two service shocks are exactly alike and, with no

measure of damage potential, there is no basiz for choosing a single type of shock
motion. Consequently, the shock spectrum method of defining the severity of a
shock pulse is increasing in popularity. If several shock spectra are plotted to-
gether, an envelope can be drawn and compared with the shock spectra produced
by various shock simulators. In this way, a shock simulator and test conditions
can be chosen to .imulate the severest aspects of several individual service shock
motions. Typical shock spectra for testing machines are shown in figure 7-3.

7-41. The shock spectrum method of defining shock severity was the primary
basis for the design of the flat-spectrum drop-type shock simulator. In establish-
ing a shock test for components or component parts, the severity of several indi-
vidual service shocks must be considered. Although each service shock gives a
jagged response spectrum, the envelope of several response spectra is relatively
flat, and therefore a shock pulse with a flat response spectrum is desirable for
testing. Theoretical considerations of a terminal-peak sawtooth acceleration pulse
show that it tends to give a flat response spectrum. Figure 7-4 shows a theoretical

Z terminal-peak sawtooth pulse and an actual pulse obtained by using a conical-top
lead pellet as the arresting mediuax for a drop-type simulator. Figure 7-5 gives
the response spectra for the pulses of figure 7-4. The simulator described in
paragraph 6-14 produces this type of pulse.

7-42. Many specifications reqlaire that an equipment withstand three shocks in
each of three mutually perpendicular directions, giving a total of nine shocks in all.
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This type of testing does not consider that an equipment, which responds with
damped oscillations to the shock pulse, may be able to withstand a few shocks but
may fail through fatigue after repeated shocks.

7-43. Although not generally practiced, shock ter-ls, similar to vibration tests,
should be divided into two types: ultimate-strength and fatigue tests. A shock
ultimate-strength test woidd consist of subjecting an equipment to a limited num-
ber of shocks at the maximum severity it would encounter in service.

7-44. There are two general types of shock motion. If the velocity of an item is
the same after a shock as before, the shock motion must consist of both positive
and negative acceleration* pulses with the area under each being equal. This type
of shock is experienced by a depth-charged submarine, a tank hit by shell fire, or
a plane close to an aerial explosion. The hi-impact shock simulator reproduces
this type of motion. If an item experiences a change in velocity as a result of the
shock, the shock consists' primarily of an acceleration in a single direction. Al-
though this type of shock motion may contain othG r accelerations, they are negli-
gible. Unidirectional accelerations are experienced by a landing plane, a missile
at launch, or an item dropped duriwr handling. The drop-type shock simulators
produce this shock motion.

7-45. In selecting the service shock environment that is to be simulated, handling
and transportation environments must also be consicered. This is especially im-
portant for shock testing, since the most severe shocks can occur at a loading plat-
form. Also, the number of shocks to which an equipment is subjected during han-
dling and transportation may far exceed the number encountered in service. This
is especially true for a short-lived equipment such as a short-range missile. An
unpackaged equipment, of course, should not be required to withstand the shipping
environment unless it is to be shipped unpackaged. A packaged item test is a test
of the combination of shipping container and equipment; what the equipment lacks
in ruggedness, the container must provide in protection and vice versa. The cus-
tomary (and usually adequate) packaged item test consists of a number of bumps or
drops, the nelg&t of drop depending on the weight and size of the equipment.

7-46. Boost-phase shock loads caused by ignition of a solid propellant booster
are often the greatest environmental accelerations experienced by missile com-
ponents. The intensity of the load experienced by a component varies depending
upon the component's position relative to t'e booster and the characteristics of the
missile airframe, which may either amplify or attenuate the shock. In certain
missil "s, the boost-phase shock exhibits a rapid acceleration build-up followed by
a steady-state acceleration which persists until the booster burns out. Although
the missile frame may respond to the rapid build-up of aroceleration with high-
frequency transient vibrations, the thrust output of the booster is relatively smooth.
The shocks encointered may vary f )m 20g for 50 milliseconds to 60g for 20 milli-

*The only difference between positive and negative acceleration is direction and

the positive direction is an arbitrary one. From an equipment's point of view,
the difference between so-called positive and negative accelerations is a 180-
degree difference in, direction of acceleration. With proper orientation, there-
iore, a unidirectional, acceleration pulse can be reproduced either by accelerating
the equipment from zero velocity to a new velocity or by decelerating an equip-
ment from a finite velocity to zero velocity.
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Figure 7-3. Typical Shock Test Spectra

seconds with rihe times of approximately 10-30 milliseconds.

7-47. Rapidly applied long-duration accelerations, such as experienced in missile
boost, rocket setback, or water penetration, can be simulated by r o c k e t sled,
actual weapon firings, or by a rotary accelerator. A conventional centrifuge is
not batisfactory for rapidly applied accelerations since the acceleration of the
specimen changes direction (from tangential to radial) as the centrifuge speed is
rapidly changed.

7-48. The drop-type shock machines which employ sand or lead as an arresting
medium do not provide sufficient travel during arrest to reproduce the long-dura-
tion shecks needed to simulate boost-phase shock and acceleration. Special arrest-
ing mechanisms are used, such as a hydraulic-pneutmatic shock strut which pro-
vides a long arresting stroke, by mneans of hydraulic oil acting on an orifice plate
through which the oil is forced at a rate predetermined by a contoured meteringpin.: "
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7-49. COMBINED ENVIRONMENTS. 0oo

7-50. An equipn"ent able to withstand .,THEORETICAL

two or more environments when sub- -ACTUAL

jected to them separately, may failwhen -

subjected .to the same environments st- 0 100 1o -

multaneously. Constant acceleration, g

temperature, and barometric pressure /
are environments which may combine _
with vibration or shock to produce •
short-term failure. Although the prob- - A-

a b ili t y of environmental interactions
has long been recognized by design and
test engineers, the lack of adequate test 0 2 4 6 8 10

facilities has oftenprevented testing for TIME. MILLISECONDS

these interactions. The major emphasis
has been on the most common combina- Figure 7-4. Terminal-Peak Sawtooth
tion of environments, vibration and Acceleration Pulses
tempe rature, and testing under ths
combination is performed frequently. Shock testing at extreme temperatures is
more difficult to perform because of the types of shock machines in common use.
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Figure 7-1. Response Spectra for Pulses of Figure 7-4
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7-51. Wbration combined with constant acceleration such as might occur durlig
dive pullout in fighter aircraft or during the boost phase of missile flight is usually
difficult to simulate. In the vibration testing of isolation systemn., superimposed
static acceleration can be simulated by using a long spring (such as bungee ,, - .
to produce a force on the equipment. The spring force should act througi, Lie
equipment's center of gravity and be equal to the equipment weight multiplied by
the static acceleration. With a long spring, the spring force is practically const.nt
over the travel of the vibrating equipment and the spring adds little effective mass
to the equipment. At high frequencies, however, the distributed mass of the spring
could cause spring surge. Althc.ngh useful for testing isolation syJtems, this
method cannot be used to simulate the effect of static acceleration on the compo-
nent part§ of a vibrating equipment. To accomplish this nP.cessitates mounting a
vibration simulator on a centrifuge; the expense of such a test setup, particularly
for testing large components, has discouraged its use. Convair, however, is
presently planning this type of facility, as was discussed in Section VI.
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SECTION VIII

VIBRATION AND SHOCK PROTECTIVE DEVICES

8- 1. GENERAL.

8-2. Vibration and shock protective devices are used to prevent the vibratory
and shock motions of a supporting structure fyo-t reaching. the supported equip-
ment. The devices or isolators are resilient :c.•,rials placed between the equip-
ment and the supporting structure. Vibrationr- :r F .ock motions of the support
flex the resilient isolators leaving the equipmer" •onparatively motionless.

8-3. An example of a highly refined isolation system is an automobile suspen-
sion. In the automobile; soft metal springs and viscous dampers (shock absorbers)
isolate the vibration and shock motion of the wheels from the body. Space and
weight are not important considerations in this application.

8-4. In aircraft, however, there are exacting limitations on the size and weight
of electronic equipment. For example, if the space were available and the added
weight permissible, an electronic equipmenf could be encapsuled in a large block
of soft sponge rubber. This treatment woui", in all likelihood, afford excellent
protection to the equipment. But clearance around equipment is allotted in precious
fractions of an inch, and light weight is an ever-present requirement. And there
are other problems.

8-5. The presence in some aircraft and missiles of steady vibration with inhr-
mittent shocks cases a difficult isolator design problem. The requirements for a
shock isolator usually conflict with those for a vibration isolator in airborne en-
vironment,. The low.er the natural frequency relative to the exciting frequency,
the more effective the vibration isolation. However, Cie low spring constant (soft
springs) of the isolator, necessary to achieve a low natural frequency, can cause
pounding against the snubbers during shock. A high spring constant, giving good
shock protection, can result in an equipment natural frequency that will coincide
with environmental - `-ration frequencies and result in destructie resonance.

8-6. The types of is;iators, their perfo. ý-aance characteristics, and criteria for
selecting them are discussed in the following paragraphs. The discussion of shock
isolators, although, discussed separately, is concerned mainly with the shock pro-
tective features of devices which are primarily vibration isolators.

8-7. VIBRATION ISOLATORS.

8-8. Isolators used for airborne electronic equipment are mainly of two types;
the cup type which has the resilient element enclosed in a metal container, and the
open type which has , i exposed resilient element. These two basic types are sub-
divided according to the construction and material used in the resilient element.
The resilient element can be a coil spring, woven metal mesh, a cc-mbinntion of
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coil spring and woven metal mesh, or
rubber. The construction of the isolator
will resuit in a certain spring rate
which w il l largely determine its per-
forinance.

8-9. SPRING RATE. Spring rate (or
spring constant) is the rate at which the
spring Jeflects ruder an additional load. LItNEAR NONLI NEAR
Spring rate may be linear or nonlinear.
If increasing the 1 o ad by equal incre- Figure 8-1. Linear and Nonlinear
ments produces equal changes in deflec- Coil St.Lings
tion, the spring is linear. Otherwise it
is nonlinear. Rubixor performs as a- nonlinear spring as does woven metal mesh.
Figure 8-1 shows examples of linear and nonlinear coil springs.

4- 10. Graphicilly, spring rate is the fu. ce-deflection curve a.* the spring. Fig-
ures 8-2 and 8-3 show force-deflection curves for both linear and nonlinear
springs. In figure 8-2, the linear spring rate is 100 pounds per. inch. The spring
rate for the nonlinear spring (figure 8-3) changes as the spring is displaced- ten
pounds displaces the spring three inches; thirty pounds, five inches; and 50 pounds,
six inches.

8-11. Spring rate is important because it determines the natural frequency of the
mounting system. Figure 8-4 shows typical relationships of natural frequency and
loading fc,- both linear and nonlinear springs. For both springs, zero load gives
an infinitely high natural frequency, but this is the only way in which they are sim-
ilar. The greater the load on linear isolators, the lower is the systenr natural
frequency. The greater the load on nonlinear isolators, the lower is the natural
frequency until a minimum point is reached; further loading then will increase the
natural frequency. Commercially available nonlinear isolators a r e designed to

500 o p e r a t e at the portion of t h e curve1 where added load lowers the natural
I frequency. The adv2ntages or disadvan-

4oC tages of linear or nonlinear springs are
summarized in table 8-1.

o - -- 8-12. HORIZONTAL- TO- VERT!CAL
STIFFNESS RATIO. The ratio of hori-
zontal to vertical stiffness of an isola-

U 200 . .tor affects the charactbrlstics of the in-
tended mounting system. Underneath
Smounting .:ystems are more effective

,ot: - -/--- with nmounts having a greater vertical
- than horizontal stiffness; wh';e center-

0 I 2 f- gravity mourating systems are planniedS-gwith equal horizontal and vertical stiff-0 2 3 4 5

DEFLECTIOM (INCHES) nesses for e a clh isolator. Secticn MX
discusees mn detail the preferred hori-

Figure 8-2. For-ce-Deflection Curve Lontal-to-vertical stiffness ratios of
for a Linear Spring the various mounting systems.
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' TABLE 8-1. COMPARISON OF THE PERFORMANCES OF
_ _LINEAR AND NONLINEAR SPRINGS

Linear Nonlinear

Narrow load range. Wide load range. 5

Absorbs les,3 energy in shock Absorbs more energy in shock before
before bottoming. bottoming.

Natural frequency lowers with Change in natural frequency with added
added "cad. load is less toarn for linear.

Natural frequency ia independent Natural frequency varies with changes it.
of vibration amplitude. vibration amplitude.

Natural frequency is independent Natural frequency is dependent on static
of static acceleration. acceleration.

Greater danger of bottoming in Less danger of bottomning in static
static acceleration. acceleration.
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Figure 8-3. Force-Deflection Curve for a Nonlinear Spring
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Figure 8-4. Effect of Load on Natural Frequency for Linear and
Nonlinear Isolators

8-13. RUBBER ISOLATORS.

8-14. Rubber has long been used in vibration and shock isolators, and, until
World War 11, practically all vibration isolators were made of natural rubber.
During the war, when natural rubber became scarce, synthetics were substituted.
These synthetics exhibited qualities in special applications that were preferable to
natural rubber. For example, Buna N and Neoprene maintain their elasticity and
tensile strength at higher tjmperatures than does natural rubber, and are less apt
to deteriorate 'when exposed to oil. Natural rubber, however, has the best all-
around characteristics and still is used in the majority of the rubber isolators.

8-15. USE OF RUBBER AT TEMPERATURE EXTREMES. Most natural and syn-
thetic rubber compounds do nct give aatisfactory pe lormance at temperature ex-
tromes. At temperatures greater than 15°F, most rubber compo,,nds develop
surface cracks and lose strength. At low temperatures they become stiff. Neo-
prene can be compounded to reIst h agh temperatures, but Is the first to h.come

iLi
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rigid at low temperatures. Natural rubber performs well at low temperatures,
but has undesirable high -temperature characteristics.

8-16. Silicone rubber is suitable for use at temperature extremes. It retains its
flexibility at -70° F and physical properties at temperatures as high as 4000F.
However, its physical properties, such as tensile strength !nd tear resistance,
generally are inferior to other compounds. Resilient elements made of silicbne
rubber or other low-temperature elastomers are available in several styles of
vibration isolators for airborne use. The performance of one such isolator 's

illustrated in figure 8-5. Three transrmissibili t y curves are shown: one for oper-
ation at room temperature, another at 300" F, and P. third at -67' F.

3--

300" F' 17

2 -- -

I--

ROOM

z

-67*F

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

FREQUENCY IN CPS

Figure 8-5. Transmissibility Curves for an Isolator Using a Special Extreme-
Temperature-Resistant Rubber Compound as the Resilient Element
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8-17. DRIFT OR CREEP. The deflection of a rubber isolator will increase with
time under continuous loading, especially at high temperatures. This slow distor-
tion is known as drift or creep. In an airborne environment where excursion space
is limited, drifting can eventually result in bottoming of the isolators during high
amplitude vibration. In a well designed rubber mount, the recommended loading
will be conservative enough to eliminate this danger.

8-18. DAMP. iG IN RUBBER. Rubber has inherent damping qualities. Auxiliary
damping devices often are not needed with a properly compounded rubber resilient
element, as they are with coil spring isolators. The damping ratio c/cc increases
as the rubber hardness increases (see figure 8-6). If, however, rubber isolators
are exposed to resonance for an extended period (when damping is needed most),
they tend to drift, nullifying the usefulness of their characteristic damping. Rub-
ber isolators are best suited for applications where the resonant frequency of the
system occurs infrequently in the environment.

8-19. CONSTRUCTION OF RUBBER VIBRATION ISOLATORS. There are two
types of constructions for rubber isolators: open and cup types. An open-type
isolator is illustrated in figure 8-7. It consists of a molded rubber form bonded
to a metal mounting flange and to a core. The core, a cylinder in the center of
the isolator, also is metal and attaches to the equipment.

0.150

0.100 _ _ _ _ - _ _ _

01

! a

30 4050 60 70

RUBBER HARDNESS (OUROMETER)

Figure 8-8. Damping Characteristics of Rubber Related to Rubber Hardness
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8-20. Figure 8-8 is a photograph of
cup-type isolators. The resilient ele-
ment for each isolator is rubber and is
e n c 1 o s e d in, and bonded to, the cup
(housing). The core, shown protrudinco:
from the cup, also is bonded to the rub
ber. This i s o I a t o r has an advantage
over the open type in that, even with
complete failure of the resilient ele-
ment, the cup and core wi ll hold the
equipment captive. Both the open- and
cup-type isolators are available with
different rubber compounds, spring
rates, and horizontal-to-vertical stiff-
ness ratios.

Figure 8-7. Open-Type Rubber
8-21. METAL-SPRING IS6LATORS. Vibration Isolator

8-22. Metal-spring isolators have advantages and disadvantages when compared
to rubber isolators. Metal springs do not drift, are not affected by temperatures
found in the airborne environment,, and their service life us u ally is unlimited.
Their inherent damping characteristics, however, are inadequate (see paragraph
5-47). Without auxiliary damping devices, which are costly and often unreliable,
metal-spring isolators would allow intolerable transmissibilities at resonance and
provide poor shock protection.

8-23. AUXILIARY DAMPING. Auxiliary damping devices may conisist of vented
air sacks, friction elements, or metal mesh. The principles of air damping and
friction damping are detailed in Section V. Metal mesh is, essentially, a nonlin-
ear spring of knitted wire damped by the friction between the interlocking wire
loops. In some applications, mesh is used simply as a friction element and bears
no load. In others, it acts as the main resilient element, bearing the major por-
tion of the load in addition to providing damping.

8-24. CONSTRUCTION OF METAL-SPRING VIBRATION ISOLATORS. Metal-
spring vibration isolators also are available in cup a) $ open types. The cup types

employ either coil springs or metal mesh, or a combiation of the two, as the re-
silient e 1 e m e n t. Construction of the coil-spring, cup-type is o 1 a to r s varies
according to t he damping method em-
ployed in the isolator and th e type of
spring (linear or nonlinear) used. The .
metal-mesh, cup-type isolators need no
additional damping; the mesh doubles as
th6 damping agent. The metal mesh is

always nonlinear.

t 8-25. The open-tylq metal-spring vi-
I.bration isolators use metal mesh as the

resilient eloment in order to include
damping action in the isolator perform-
ance. Since there is no cup (housing), Figure 8-8. Cup-Type Rubber
it would be difficult to provide damping Vibration Isolator
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by other methods. Either the cup or open types can be single acting or double
acting. A single-acting isolator will provide isolation only when the equipment is
oriented so that its weight is acting to compress the isolator (unidirectional static
acceleration). A double-acting isolator will provide isolation no matter haw the
equipment is oriented.

8-26. Figures 8-9 through 8-12 illus-
trate different types of metal-spring vi- Cot-
bration isolators. Figure 8-9 shows a SfNitorlC RUBBER
cup-type isolator with auxiliary friction SNUBBER
damping. The friction damping is pro- COMPOSITION

vided by a composition damping element DAMPING ELEMENT
rubbing against the I n s I d e surface of DAMPER AND AUXILUARY
the cup. The damper-and-auxiliary- LOAD SPRING

load spring bears a portion of the load, MAIN LOAD BEARING
and the topmost coil presses the damp- ± SPRING

er tight against the cup. A synthetic
rubber gronrmet provides snubbing at
the top limit of travel and the damping Figure 8-9. Cup-Type Metal Spring
element provides snubbing at the bot- Vibration Isolator with Friction
tom of travel. Damping

8-27. Figure 8-10 shows an example of an all-r W1,. cup-type isolator that uses
metal-mesh as the friction damping element. A h, v, finger-shaped metal mesh
rubs agaithst the inside surface of the core andaga. L. the coilz of the load-bearing
spring during movement of the core. The metal mesh of .:s rno load and functions
strictly as a friction element. Top and bottom ., Zing is provided by a metal-
mesh pad fixed on the flange of the core.

8-28. Figure 8-11 illustrates a cup-type, air-dampet- 3ator. A synthetic rub-
ber bellows damps the system by the flow of air through an orifice. A nonlinear
load-bearing epring is pictured inside the bellows. A rubber grommet in the open-
ing of the cup ?rovides top snubbing and limits side to side motion. This type of
damping loses some of its effectiveness at higher altitudes:.

8-29. Metal mesh is used as a load-bearing, nonlinear spring in the isolator
shown in figure 8-12. The coil spring around the outside of the mesh functions

RUBBER GROMMET
CORE -SNUBBER CORE

MMETAL MESH
FRICTION ELEMENT AIR ORIFICE

SNUBBERBELW

LAD BSARING LOAD BEARING"SPRING SPRING

Figure 8-10. AUl-Metal, Cup-Type Figure 8-11. Cup-Type, Metal-
Vibration Isolator with Metal Mesh Spring Vibration Isolator with

as the Friction Element Air Damping
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mLinly as a retainer for the mesh, and
bears little of the load. Damping comes
from the mechanical interaction of the
loops in the mesh. The snubbing pad on
the bottom of the isolator limits travel
in an upward direction. In t h e down-
ward direction the isolator .-s snubbed RETAINING

by solid compression of the mesh C PMETAL MESH
spring. SNUBBING PAD

8-30. DOUBLE-ACTING, METAL-
SPRING VIBRATION ISOLATORS. A Figure 8-12. Vibration Isolator with
double-acting, metal-spring isolator, Metal Mesh Resilient Element
when mounted under or aside an equip-
ment, will perform equally well whether
the equipment is in a normal or an in-
verted po sit i on. At attitudes between
these two positions, performance varies CORE

according to individual designs. Figure SPRING SEAT
8-13 shows an example of a double- DAMPER SPRING AND

acting isolator that uses nonlinear coil
springs and friction damping. The core LCARRYING

is f as t e ned to the two steel washers PHENOLIC CASPRING
centered between the coil springs which DAMPER WASHERS
provide the isolation. The washers grip LOAD
the phenolic damping element to provide EYELET SPRING
damping in side-to-side motions of the " 5 - •s SPRING
core. Damping in the vertical direction BOTTOM

is provided by the phenolic damper rub- BASE PLATE SNUBBER
bing against the inside surface of the
cup. The damp~ing spring maintains a
constant pressure between the damper Figure 8-13. Double-Acting, Metal-
and the cup. Top and bottom snubbing Spring Vibration Isolator with
occurs when the damper contacts either Friction Damping
of the molded nylon spring seats.

1 8-31. Pictured in figure 8-14 is an-
other style of double-acting mount. It
consists, essentially, of two of the re-
silient elements of the isolator in figure
8-12 joined back to back. The equip-
ment may be fastened either to the axi- RETAINING

al bolt, or to the center flange. 'IL SPRINGS METAL MESH

8-32. SHOCK ISOLATORS.

8-33. Shock isolatorg have stiffer
springs than do vibration isolators and,
cons equently, have a higher natural Figure 8-14. Double-Acting
frequency. Their resilient e 1 e me n t s Vibration Isolator with Metal Mesh
are always nonlinear, w h e r e as some Resilient Element
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vibration isolators use linear springs. Table 8-2 compares the characteristics of
shock isolators and vibration isolators.

TABLE 8-2. CHARACTERISTICS OF SHOCI: ISOLATORS
COMPARED TO VIBRATION ISOLATORS

Shock Isolators Vibi ation Isolators

20-40 cps natural frequency. 7-25 cps natural frequency.

Resilient elements are highly Resilient element; are linear or
nonlinear, nonlinear.

Natural fr,; 0,,ncy changes with Natural frequency changes little
high ampli. ",o "ibration. or niot at all with high amplitude

vibration.

Very little provision for Provision for excursion.
excursion.

8-34. Shock isolators are used to mount electronic equipment when the anticipated
environment is such that vibration fatigue is less a hazard to the equipment than is
shock. This environment is most likely to occur in missiles. Missileq have a short
operational life reducing dae hazard of -vibration fatigue. Shocks occur due to the
acceleration of takeoff, the separation of engines, and the acceleration of a new
stage.

8-35. Shock isolators, as defined ini t•,le 8-2, are not used in protecting elec-
tronic equipment in manned aircraft. Under high-amplitude, low-frequency
vibration, the use of such shock isolators could be more detrimental to the equip-
ment than rigid mounting. Vibration, not shock is the important consideration in
protecting equipment in an airplane. Where severe shock is expected in planes.
devices which are primarily vibration isolators are modified for protection against
shock. Some shock protective features of vibration isolators are stiffer linear
springs, nonlinear springs, and damping.

8-36. SELECTION OF ISOLATORS.

8-37. Isolators are selected on the basis of the weight they will be required to

support, the type of mounting system in which they will be used, the critical fre-
quencies of the equipment, and the environment they must be able to change and
withstand.

8-38. WEIGHT OF EQUIPMENT. The weight of the equipment and the desired
natural frequency determine the spring rate of the lsolator. Figure 8-15 is a
chart from which the spring rate for a linear isolator "an be selected that will
give a system natural frequency for a given equipment w~tght

8-39. The spring constant of each isolator in a mounting system can be equal or
not, depending upon the configuration of the equipment and whether decoupi4ig of
vibratory modes is desired. If the center of gravity is such that the load on each
isolato'r is equal, then all spring constants will be eqial. When the center of gravity
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S~Supported by Linear Springs

results in an unequal distribution of weight to the isolators, however, adjustments
can be made in the spring constants so that decoup~ng can still be achieved within
a mounting system. (Methods of varying the spring constants to achieve decoupling

, , are discussed in detail in Section IX.)

, • 8-40. MOUNTING SYSTEM. The type of mounting system used will influence the
1 • isolator horizontal-to-vertical-s~tffness ratio, For example, in underneath and

.• .• ~inclined-isolator mounti-g systems, the horizontal and v er t ical1 stiffnesses are3diffrent for maximum system effectiveness. In the center-of-gravity and double-

S~side mounting systems, equal stiffnesses are used in the horizontal and vertical
S~directions.

8-41. FRAGILITY LEVEL OR CRITICAL FREQUENCIES OF AN EQUIPMENT.

K Vibration isolators reduce the vibration environment to a level that can be reliably

levels of vibration, at discrete frefuencies, the equipment can withstand) must be
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kept sufficiently above the level of the vibration environment Figure 8-16 illus-
trates the manner In which vibration isolators can accomplish this objective. The
three levels shown are the fragility level, the level of vibration environment, and
the level of the environment reaching the equipment via the isolators.

8-42. The equipment fragility level is high (i. e., less apt to fall) at frequencies
below approximately 40 cps. Vib•ration environments are normally at a low level
below 50 cps. The two curves intersect at approximately 50 cps, and at this point
failure could be expected. Failure also would be expected at all the higher fre-
quencies. Mounting the system on isolators gives the system a natural frequency
of approximately 20 cps. This raises considerably the level of vibration trans-
mitted to the equipment in the area below A0 cps; however, this is where the fra-
gility level of the equipment is highest. At all points above 30 cps the transmitted
envlronment is below the natural environment and, also, below the fragility level
of the equipment. Thus, it can be expected that the equipment will perform satis-
factorily.

8-43. THE ENVIRONMENT. As discussed previously in Section II, eiectronic
equipment is subjected to two types of environment: (1) transportztion and handling
prior to installation In the alrcralit and (2) operatiornal environments. The environ-
ment of transportation and handling is not influenced by the type of equipment nor
by the type of aircraft ;n which the equipment will be eventually installed. The
levels of shock and vibration t*iat can be expected during transportation and handling
are indicated ir Section II. The operational environments, however, do differ
depending upon 0- 1,ype of aircraft.

8-44. 'Te different classifications of aircraft are fighter, bomber, carga,
trainer, helicopter and missile. There are stgmflcmnt differences in the design

L**16 .
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12 -

EQUIPMENT FRAGILITY LEVE.

TRANSMITTED VIBRATIOU ENVIRONMENT (WITH ISOLATORS)

6 VIBRATION ENVIRONMENT

, 4 -
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50 100 200 300 400 500 600

FREQUENCY ,CPS
I

Figure 8-16. Using an Equipment F'ragility Curve as a Means for Selecting
Isolators to Modify an Environment
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strength of these different aircraft and, consequently, the flexibility of wings, tail
surfaces, and fuselage varies. This results in different aircraft response to ex-
citadons such as the power plant, gunfire, maneuvers, wind buffeting, and landing
shock. The type of power plant (reciprocating engine, turbo jet, f" rbo prop, ram
jet, or rocket), also provides different excitations, further complicating the situa-
tion.

8-45. Although isola t ors are selected mainly' for the protection they offer against
vibration, shock en-ironments must be give n careful consideration. The most
severe shock environmgents occur during landing an(4 booster-assisted or catapult-
assisted takeoffs. The direction of the shock is as important as the intensity.
Shock in a downward direction will not compress the load-bearing spring of a
single-acting isolator, and the shock will be transmitted directly through the top
snubbers. Shock in a lateral direction will also cause snubber contact if horizontal
stiffness of the isolators is low, as it can be for bottom-mounted equipment (see
Section M-).

8-46. Interceptor and fighter aircraft, and guided missiles spend considerable
time in maneuvers stch as sustained near-vertical climbing, and uncoordinated
slo ,'olls and slow loops, and, as a result, the attitudes a craft will assume with
respect tc earth should be considered when selecting isolators. Figure 8-17 shows

S CN-

ISOLID CONTACT
SOLID CONTACT ]

C

B A

0 0I'

Figure 8-17. The Effect of Aircraft Attitude on Single-Acting Vibration Isolators
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the difficulties that might occur if single-acting isolators were used in this type of
environment. In level flight (position A) the single-acting isolators work perfectly.
In position B, as might be encountered in a near-vertical climb or dive, gravity
acts to unload the equipment from the. top isolator and load the bottom isolator. At
the top of a slow loop or slow roll, the equipment w o u I d be hanging from the
mounts as shown by position C. In positions B and C, where there is sclid contact
at the top of the snubbers, the isolators would not function.

8-47. Figure 8-18 shows the effects on vibration isolators of static acceleration
due to maneuvering. When nosing down, static acceleration acts to drive the equip-
ment away from the points of connection. In a dive pullout, the equipment is forced
toward the points of connection. Obviously, double-acting isolators would be neces-
sary if effective isolation is to be maintained, regardless of the attitude of the air-
craft.

8-48. In addition to tha different shock and vibration environments resulting from
the various classifications of aircraft, the environments within a particular air-
craft will vary depending upon the location of the electronic equipment relative to
the source oi excitation. For example, "g" loadings will vary considerably between

IIT

NOSE- DOWN

I. i DIVE PULLOUT

I Figure 8-18. Effect of Static Acceleration on Isolators
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the fuselage, tail structure, and wings of an ai rc raft. Also, if the electronic
equipment is to be mounted in the vicinity of the guns which provide severe tran-
sient excitation, this factor should be considered.

8-49. Exciting vibrations in various aircraft environments are graphically sum-
marized in Section I1. Data is given for jet aircraft, helicopters, and various
missiles. The data is far from comprehensive, but a few generalizations can be
made about vibration environments which would be of value in selecting isolators.

8-50. Isolators for use in jet aircraft are chosen to give a vertical natural fre-
quency of from 12 to 20 cps. The practice of planning the natural frequency of the
mounting system and equipment to be substantially lower than the exciting fre-
quency is impossible for equipment mounted in helicopters, since the exciting fre-
quencies are as low as 3 cps. Thus, a natural frequency fcr the mounting sy3tem
and equipment is chosen about half way between the critical exciting frequencies,
and the system must be heavily damped to limit transmissibility at and near reso-
nance.

8-51. Vibration and shock environments in missiles vary drastically between
types, prohibiting any valid generalizations. In fact, because of the severe vibra-
tion and shock forces involved, the decision even to use isolators cannot be made
without study. Each missile is a problem in itself. In some missiles, the envi-
ronment is such that the electronic equipments should be mounted on vibration iso-
lators; in others, shock isolators should be used; in still others, the equipment
should be bolted down solidly.

8-52. STABILIZERS.

8-53. Tall electronic equipment which is bottom mounted may sway excessively
under resonant or shock conditions. The top of the equipment may swing through a
large enough arc to strike adjacent bulkheads or equipment. Devices designed to
prevent such occurrences are termed stabilizers. Stabilizers have very little axial
stiffness and a nonlinear spring rate in the lateral direction. The construction of
a stabilizer is shown in figure 9-10. More detailed information on the application
of stabilizers is given in Section IX.

8-54. CRASH-SHOCK-ABSORBER LINKS.

8-55. Electronic equipment installed in aircraft can, during a minor plane crash,
fly loose from its supports and become a hazard to personnel who would otherwise
be uninjured. One solution to the problem is to strengthen the isolators and
mounting bases. Stainless steel can be used instead of aluminum, and the parts of
the mounting base can be interlocked and overlapped in such a way that separation
becomes unlikely. Titls is an expensive method, however, and adds weight to the
installation.

8-56. Crash-shock-absorber links are available which prevent dislodgement of
equipment during a plane cra-h. They consist of two short lengths of wire ropeSjoined vith a tough, expanidable shock-absorbing link -One- end- of the device As

attached securely to the airframe, and'the other is attached to the chassis of the
equipment (not the dust cover). If the chassis is not accessible, the equipment
may be bound in web strapping and the retaining link attached to the strapping.
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SECTION IX

EQUIPMENT MOUNTING AND INSTALLATION TECHNIQUES

9-1. GENERAL.

9-2. Isolators are selected on the basis of the dimensions, weight, and weight
distribution of an equipment, the anticipated environment, and the type of mount-
ing system that is planned. Thus, the choice usually occurs during the late de-
sign stages of an equipment. The type of mounting system, however, should be
considered much earlier because it influences the design of the primary chassis
sections and the placement of subassemblies that will attach to them.

9-3. The selection of an isolation mounting system is dependent mainly upon the
space allowed for both the isolation system and the expected sway of the equip-
ment. For example, if the slot necessitates an equipment be higher than it is
wide, resulting in a high center of gravity, a bottom-mounting system should be
avoided, unless stabilizers are used. The anticipated environment, including the
exciting frequencies, and the stiffness of the supporting structure, and the re-
quired stability of the equipment are other mounting-system determinants in the
early design stages. Later, it is necessary to know the weight, mass distribu-
tion, location of the center of gravity, and the radii of gyration (three) of the
equipment.

9-4. Theoretical di s cuss ions of single-degree-of-freedom systems serve to
provide a basic understanding of vibration isolation. in airborne electronic in-
stallations, however, single-degree-of-freedom systems rarely occur. If an
equipment were constrained to move in a vartical direction only, the horizontal
vibrations or shocks would be transmitted directly through the rigid guides to the
equipment, without the benefit of isolation.

9-5. At equipment mounted in an aircraft will be subjected to vibration and shr -k
in all directions; consequently, it must be free to move in all directions for tot 1
isolation. This results in a six-degree-of-freedom system. The equipment is
free to move translationally in vertical, longitudinal, and lateral directions, and
rotationally about the vertical, longitudinal, and lateral axes (figure 9-1). The
system has a natural frequency in each of these natural modes and all must be
considered when planning the isolation system.

9-0. When resilient supports of equal stiffness are located unsymmetrically
about the center of gravity of an equipment, certain of the rotational and trans-
lational modes will couple. When coupled, vibration cannot exist in one mode
without existing in its coupled mode or modes. Thus, a horizontal force through
the center of gravity will not only displace the equipment horizontally, but also
will cause it to rotate. Each coupled mode has its own frequency and, again, all
must be considered when planning the isolation system.

!- 5
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9-7. As discussed for a single -degree -of -freedom system in paragraph 1-25,

satisfactory isolation will occur if the natural frequency is well belw the forcing
frequency. In a six-degree-of-freedom system with all frequencies coupled, all
coupled frequencies must be below the forcing frequency. However, predicting
the frequencies for coupled modes of vibration means solving six simultaneous
equations, which is a difficult and time-consuming task. The practice is to de-
couple some or all of the modes by arranging the isolators into mounting systems.
This simplifies the frequency analysis considerably. In addition, it generally is
true that the natural frequencies can be made equal only if the modes are not
coupled.

9-8. Obviously. it is advantageous to attempt to determine the natural frequen-
cies of an isolator system in the preliminary design stages of the equipment. This
aids in avoiding the possibility of a resonant condition developing and also assists
in anticipating the effectiveness of the intended isolator system. Vibration iso-
lators may be arranged in many ways, but, generally, all arrangements are vari-
ations of three basic systems: (1) the underneath mounting system, (2) the center-
of-gravity mounting system, and (3) the double-side mounting system. Each sys-
tem has its advantages and limitations. The following discussion assumes a rigid
supporting structure for the mounting systems. In general, to prevent the support-
ing structuie from disturbing the performance of the system, the natural frequency
of the supporting structure should be at least three times the natural frequency of
the equipment on its isolators.

9-9. UNDERNEATH MOUNTING SYSTEMS.

9-10. The underneath mounting system is the most frequently used for isolating
equipment against vibration. There are various reasons for its popularity. Most
supports for equipments, such as shelves and decks, accommodate bottom-
mounted equipments. A bottom-mounted equipment will fit just about anywhere
making It a versatile installation. If a mounting system is not planned in the early
design stages of an equipment, in all probability, the chassis will best accommo-
date isolators mounted underneath It. And, finally, some designers unfortunately
are unfamiliar with the zdvantages of other mounting systems.

9-11. COUPLING OF MODES. Isolators mounted underneath the equipment are,
of course, unsymmetrically placed about the horizontal plane through the center of
gravity; thus, rotational and horizontal transitional modes will couple. If identi-
cal isolators* also are placed unsymmetrically about both vertical planes through
the center of gravity, all of the rotational and translational modes will couple. In
all cases, the location of the center of gravity must be considered with cables and
connectors attached to the equipment.

9-12. Figure 9-2 shows the three possible placings of isolators with respect to
the vertical planes through the center of gravity. In figure 9-2a, the isolators are

* Since the practice is to use identical isolators in a mounting system, the discus-
sion throughout this section r e fe r s to identical isolators as the general case.
Therefore, all discussions about degrees of coupling and the symmetrical placing
of isolators about a plane through the center of gravity assume that identical iso-

i lators are used.
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placed unsymmetrically about both the
XY and the YZ planes. Thus, as is in-
dicated, all modes are coupled to each
other, and vibration in any one predom-
inant mode has elements ol vibration in
all other modes. Those modes adjacent
to the predozninart mode have the major C.
effect on the vibrator- motion. With
total coupling, the vibratory motions
are )extremely complex ancd difficult to - "
analyze.

9-13. In figure 9-2b, the isolators are
symmetrically placed about the YZ
plane but unsymmetrically placed about Figure 9-1. Six Degrees of Freedom:
the XY plane. No mode is completely Three in the Translation Modes and
decoupled, but all modes are not coupled Three i, the Rotational
to e a c h other. As is indicated in the
figure, translation in the Z and Y directions will couple with rotation about the X
axis, and rotations about the Y and Z axes will couple with. translation in the X di-
rection. However, the two groupings are decoupled from each other because of
the symmetrical placing of the isolators with respect to the YZ plane. Although
less complex, the motion In any mode Its still difficult to analyze.

9-14. In figure 9-2c, the isolators are symmetrically placed about both the XY
and YZ planes. Translation in the Y direction is decoupled from all other modes
as is rotation about the Y axis. Translation in the Z direction is coupled with ro-
tation about the X axis and translation in the X direction is coupled with rotation

about the Z axis, but each couple is decoupled from the other. This is as uncom-
plicated a motion as Is possil1e using the underneath mounting system. The six
different motions can be described as: (2) vertical, (2) rotational about tha Y axis,
(3) low rocking In which the box rotates about an Wxis which is parallel to and below
the Z axis, (4) high rocking in which the box rotates %bout an axis parallel to and
above the Z axis, (5) low rocking in which the box rotates about an axis parallel to
and below the X axis, and (6) high rocking in whicht e box rotates about an axis
parallel to and above the X axis.

9-15. DECOUPLING OF.MODES FOR AN UNSYMMETIUCAL BOX When identi-
cal mounts are located equidistant from the center of gravity in the X and Z direc-
tions (figure 9-2c), decoupling Is accomplished, and the resulting vibratory mo-
tions for an underneath mounting system are simplified to tie extent that the fre-
quencies can be approximately predicted. Determining the load requirements for
each isolator mount is a simple matter of dividing the total weight of the equipment
by four. When !t is impossible to locate the four mounts symmetrically about the
XY and YZplanes, decoupling of modes still can be accomplished by using isolators
of different spring conetants. Figure 9-3 gives four formulas for determining the
load on each isolator. The four isolators than are selected to give the same static
deflection and have the ame natural frequency when carrying their shait of the

i ~load
ION

9-1&. PREMCTM3 NATIRAL FRZQU Predicting the natural frequen-
ctes for an undernastb mounting system with a decoupled vertical mode is relatively
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simple compared to what it would be if
it were not decoupled. The natural ire- F cc -irG , "
quency of the vertical vibration mode is 0 1 T
calculated and then is used as a refer- 1 1 b,
ence for determining the coupled natu-
ral frequencies. In general, underneath
mounting systems have at least one nat- I
ural frequency greater than the vertical b

natural frequency. Consequently, the 3 4
vertical natural frequency must be lower _ _ 0__ _ __
than it would be normally to maintain
the desired separation between the forc-
ingfrequency andany natural frequency, Load on Isolator ( b 2

if the coupled modes were not consid- CI+c 2 b1 b2

ered. Load on Isolator 2=W I(C- 2) (b-T2)

9-17. The uncoupled vertical natural I_ _ "Q
frequency is calculated by usingthe for- Load on Isolator 3-'W ( (b--)

Sc2 b+.+b

Noie:
As described in paragraph 1-24, this is W is the weight of the equipment

with connectors and cables attached
the natu ral frequency of a single-de-
gree-of-freedom mass-spring system.
The mass "in" can be the total mass of Figure 9-3. Determining the Load on
the equlpm.ent or the m as s supported Each Isolator when the Center of
by any one .it 'ie isolators, If the to- Gravity is Located Unaymmettrically
tal mass BumiI, then the total of the in the Horizontal Direction
four spring co-btants must be used. If
the mass considerad is that supported by one of the isolators, then "k" is the spring

tant of the a. Asolator. The mass on one isolator is either 1/4 of the total
,a if identical mounts are located equidistant fromthe center of gravity in the X

and Z directions, or, it mounted unsymmetrically, it is the mass supported by one
of the isolators as calculated by the formulas given in figure 9-3.

9-18. The static deflection also can be used as a parameter in calculating the
vertical natural frequency. In paragraph 4-13, It was shown that the natural fre-
quency of a single-degree-of-freedom system Is proportional to the static deflec-
tion. Thus, the relationship fn - 3. 13

can be used where 8 is equal to the static deflection in inches.

9-19. With the vertical natural frequency known, the coupled frequenclet, can be
determined by reference to a chart. Figure 9-4 permits the determination of the
four coupled frequencies: the low and high rockdng modes about axes parallel to
the Z and X axes (see paragrap 9-14). To use this chart, however, it is neces-
sary to calculate the radii of gyration of the equipment
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9-21. If the equipment is heterogene-
ous, the formulas given in figure 9-5
still can be used fnr calculating the ra-
dii of gyration, but they will give only
approximations. Fortunately, a rough Z
figure usually is sufficient for esti- r
mating natural frequencies, hince res-
onant " ;quencies usually a r e avoided
by a good margin. a

9-22. If the equipment is available, an CG

experimental method gives precise - -

values for the radii of gyration reprd-
less of the homogeneity of th.• q;p- i.,
ment. The equipment is huitng fro,
three wires of equal length equidisbi.nt
from the center of gravity and from
each other, as shown in figure 9-6. (S&e r. R 2o T CtM OF GAW .e TOW SkSPEI"c
paragraph 9-42 for methods of deter- W.t IN W•CHS
mining the center of gravity.) To find I f LE#EGN OF SUSPtENo WRE IN WCHES

the radius of gyration about the Z axis, - P,,N

the equipment is oriented so that the Z -
axis is parallel to the suspeusion wires.
The period of oscillation as a torsional Figure 9-6. Determining the Radius
pendulum rotating in a horizontal plane of Gyration by the Experimental
is determined by counting and t i m in g Method
with a itop watca. The values then are
substituted in the formula given in figure 9-6. The equipment is reoriented and the
procedure repeated for finding the radii of gyration about the other axes.

'-23. Returning to figure 0-4, with values for the vertical natural frequency, the
radius of gyration, the dimen3ion "a" which is the vertical diatancet from the cen-
ter of gravity to the center of the isolator, the dimension "b" which is the hori-
zontal distnce from the center of gravity to the center of the isolator, and the
vertical and horizontal stiffnesses o' the isolator, all the information necessary to
determine the coupled frequencies is available. The dimensions on the drawing in
the upper left-hand corner of the chart are set up to give the coupled frequencies
of the tipper and lower rocking modes about axes parallel to the Z axis (perpendicu-
lar to the paper) for an equipment with its mounts located equidistant from the
center of gravity.

9-24. Using the radius of gyration abcut the Z axis "Rz" and the dimension "a",
the first step is to select two ot the curves, one for the low rocking mode, and the
other for the 'high rocking mode. The dimensionless ratio at the bottom of the
chart then is calculated, using "Rz", the dimension 'V", and the horizontal and
vertical stiffnesses of the Isolators. The ratio of horizontal-to-verical stiffness*
is somewhat arbitrary at this stage of design, but should be fairly well established
Lin accordance with the general system planning (see paragraph 0-28). With the

It hod be i50 that the horizontal-to-vertical stiffnesses of the isolators and
the soacing of the isolators, are the orny va•ues that can be changed conveniently
in order to vary the coupted natu-ial frequenciet.
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value set on the horizontal axis of the chart, and the two curves selected, project -

ing up to the two curves and then across to the vertical axis results in two values.
Thus, with N, and N2 designated as the two vzlues, and using the dimensionless
ratio on the vertical axis, the coupled upper and lower rocking modes about axes
parallel to the Z axis are found by:

N bfy and - N2 bfy
, Rz Rz

The whole procedure is repeated for finding the upper and lower rocking modes in
axes parallel to the X awds, using the radius of the gyration about the X axis and
the dimensions "a" and "b" resulting from thenew orientation of the equipment.

9-25. If the mounts are located unsymmetrically in either or both the X and Z
directions with respect to the center of gravity, but the modes have been decoupled
by varying the spring constants of the isolators, figure 9-4 still can be used, but
the "b" dimension must be changed to meet the unbalanced situation. Referring to
figure 9-7, " -bb. is analogous to, and is used instead ol, "b." If the shape of
the equipment is such that the isolators are on different levels (figure 9-7), "a!, in
figure 9-4 becomes f -afa The use of this latter dimension is not rigidly cor-
rect and will introduce some error in the frequency calculations; however, for
most applications the results will be sufficiently accurate.

9-26. Figure 9-8 is a chart that gives couplednatural frequencies somewhat more
simply than figure 9-4, but, it can be used only for a special case. The chart is
applicable only to underneath mounted equipments, cuboid in shape, of uniform
mass distribution, and with the isolators attached precisely at the corners. As
discussed previously with reference to figure 9-4, to find the coupled. frequencies
parallel to the Z axis, the dimensions are those taken with the equipment oriented
st. that the reader is looking into the Z axis, and, likewise, for the X axis.

9-27. With the determination of the
vertical and the four coupled natural Y
frequencies, the remaining mode in
which the natural frequency is unknowv 1
is rotation about the Y axis. Normally,

excitation in this mode of vibration is
uncommon in a i rbo r n e installaticm-.s.
However, if necessary, this natural fre- _- cG -* x
quency can be obtained by referring to
figure 9-9. _2

0-28. HORIZONTAL-'TO-VERTICAL-
STIFFNESS RATIO OF ISOLATORS. As
note.d previously, varying thD horizontal-
to-vertical-stiffness ratio of the bola- b___ , - - -
tots will change the coupled natural
frequencies in an underneath mountizg
system. Lowering the horizontal stiff- Figure 9-7. Underneath Mounting
ness w hi 1 e keeping the same vertical System with Isolators Mounted at
stiffness will result in lower coupled Different Levels and, Also.
natural frequencies. Conversely, rais- Unsymmetrically About the
ing the horizontal stiffness will raise YZ Plane
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Figure 9-8. Coupled Natural Frequencies for an Underneath Mounting

thc coupled natural frequencies. This is readily apparent from figure 9-8, and,
although less obvious, it also is evident from figure 9-4.

9-29. Since it is desirable to maintain the system natural frequency well below
the forcing frequency, It would appear that the lower the horizontal stiffness, the

S~better the installation. However, there are practical limitations to the horizontal_-
: ~tc-vertical stiffness ratio, because with no horizontal stiffness, the equipment.
; could not be supporied by th• mounts. Generally speaking, horizontal-to-vertical

stiffness ratios of from 0. 25 to 0. 50 have proved successful.

9-30. EQUIPMENT HEIGHT-lTO-ISOLATOR SPACING. As the equipment height-
to-Isolator spacing Is increased, the natural frequency of the lower rocking mode
decreases, The frequency of the upper rocking mode also decreases if the hori-

! zontal-to-vertical stiffness ratio Is maintained about 0. 5 or less. However, when
•, the ratio approaches 1. 0, the trend reverses and the frequency of the upper rock-
i • ing mode increases. These relationships are evident from figure 9-8. Although

the bottom axis in the figure relates height and width, the isolators are a_ *::.-ed
to be located at the corners; thus, this axis also can be referred to as height<'•-
isolator spacing.

9-31. If the horizontal-to-vertIcal-stiffness ratio were 0. 5, or less, it would ap-

pear that the higher the equipment relative to its isolator spacing, the lower the
rocking frequencies of the system, and, thus, the more desirable the installation.

0 I ___ woX// /



Experience has indicated, however, that
when the height exceeds the isolator_______
spacing by more than 1-1/2 times, the o
frequency of the lower rocking mode is
so low that the equipment tends to ex- Z+
hibit successiv4 lateral motion u n d e r
shock and resonant vibration conditions. 0
This lateral motion can result in strik-j b b 1  f
ing adjacent equipment or bulkheads un-
less sufficient clearance is allowed.
Since s p a r e is at a premium in air- F. Jy " '
craft, excessive lateral motion must
be avoided. This suggests that another f, - THE ROTATIONAL FREQUENCY ABOUT THE Y A"IS

system be used better suited THE VERTICAL NATURAL FREQUENCY PREVIOUSLY
mounting sytmb sdbte utdCALCULATED.
to accommodate tall equipments, or, if kg a THE HORIZONTAL STIFFNESS OF THE ISOLATOR. (IT IS

this is impractical, that stabilizers be ASSUMED THAT V It ANL IFs ARE EOUAL)

used to limit the lateral motion. k, 9 THE VERTICAL STIFFNESS OF THE ISOLATOR.
Ry- THE RDI)US OF GYRATION ABOUT THE Y AXIS.

9-32. STABILIZERS. Stabilizers are
designed to limit the lateral motion of Figure 9-9. Determining the Natural
underneath mounted equipment and of- Frequency for the Rotational Mode of
fer protection to the equipment against Vibration About the Y Axis
severe .shock. While performing these
functions, the stabilizer does not affect
the efficiency of the mounting system.
The construction and mounting of the
stabilizer is illustrated in figure 9-10.
The stabilizer effectively has no stiff-
ness inthe vertical direction throughout
its operatAng range. Horizontal atiff-
ness is provided by a resilient element,
of predetermined stiffness characteris-
tics, which buckles under a light hori-
zontal load, buckles again under in-
creasing horizontal loads, and then
stiffens slowly in compression under
severe horizontal loads. The stabilizer
has a quick-disconnect method of at-
tachment to the e q u i p m e n t. As indi-

26cated in figure 9-10, the stabilizer is
positioned between the equipment and a
rigid overhead supporting structure.

9-33. Isolators, intended as stabi-
lizers, are sometimes mounted on the
side of a tall equipment as a supplement -

to an underneath mounting s y s t e m to
limit late ral motion of the equipment
and provide protection against severe
shock. The isolator, however, with
both horizontal and vertical stiffnesses, Figure 9-10. Stabilizer Under Static
alters the frequency characteristics of and Horizontal Shock Conditions
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the mounting system, and, thus, is less desirable tian the stabilizer. Isolators
used in this way improve a poorly planned underneath mounting system but should
not, during planning, be considered as part of a mounting system.

9-34. CENTER-OF-GRAVITY MOUkTING SYSTEMS.

9-35. In center-cf-gravity mounting systems, the isolators are located in a plane
that passes through the center of gravity of the mounted equipment. It is a refine-
nient of the underneath mounting uystem in that, while coupling of certain rotational
and horizontal modes in the underneath system is unavoidable because of the un-
symmetrical placing of the isolators relative to the horizontal plane through the
center of gravity, these same modes will always be decoupled in center-of-gravity
systems.

9-36. With coupled modes, the spread between natural frequencies of a system
usually is greater; thus, isolation efficiency is reduced. Setting the highest natu-
ral frequency of the mounting system well below the forcing frequency may put the
lowest frequency at a level that will introduce instability into the system. This
necessitates compromises which reduce the overall system effettiveness. In a
center-of-gravity system it is possible to decouple all translational and rotational r
modes, andalso have the principal natural frequencies equal.

9-37. COUPLING OF MODES. By locating equal mounts in a horizontal plane
through the center of gravity, partial decoupling results regardless of the location
of the center of gravity relatie to the XY and YZ vertical planes. Figure 9-11
shows the degrees of coupling, using a center-of-gravity mounting system, for (a)
no vertical planes of symmetry*, (b) one vertical plane of symmetry, and (c) two
vertical planes of symmetry.

9-38. In figure 9-11a, with no vertical planes of symmetry, all modes are coupled,
but all modes are not coupled to each other. This is the same situation that exists
for a bottom-mounted equipment with one plane of symmetry, and, this again is a
fairly complex motion that is difficult to analyze.

9-39. In figure 9-11b, with one vertical plane of symnmetry, translation in the Z
direction is decoupled from all other modes, as is rotation about the Z axis. Ro-
tation about the X axis is coupled to translation in the Y direction and rotation about
the Y axis is coupled to translation in the X direction. This is the same degree of
coupling that exists when an underneath mounting system has two planes of sym-
metry. The vibratory motion Is similar in complexity to that oi an underneath
mounting system with maximum decoupling, but since further decoupling Is pos-
sible, and since a center-of-gravity system is used for total decovpling, this vibra-
tion and Ht3 natural frequencies will not be discussed further.'

9-40. In figure 9-11c, with two vertical planes of symmetry, all modes are de-
coupled. Each mode of vibration exists independently of the others, and excitation
in one mode will not cause motion in another. This obviously is advantageous if
the predominant excitation is in one direction; it is necessary to be concerned with

* •but one natural frequency rather than the two of coupled modes. The vibratory

In this usage, a plane 01 symmetry exists when isolators are placed symmetri-
cally about a plane through the center of gravity.
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motions are easier to analyze with all modes decoupled, and it permits further re-
finements, such as reducing the spread of natural frequencies.

9-41. DECOUPLING OF MODES WHEN LESS THAN TWO VERTICAL PLANES
OF SYMMETRY OCCUR. When equal mounts are located equidistant from and in
a plane ttirough the center of gravity, all modes are decoupled. Determining the
load requirements for each mount is, again (assuming four mounts are used), a
simple matter of dividing the total weight of the equipment by four. When less
than two vertical planes of symmetry exist, total decoupling still can be achieved
by using isolators of different spring constants. Figure 9-3 gives four formulas
for determining the load on each isolator for an underneath mounting system.
These four formulas can be used for the same purpose for a center-of-gravity
system. The four isolators then are selected that will give the same static deflec-
tion and have the same natural frequency when carrying their share of the load.

9-42. DETERMINING THE CENTER OF GRAVITY FOR AN EQUIPMENT. There
arq various methods for determining the center of gravity. Two simple methods
involve suspending the equipment by cord or balancing the equipment on a knife
edge.

9-43. In the first method, the equipment is suspended by either one or two cords.
When one cord is used, the center of gravity of the equipment is on the vertical
line coinciding with the axis of the cord. By attaching the cord to another part of
the equipment, a new vertical line can be projected through the equipment. Theo-
retically, these two lines should intersect at the center of gravity. Actually, it is
difficult to be precise, so additional hangings are necessary before the center ofgravity can be fairly accurately determined. Using two cords permits easier
marking of the equipment, because if hung from the corners, the sides will be

perpendicular to the ground. The center of gravity of the equipment will lie in the
vertical plane formed by the two cords. At least three hangings are necessary
here because the intersection of three planes toi, necessary to determine a point.

9-44. The second method requires at least three balancings before the center of

gravity can be determined. When the equipment is balanced on the knife edge, the
center of gravity is known to lie directly above the knife edge somewhere along its
length. The equipment then is rotated about its vertical axis so that the new line
formed by the equipment and the knife edge intersects the previous one. The cen-
ter of gravity then is known to lie vertically above the point of interjection of the
two lines. Turning the equipment on its side and repeating the process will give
the elevation of the center of gravity above its base, and, thus, all the determinants
necessary for fixing the center of gravity.

9-45. PREDICTING NATURAL FREQUENCIES. The method of predicting the
natural frequencies for a center-of-gravity mounting system is r0milar to that
used for an underneath mounting system. The vertical natural frequenct is first
calculated and then used as a reference for finding the natural frequencle.4 of the j
other modes of vibration. Since all modes are decoupled, the procedure is soize-
what simpler than it is for the underneath mounting system.

9-0. The vertical natural frequency is found as described previously for an un-
derneath mounting system (paragraphs 9-17 and 9-18). With the vertical frequen-
cy known, it is possible to use figure 9-4 again for determining the other natral
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frequencies. However, since the dimen-
sion "a" is now zero, only two curves
are applicable. These curves are shown
in figure 9-12. C

9-47. All modes are decoupled in a
center-of-gravity system, so by using
the same vertical and horizontal stiff-
nesses, the three translational natural - - ]
frequencies are equal. Varying the ver- -- 2.4- -

tical-to-horizontal stiffnesb ratio does x 2. , --

not benefit a center-of-gravity system 20-2.0 -

(such as reducing the spread of natural 1 ,.e -

frequencies) as it does an underneath o 1.6 TRANSLATION

mounting system. Also, having the ver- 1.4"-
tical and horizontal Atiffnesses equal U) -.2
lends stability to the system. Conse- U 1.o

quently, in all further discussions it Is -W o - -RTAI
assumed that the individual isolator 0a ROTATION
horizontal and vertical stiffnesses are W 0. -

equal. 002 -

- ... lI izzi
9-48. In figure 9-12, two curves are 0 0.2 0.4.06 0.8 1.0 1.2 IA IS1.6d 2.0

shown: one giving values !or the natu- DIMENSIONLESS RATIO - .

ral frequencies in translaion, the other b

representing the natural freqiencies in
rotation. These vibratory modes, when Figure 9-12. Determining the Natural
coupled to each other, constitute the Frequency of the Rotational Mode of
previously discussed ro c kI n g modes. Vibration in a Center-of-Gravity
Orientation of the equipment shown will Mounting System when the Mounts are
give values for translation in the X aids Located in a Horizontal Plane
and rotation about the Z axis. Turning
the equipment 90 degrees about its Y axis then would show frequencies for transla-
tion in, the Z axis and rotation about the X axis. Since kx and kv are equal in this
figure, they and the radical sign do not appear In the ratio on tWie horizontal axis,
as shown previously in figure 9-4.

9-49. It is evident from figure 9-12, that the relationship of "b", the distance
from the isolator to the center of gravity, to the radius of gyration about Me Z axis
determines the natural frequencies. When the mounts are not located equidistant

from the center of gravity, but the srpng constants have been adjusted sothat total
decoupling results, the value fblib2 is analogous to and is substituted for "b",
where "1I" and "b,-" are the distances from the center of gravity to each isolator.
If "b" is equal to the radius of gyration, the dimensionless ratio is 1, and at this
value, the translational and rotational curves intersect. At this point, then, the
rotational and translational natural frequencies are equal. If the distance between

i ! the isolators in the Z direction Is also twice the radius of gyration about the X
axis, the f .. translation in the Z direction and rotation about the X
toaxis, also are equal. Since all the translational frequencies are equal (the hori-
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zontal and vertical stiffnesses of the mounts are equal*), then the natural frequen-
cies of rotation about the X and Z axes are equal to each other, and also equal to
the three translational natural frequencies. This is the ideal for which to strive.
The lack of a lower natural frequency in any mode of vibration gives a general
stability to the isolation system.

9-50. When the mounts are not separated by a distance equal to twice the radius
of gyration, the rotational natural frequency will be greater or less depending upon
the configuration of the equipment. If the equipment is tall and narrow and the
mounts are located inside the radius of gyration, the rotational frequency will be

less than the vertical natural frequency. For example, if !z- = 1. 4, solving the
b

dimensionless ratio would make fr = fy . If the mounts are located outside

the radius of gyration, the reverse is true.

9-51. In most cases, it is unlikely that the distances from the sides of an equip-
ment to the center of gravity will be equal to the radius of gyration. Of course, in
a tall and narrow equipment it would be possible to extend mounting brackets from

the sides so tha the isolator spacing would be twice the radius of gyration. But
space and weight considerations, as well as the necessity for taking the flexibility
of the bracket into consideration, im.kes this solution impracticaL. Bowever, it is
not necessary to mount the isolators in a horizontal plane through the center of
gravity for the system to be effective. The mounts can be located on an inclined
plane through the center of gravity at distances equal to the radius of gyration, as
shown in figure 9-13. Figure 9-14 is a photograph of a rack designed as a center-
of-gravity mounting with the isolators on an inclined plane.

9-52. The chassis of an equipment can be designed to use a center-of-gravity
system or the equipment can be mounted in a center-of-gravity mounting rack,
such as is illustrated in figure 9-15. It is evident that this installation necessitates
somewhat more space than a bottom-mounted equipment of comparable size. How-
ever, this is offset somewhat in that less sway space is necessary because of the
more stable installation.

9-53. It may be impossible to locate the isolators at a distance from the center of
gravity equal to the radii of gyration of an equipment, either In a horizontal or an
inclined plane, in which case, the rotational natural frequencies about the X and Z
axes will not be equal to the translational frequencies. If the mounts are. in a hori-
zontal plane, the natural frequencies of the rotational modes are obtained, as de-
scribed previously, by referring to figure 9-12. If the mounts are located on an
inclined plane, the rotational natural frequencies are found by referring to figure
9-16. The dimension "a," the distance from the isolator to XZ plane, divided by

-all the radius of gyration "Rz" will select the proper curve. The dimension "b," the
distance from the YZ plane to the isolator, divided by the radius of gyration "Rz"

* The translation frequencies also are shown to be equal in figure 9-12, regard-

less of the relationship of RZ and b. For example, if 1. 0. 6, this would also

give a value for 0. 6 for the vertical axis. Solving the dimensionless ratio woldd
equate the natural frequency of translation in the X axis to translation in the Y
axis. This is true for all values of Rz and b.
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locates a point on the curve which, when - ________

projected across to the vertical axis,
will give the ratio of the rotational to
the vertical natural frequency. If the
dimension "a" is unequal on either side
of the center of gravity fal a2 is
analogous to and is substituted for "a"
and "jb2- is at, alogous to and is
substituted for "b." .65b

TEMS.
9-55. Double - side mounting systems

normally are used on equipments whose
height-to-width ratio is greater than
two and, thus, may have a tendency for
excessive flexing. Eight isolafors are
used, with four each placed symmetri- .
cally on opposing sides of the equipment h - b

so that the figure descriued by the iso-
lators is a cuboid. The extra isolators Figure 9-13. Isolators Mounted on
provide additional support points which an Inclined Plane Through the
distribute the load more equitably to the Center of Gravity at the Radius
chassis. There doesn't s e e m to be a of Gyration
definite limit to this system; satisfac-tory results have been o bt a in ed with

equipments having a height-to-width ra-
tio of five. Figures 4-9 and 4-12 are
"photographs of double-side-mounted
equipments. C O

9-56. COUPLING OF MODES. All OF EI•. "i
modes of vibration are coupledwhen the
isolators are located unsymmetrically --
about the center of gravity. Similarly, - -

as discussed previously with the under- ."
neath and center -of -gravity mounting
systems, as more planes of symmetry
are established, the grtater is the de-
g r e e of decoupling. In an underneath
mounting system, it is possible to have

, no planes of symmetry to a maximum of
two planes of symmetry. In a center- Figure 9-14. Center-of-Gravity
of-gravity system, a minlmlim of one Mounting System
plane of symmetry is possible because,
by definition, the isolators are pisced in a plane through the center of gravity. The
maximum Is three planes of symmetry in which all modes are decoupled. 'For a
double-side munting system, it is possible to have no planes of symmetry to the .
maximum of three planes of symmetry in which all modes of vibration are de-
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9-57. Figure 9-17 shows the degrees
of coupling p o s s i b l e in a double-side
mounting system. In the first instance,
there is no symmetry in the positioning
of the isolators with respect to the cen-
ter of gravity; therefore, all transla-
tional and rotational modes are coupled.
In the second situation, ai = a2, thus,
the XZ plane becomes a plane of sym-
metry; i. e., the isolators are located -•

symmetrically about the XZ plane. Here,
all are coupled modes; but the coupled
modes of rotation about the X axis,
translation in the Y direction, and rota-
tion about theZ axis are decoupled from Figure 9-15. Center-of-Gravity
the coupled modes of translation in the Mounting Rack
Z direction, rotation in the Y direction,
and translation in the X direction. Similarly, if bl = b2 instead of al a2, the
plane of symmetry would be the XY plane and the degree of coupling would be the
same, but the modes would couple differently.

9-58. In the third example of figure 9-17, two planes of symmetry exist. When
al = a2 and bl = b2, the planes of symmetry are the XZ and XY planes, or if

2.2

Io
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•1. -o.8 L • .-

1.6 1.4

1 1.4 6"
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0.6 t

0.4 ___
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Figure 9-16. Determining the Natural Frequency of the Rotational Mode of
Vibration in a Center-of-Gravity Mounting System when the Mounts are

Located on an Inclined Plane
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2= c is substituted for one of the above, the YZ plane becomes one of the planes
of symmetry. One translational and one rotational mode will be decoupled and each
of the other two translational modes will couple with a rotational mode. In the last
example, a, = a2 , b , = b 2, and c, = c 2. The center of gravity, therefore, is in
the geometric center of the figure described by the isolators, three planes of sym-
metry occur, and all modes are decoupled.

9-59. DECOUPLING OF MODES. When three planes of symmetry exist and all
modes are decoupled, the load requirements for each isolator are determined by
dividing the weight of the equipment by eight. The spring constant be3t suited for
the installation can be chosen and all eight spring constants will be equal. If less
than three planes of symmetry occur, coupling exists, but decoupling of all modes
still can be achieved by using different spring constants for the eight isolators.

9-60. Figure 9-18. gives eight formulas for determining the spring constant for
each of the eight isolators so that all modes will be decoupled. The three trans-
lational natural frequencies will be equal since it is assumed that the horizontal
and vertical stiffnesses for each isolator are equal. The total spring constant,
kyt, is determined by the total weight of the equipment and the natural frequency
desired for the mounting system.

9-61. PREDICTING NATURAL FREQUENCIES. As discussed previously in ref-
erence to the center-of-gravity mounting systems, the narrower the spread of the
six natural frequencies, the more desirable the installation. Thus, if practicable,
the system should be planned to have all six natural frequencies equal. It is as-
sumed in the following discussion that all modes are decoupled.

9-62. There are two methods by which the six natural frequencies can be made
equal. The first covers the situation when decoupling results from the symmetri-
cal placing of isolators relative to the center of gravity (three planes of sym-
metry). The second covers the situation when decoupling results from the adjust-
ment of the spring constants of the isolators when less than three planes of sym-
metry exist. When three planes of symmetry exist, the six natural frequencies
will be equal if: (1) the isolators 1 ave a vertical-to-horizontal stiffness ratio of
one, (2) the spring constants of all the isolators are the same, and (3) all the iso-
lators are located on the three radii of gyration. With equal vertical and horizon-
tal stiffnesses, the three translational frequencies are equal. The vertical natural
frequency can be found by reference to the formulas given in paragraphs 9-17 and
9-18, with only the slight adjustment of considering eight isolators instead of four.
Thus, the natural frequencies of the three translational modes are easily deter-
mined. The spring constants of all the isolators must be equal because, with the
isolators located on the radii of gyration, the center of gravity is in the geometric
center of a figure described by the isolators, and equal spring constants is one of
the conditions of decoupling. Locating the mounts on the radii of gyration will
equate the rotational to the translational natural frequencies; •terefore, the ver-
tical natural frequency determines all the natural frequencies. In most installa-
tions, it is sufficient to consider only the radii of gyration about the X and Z axes.
The natural frequency of rotation about theY axis will not be equal to the other five
natural frequencies, but is is not a common form of excitation.

9-63. Whenless than three planes of symmetry exist, and decoupling results from
the adjustment of the spring constants of the isolators, the natural frequencies of
the six modes of vibration can be made equal by using the following three formulas:
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NOTE'. THE rORNERS OF THE FIGURE REPRESENT TH'E LOr'ATiON
OF EAOCH ISOLATOR.
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ky 4  + b2 -bky 8  Lb2c,@

b, b2) (C- +21(0a+ 02 C b,+ b2)(9! + C2 )( 01+a02

LET:
ky" kxmks

kyt - THr TOTAL SPRING CONSTANT IN THE Y DIRECTION i

Figure 9-18. Determining the p~ring Constant for Each Isolator in a Double-Side
Mounting System so that All Modes Will Be Decoupled
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Rx + Rz+ - R 2

a~a2

R '+R'sz2xZ 4. Ry2 " PX

Rl z2 2" +

where "R" is the radius of gyration, and (referring to figure 9-18) "a," is the di-
mension down from the center of gravity, 11R2. is the dimension up from the cen-
ter of gravity, and similarly for dimensions "b,,, 1 "b,," "c 1 ,'" and 'IC,.2" The lo-
cation of the isolators must satisfy the three equations for equal natural frequen-
cies. However, because the dimension is given as a combination, some latitude
is allowed in positioning the isolators. For example, if a1 a2 = 36, a, could ba
12 anol a2 could be 3, or the combination could be 9 and 4 or .6 and 6, etc. Here
again, with all natural frequencies equal, finding the vertical natural frequency
identifies all the frequencies. In this instance, of course, all the spring constants
will not be equal After the isolators are located, figure 9-18 determines the
spring constant for each isolator for total decoupling.

9-64. If the isolators are located in such a manner that the natural frequencies
of the six modes of vibration are not equal (assuming that all modes are de-
coupled by adjusting the spring constants of the isolators), the natural frequen-
cies of the three rotational modes can be found by the following formulas:

b• b2 + aa2,frx = y Rxi R~x

ry fy bb2

y

aa, a + c, c,
frz E y

where fr is the rotational frequency about the axis denoted by the subscript and fy
is tho vertical natural frequency. Since the horizontal-to-vertical stiffness ratio
remains one, the three translational frequencies still are equal.

9-65. OVER-AND-UNDER MOUNTING SYSTEMS.

9-60. In an over-and-under mounting system, eight lsolators are used, but in-
ste.nd of being mounted at the sides of the equipment as in a double-side mounting
syst•nz, the mouts are located at the top and bottom of the eqmtpment. This sys-
tem is toeed when the slot designated for the eqlpment provides an overhead sup-
port to which isolatori can be connected, and, also, when the height-o-width ratio
of the equipment exceeds 1-1/2, so that a Wtom-mounted installation alone would
tend to be utntable (tee paragraph 9-31). Most of the discuasion about a double-i ~ side mounting system atwo is applicabice here since the isolators ntll describe a

mfttl. It is aswned in W system that the mounts lcated at the top of the
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equipment will carry an equal share of
the load with the bottom mounts. Te do /

this, double-acting mounts are used, or, /
the Isolators are mounted so that they
support .he equipment as do the bottom
mounts (figure 9-19).

9-67. COUPLING OF MODES. The

same degrees of coupling can occur in
this system as In the double-side mount-
ing systsm. Referring to figure 9-17,
the figure described by the isolators
can also be that of a top-and-bottom
system. The only w.; that the relation-
ship of dimensions that results In total
decoupling can be satisfied, however, is
by the center of gravity being located at
the mid-height of the equipment and by
all the, mounts being equal. Since this ••• <

"is, in most capes, unlikely, total decou-
pling will not be achieved by the place-
ment of isolators. Figure 9-19. Over-and-Under

Mounting System
9-68. DECOUPLING OF MODES. The
translational and rotational modes for an over-and-under mounting system can be
decoupled by varying the spring constants of the eight Isolators. The formulas of
figure 9-18 also are applicable to this system. Again, it Is assumed that the hori-
zontal and vertical stiffnesses for each isolator are equal.

9-69. DREDICTING NATURAL FREQUENCIES. In this system, as in the previ-
ously discussed center-of-gravity and double-side mounting systems, the hori-
zontal and vertical stiffness ratios for each isolator are equal. Thus, finding the
vertical natural frequency (paragraphs 9-17 and 9-18) will give three translational
frequencies, since these natural frequencies are equal.

9-70. Making the three rotational natural frequencies equal to the translational
frequencies is unlikely in the over-and-under mounting system. There is con-

1! siderable latitude in placing the isolators on the sides of the equipment; however,
the necessity of placing the isolators on top and bottom of the equipment limits
possibilities prohibitively. For example, In practically all cases, the radii of
gyration abxut the Z and X axes will not intersect the top of the equipment. This
makes It impossible to locate the isolators on the radii of gyration and, through
this means, to make all the natural frequencies equal. Also, it is extremely un-
likely that the formulas in paragraph 9-64, by which It is possible to equate all
natural frequencies, will be-satiofied.

9-71. Assuming that the spring constants of the isolators have been adjusted so
that all vibrptJon modes are decoupled, it Is possible to find the natural frequen-
cies of the ro-,4lonal modes by using the formulas in paragraph 9-64.

!I
9-72. In gerteral, the best that can be said for this system is that the vibratory
modes can be decoupled, and, as discussed previously, only one natural frequency
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(rather than the two of a coupied mode) EQUIPMENT ,EC Mu
must be considered when the predomi- P- ost-no.
nant excitation is in one direction. Al- \.
so, this system raises what would be
the natural frequency of the lower rock-
ing mode if the equipment were boeom-.
mounted alone. This will reduce any
tendency the equipment may have to ex- P
cessive lateral motion.

9-73. INCLINED-ISOLATOR MOUNT-
ING SYSTEM.

9-74. When four isolators are used and
they cannot be located in a plane through Figure 9-20. Inclined-Isolator
the center of gravity, decoupling s t i I I Mounting System
can be accomplished by i n c l J n i n g the
isolators, as shown in figure 9-20. As discussed previously, when an equipment
is bottom mounted coupling occurs between translational and rotational modes be-
cause of the unsymmetrical position of the isolators relative to a horizontal plane
through the center of gravity. This dissymmetry causes external forces, from the
isolator horizontal stiffnesses, to apply a turning moment to the equipment when
the equipment is displaced sideways. If, however, the isolators are inclined in-
stead of being positioned vertically, motion along either of the principal axes re-
suits in deflection-of the isolators in both the radial and axial* directions. Thus,
a translational motion results in external forces from both the radial and axial
isolator stiffnesses, as show-n I.n figure 9-20.

9-75; Figure 9-20 also shows that the torque about an arbitrarily selected point
"P" resulting from the axial isolator stiffnesses opposes the torque caused by the
radial isolator stiffnesses. There is a point P where the combination of the angle
of isolator inclination and the radial-to-axial stiffness ratio makes the oppo&'ng
torques equal in magnitude and the resultant torque about "P" is zero. If this point
"P" coincides with the eenter of gravity, the vibrational modes will be decoupled
since a horizontal motion of the equipment will not result in a turning moment be-
ing applied to the equipment by the isolator-

9-76. The angle of isolator inclination and the isolator horizontal and vertical
stiffnesses are quite critical in this mounting system. It is a special purposeapplication of isolators and requires detailed analysis to be successful.

KrI

* Because the isolators are inclined, the usual reference of horizontal and vertical

is changed to radial aid axial.
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APPENDIX

A-i. FREE VIBRATION OF A SINGLE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM SYSTEM.

A-2. UNDAMPED SYSTEM. The only exteriaJ force acting on the mass of the
undamped single-degree-of-freedom system, shown schematically in figure A-1,
is that due to the spring. Choosing the downward direction as positive for dis-
placement and f orc e, the displacement is positive (downward) when the spring
force is negative (upward). According to Newton's law, the motion of the mass
can be described by

my[; ~my; -ky,* •

- y. A-i

k ~mk
Letting W2 and multiplying by 2 y,

S2j = -2w0yjr.

Integrating, iz = . cy 2 + Cq

1=7C _ y2 A-2

= wdt
C1

2  y2

Integrating
! sin- y' = t + C2

C1 A/W
y = C 1sin (w t + C) A-3

Assume the m a s s has been displaced from equilibrium a distance yo and
released with zero velocity; then, when t = 0,

Y = YO and j =. 0

* The total spring force acting on the mass is k (y +8) where 8is the static de-
flection due to the weight of the mass and y is the displacement from the static
equilibrium position (see paragraph 1-18). The spring force due to the static
deflection Is equal and opposite to the weight and these two forces cancel one an-
other. The weight (force due to static acceleration) determines the equilibrium
position but does not enter into the equation of motion if a linear spring rate is
assumed.
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Figure A-1. Undamped Single-Degree-of-Freedom System

From equation A-2,

0o= C1  W2 wYO,

C1  W Yo.

Substituting for C. in equation A-3,

y= yosin (wt + C2).

Solving for C., YO YO sin (0 + C2 )

C, =-•-.

Equation A-3 then becomes

= Yosin(wt + -- )

y = Yo COswt A-4

A-3. VISCOUSLY DAMPED SYSTEM. The forces which act on the mass of the
viscously damped system (ahown schematically in figure A-2) are the spring force
and the damping force which is proportional to the velocity and directed against it.
Assume the downward direction is positive for displacement, velocity, and force;
so, when the displacement and velocity are positive, the apring force and damping
force are negative. The motion of the mass can be described by:

ma = LF,
my = -ky - cy,

+ ck + ky = 0. A-5

If it is assumed tat y = Cest,
- = sCest

y = O ~edt

equationA-5 may be written (ms' + cs + k) Ce =, A-6
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Figure A-2. Damped Single-Degree-of-Freedom System

and y = Cest is a solution of equation A-5 if
Ms 2 + cs + k = 0. A-7

If Ca is not equal to 4km, there are two values of s which satisfy the auxiliary
equation A-7, -i

-c + c-4km
2m

-C - icj 2- 4kin
aS - 2m

and the general solution of equation A-;5 is:

y = C1 eSat + C2 e2t. A-8

A-4. If c2 > 4km, s, and s2 are real numbers and are both negative since the
value of the radical is less than c. The motion described by equation A-8 in this
case is the sum of two decreasing exponential curves. There is no oscillation and
the system is said to be overdamped.

A-5. If c2 < 4km, s, and a. are complex numbers and nmay be written:

c k
72E + j m 4m

s- c k c

The general solution A-8 now contains terms of the form ea+Jb and ea-Jb. Us i n g
the relationships

5 jb cooab + j sin b,

. b . i coo b sin b, h

4 and for simplicity let b Ek tcen
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c4
S - + jb and S2 = _ C - jb, and i-

equation A-8 may be written

y = e"-7-i t [C, (cosbt + j sinbt) + C2 (cosbt -j sinbt)]
C

or y = e t [C( + C2)cos bt +J(C1 -j(•a)sinbt]

If new constants, A = C1 + C2 and

B = j (CL - C.) are chosen,
C

y-- e ' (Acosbt +.Bsinbt). A-9
Multiplying and dividing by C = A + B,-

c t__2M B
y = •m C7(cosbt + Usinbt), =

-Ct
or y = e C cos (bt - 0), A-10

where 0 = tan-'B

The motion described by equation A-10 is an oscillatory motion in which the
C ctpeak amplitude, Ce 7WI , decreases logarithmically with time.

A-6. Paragraphs A-4 and A-5 presented the solution of equation A-5 for the
cases when c'j4km. It was shown that when >4km there is no free
vibration, and when c' <4km the motion is a logarithmically decaying harmonic
motion. The value of c at which the transition takes place is c = 2 -JE. rThis
is called the critical damping value and is denoted as cc. Critical damping is
the smallest amount of damping which will prevent frep vibration. In solving
equation A-5, when c = 2 -ikm, the auxiliary equation A-7 does not have two
roots because s 2 C81 = l=.T.•-

and thus equation A-8 becomes:

y = (Cl + C Ael*..

(C1 + Cj) is a constant and the solution, therefore, contains only one arbitrary
constant instead of two. When c = c 2 IMk, equation A-5 becomes

y+ 2-J~ + 1- y 0.• k k

Choosing '

then y - 2(-w)y + (-cf)'y 0. 94
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The solution to this equation is given in mathematical texts as

y = (C1 + Ct) e -t A- 11

and it can be verified by substitution.

A-7. The frequency of oscillation In equation A- 10 is

" 1b . -kcfm m=

and the period of oscillation is 2 i. The ratio of peak amplitudes for suc-
cessive cycles is

Sre
Ce--- t -C

21r) - = ein'- A-12! Ca - -•c (t +--

Ca -- m

The logarithm of this ratio is Ire and this quantity is known as the logarith-

mic decrement.

A-8. FORCED VIBRATION OF AN UNDAMPED, SINGLE-DEGREE-OF-
FREEDOM SYSTEM.

A-9. Referring to figure A-3, let the support move vertically ",ith a har-
monic motion, 1o sinU t. Using the previous convention of displacement and
force as being positive downward, the spring force is positive when the spring
is elongated (x>y). The equation of motion from Newton's law is

my = k(x-y).

Letting w = -Jk/m and substituting xo sin Ot for x, then

y + w 2 y = ci xowsinfGt. A-13

By study it may be seen that y a yosin*flt will satisfy the equation if yo is
chosen properly. Substituting y = yo sinflt into equation A-13,

!.-yonsinflt + yo•0 sinfilt = ttwXosinflt,

Yo (- ) = W X,
..XO A-14

A solution of equation A-13, therefore, is

y =x sin it. A-15

The response motion described by equation A-15 is a harmonic motion with a
frequency equal to the excitation frequency. The ratio of response amplitude
to eWcIation amplitude- is
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and is plotted in figure 1-3.

A- 10. Although equation A- 15 is a solution of equation A- 13, it is a steady-
state solution and does not contain constants of integration to account for initial
conditions. The complete solution of equation A-13 consists of the solution to
the equation with the right-hand member equal to zero (equation A-8) plus the
particular solution A-15. The general solution is

y CieS t+ CeS2t + sinS1t A-161 ()

which is the sum of the transient and steady-state motions. With a small but
finite amount of damping, the transient motion eventuaily would disappear and
the motion then would be described by equation A- 15.

A-11. FORCED VIBRATION OF A VISCOUSLY DAMPED, SINGLE-DEGREE-
OF- FREEDOM SYSTEM.

A-12. Two cases of forced vibration of a viscously damped system will be
considered, the difference between them lying in the nature of the excitation.
In the first case, the excitation consists of a varying force applied to the mass
and, in the second case, the support is given a harmonic motion.

A- 13. FORCE APPLIED TO MASS. Figure A-4 represents a viscously
damped, single -degree-of-freedom system in which a varying force, Po sin a t,
is applied to the mass. With displacement and force assumed to be positive
downward, the equation of motion is

. In + cý + ky = P 0 sin Ot. A-17

An assumption that y = yo sin f1t is obviously incorrect in this c a s e since,
with this assumption, the term cy results in a cosine term. It can be assumed,
however, that

y = Dsinflt - Ecosft

=yosin(flt- ) where yo= jD + E and* ftan D

= Dfcosfit + E&1sinft

y = -DQ'sinflt + En 2 cosflt.

Substituting these values into equation A-17 and equating the coefficients of the
sine and cosine terms respectively of the resulting equation gives the followingtwo equations.,

-DmQ'Q + EcQ + Dk o
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Emfl +Dc - Ek= 0.

The values of D and E can be determined from the above two equations and with
these two values, yo and P can be found as follows:

Yo= fD + E2 2 2 m 2 A-18
c2 a + (k - mf 2

=E c S A-19
- k-rmA2

A solution of equation A-17, therefore, is

y Po -sin (12t- tan-Z cS A-20 *
S"2• 12 + (k -m ')' k2M W

A- 14. It is customary to express the amount of damping present in a system in
terms of its ratio to the critical damping value, cc = 2 "-*J. Consequently, the
maximum response amplitude, yo, and the phase angle, 0, are usually expressed
in terms of this damping ratio. Substitution of the critical damping value into
equations A- 18 and A- 19 results in the expressions:

In 2] (21 c.- A-22

2 c_: Cc

tanr. , A-23
S1 -(---

where w = kk, the natural frequency of the undamped system.
In

A- 15. Paragraphs A- 13 and A- 14 considered the response of a system to a vary-
ing force, P 0 sin Q t, in which the amplitude of the force is constant regardless of
frequency. In many practical cases, such as when the force results from an un-
balance in a rotating machine part, the force is not of the form P0 sin fSt, but
rather of the form mrl 2 sin Ot. In this case the equation of motion is

* As was pointed outin paragraph A- 10 for the undamped system, equation A-20
is a steady-state solution of equation A-17. The completc _aolution consists of
the sum of the transient and steady-state motions and, for the most common
case when damping is less than critical, the complete solution (from equations 4

I. A-9 and A-20) is:
"c t

y=eim (Acosbt+BAi.bt) _ ___° sin (Q t-tan-- cS
T5-363A-__0
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Figure A-3. Motion-Excited, Undamped, Single-Degree-of-Freedom System

my + cy + ky mra2 sin at, A-24

and the solution is the same as for equation A-17, with the exception of the substi-
tution of mr22 for Po. The expression for phase angle 0, r e m a i n s the same
(equation A-19 or A-23) while the expression for response amplitude, yo, (equation
A-18 or A-22) becomes

mr $2

k A-25Yo

2- +(2C

A- 16. HARMONIC MOTION Or THE SUPPORT. The type of excitation of greatest
interest to designers of airborne electronic equipment i?.movement of the support.
Figure A-5 shows such a system and the forces which act on the mass. The equa-
tion of motion from" Newton's law is

my = k(x-y) + c~-y),

my + c, + ky = cx + kx = cxo acos at + kxosinat. A-26

This equation may be solved algebraically as was equation A-17 by assuming

' y = Dsinilt - Ecosilt

i ()~r y = YoCOS 'sina/t - Yosin •cos~t = YoSln (Qt- )

' This expression for y may be substituted into equation A-26 and the expressions
for yo and # can be determined. These expressions are
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Figure A-4. Force-Excited; Damped, Single-Degree-of- Freedom System

Yo c k2+ CQ2 t 2A-27
'(k - mR) 2+ cakI + cf l

=tn-1 incfa A-28
n k. - m2' k + C2 [1-A

The steady-state solution of equation A-26 is

!;2+ C2Y = x0 sin t -tan ME A-291(k - m02•) 2 + 00-02 LA - n&I k + et .92)

A-17. The expressions for yo and 0 can also be obtained by writing equation A- 26
in the form of equation A-1i and then substituting the appropriate expressions into
equation A- 20. Writing equation A- 26 in the form Co equation A- 17,

m" + cv + ky = (Cxof)'+(kxo)2 sin(Q t -)

where B tan-' Ca

9 cxo $

Substituting + (kxo)' for Po and (Ot + 0) for at in equation A-20
yieldsi

k-=rX0)2 +c'a' sin at + tan-' , -a tan-) c
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Figure A-5. Motion-Excited, Damped, Single-Degree-of-Freedom System

This is the equivalent of equation A-29 since it can be shown that

tan-' - tan -"1ct = - tan k_ mtact +

A-18. It is customary to express the response amplitude and phase angle in terms

of the damping ratio, , and the frequency ratio, --. Since cc = 2 and
CC in

W = j-m, equations A-27 and A-28 become

y0 x0  1 + (24 • .- •'--)A

C C

y =a= .(2 -T- A-31
1 - + (2 C. )

A-19. The resonant frequency (the excitation frequency at which the maximum re-
sponse occurs) is not identical with the natural frequency (the frequency of free
vibration) for a viscously damped system. The resonant frequency of a viscously
damped, single-degree-cL-freedom system may be found from equation A-27 hi the
following manner. Starting with

T iyg_ k
0 (k-mfl')"+c2Q2

if this expression is differentiated and the terms collected, the following is ob-
tained: £!
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dt _ 2k0mn - c~m'fl - 2k1 20 3_• E•-mnl)' + c2Q]v 2 [/ k2 + c 2gr 2

At the maximum of the transmissibility curve,

dt _0 or 2k1emi _ c2 M'n 5 - 2kem 2 n3 =0,

(-mn) (c 2 Mn 4 +2k0mn2 - 2k) = 0.

The result a -= 0 obtained from the first factor is expected since the transmisei-
bility curve is horizontal at 0 = 0. From ',e second factor, the exciting frequency
at which peak transmissibility occurs

-erm +- m'+ 2ckm = A-32

This is the resonant frequency as compared to the natural frequency which was
found (in paragraph A-5) to be

!7 -4mM

A-20. The transmissibility at resonance for a viscously damped single-degree-of-

freedom system may be expressed in terims of the damping ratio CC by expressing

the resonant frequency in terms of the damping ratio and substituting this expres-
sion into the expression for transmissioility. From equation A-32,

Ir=• - + 1 + (8 c

41•'
Substituting this expression for the exciting frequency 12 in equation A-30 yields

16Tmax = 8 0-0 -2+2 1+8

which is g-'yen as equation 5-9 and is plotted as figure 5-12.

A-21. THE'EFFECT OF SUPPORT FLEXIBILITY IN A MOTION-EXCITED SYS-
" TEM .. Pragraphs A-16 and A-17 deal with a system in which :the inotion of the
support is unaffected by the reactive load of the equipment. The immediate support
structure, particularly in aircraft, may have considerable flexibility in which case I'
the motion of that structure, which is the environment for the equipment, will be
affected by the equipment response. Figure A-6 represents-an equipment of mass
m mounted on a shelf of mass m, and -spring -constant k,. With all motion re-
stricted to the vertIcal direction, a summatiotl of forces for the equipment and
shef rkiei*t'•l1e'v leads to the'f61lowinig two equationý " -•n" a
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Figure A-6. Two-Degree-of-Freedom System

my + cy + ky - ci -kx = 0, A-33

mIX + ci + kx + kzx - cy - ky = kxz. A-34

If the motion z is of the form zo sin f t, the steady- state motions x and y (neglect-
ing starting transients which will be damped out) will be harmonic motions of the
same frequency but not isecessarily in phase.

A-22. Each term of equations A-33 and A-34 represents a force which varies
sinusoidally, and which, therefore, may be represented by a rotating vector. Writ-
ing the vectors izs complex numbers and grouping terms, the equations become

(k- mt' 2 + jc')y - (k+jctQ)x = 0, A-35

(k+k -mjI +Jcfl)x-(k+jcf)y=flz, A-36

where x, y, an" z are complex numbers which represent displacement vectors.
The fact that they' are complex numbers accounts for the phase angles between
them. From equation A-35,

_y k + jCQ••

k --mtil' + jV c A-37 4

A-23. Before proceeding, an examination of the meaning of equation A-37 is in,
order. Both y and x are vectors represented by complek numbers and the ratio of
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these complex numbers is given by this equation. The maximum displacements Yo
and xo are represented by the length of the vectors y and x, and the length of a
vector is equal to the square root of the sum of the squares of the real and imag-
inary components. From equation A-37, therefore, the ratic of peak displacements
Yo and xo may be written as

jk3+c2+( " A-38

This result agrees with equation A-27. The phase angle between the x and y mo-
tions may also be obtained from equation A-37. Considering the numerator to be
of the form, yo cos a + jyo sin a, and the denominator to be of the form, xo cos /3+
jxo sin.3, the phase angle between the x and y vectors would be equal to the dif-
ference between their respective arigles. This difference is

sitan.P tan"sin a cci .= ctn =atan-anmcC

cos/ cos- -f--a= k k-mfV k+c 2 2S

which is in agreement with equation A-28.

A-24. Returning to the solution of equations A-33 and A-34, substituting the value
of y obtainable from A-37 or A-35 into A-36 results in the expression

x _ k MC(k- P +jc&1)
Sz (k_-m1 Sl2 +k+jcQ) (k-m122+jcf)-(k+jcCfQ)

After multiplying and collecting terms, dividing numerator and denominator by kkA,

and substituting w? fork w2 for -L, ="P for k, and mi w,' for k1 , the expres-

sion becomes

1-(h)+ + h2 C

J1 2 112 g• 2c In(1-gf -2• C a-GOCC

1 (1-hh)- +(hj 2.40

l Using the reasoning of paragraph A-20,

! Xo='•[(1- " (I'hi)I+ (2" ýc- hfe '" A-40

!~( -'" °h) (I-e) - tge]2+ [2 -c h (1-•,ge - e•]

This, then, Is the expression. for the ratio of the amplitude of the shelf to the am-
plitude of the support when the shelf is loaded with the spring-mounted equipment.

I
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A-25. The motion y of the equipment m in termn of the motion z may be found

from equations A-37 and A-39. Writing A-37 in terms of the ratio h ,we ob-

tain
c

y 1+j2 h A-41
xcc1- h+j2-~-d•h .

From equations A-41 and A-39,

1+j 2 - h
. . . = 1 2 h A-42z x z c

(1-ge) (1-h2.). _tg 2 + j 2 h (1-Aeg2 - g),

S_• 1 + (c~c h)

t Yo h) _______A-43

(1_-h2) _A g 1 2 (1-_11 g2 2.

A-26. If the equipment of mass m is mounted rigidly to the shelf of mass m f, k

is infinitely large, the ratio h =-becomes zero, and equation A-43 reduces to

Yo 1, k_
Zo l-'tt2_g2 g k - (m+ m,)2

A-27. The difference between the equipment motion when the shelf motion is not

affected by the loading of the equipment, and the equipment motion when the shelf
is a compliant system, may ba seen by comparison of equations A-38 and A-43.

A. 22-. MULTI-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM SYSTEM.

A-10. A six-degree-of-freedom system is shown schematically in figure A-7.
Th% oqua tions of motion for free vibration, which are summations of forces in a
princpal direction or summations of moments about a principal axis, are:

mx = -(k,jt 4. kIX + ksx +' - -ka) x + bl(kzx + k4x+ ksx + k80*3s

"bs (kNx +X +kex + kX)a3 + aL (klx + k2x + ksx + k4x) a' A-44a

-a•kX + kXG + kX + k8x) C

Ik
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my k = - (ky + ay ... ky) y -b (kiy + k4 y+ ksy + key) a1
+b2 (kty+ ksy+ k6y + kry) at, + c. (k•/ + k•y + ky + ky) A-44b
.c. (ly+ + + '7y + kay)

m= -(ki z+k z +"" kz)z- ai (kiz+k2z+ k.z + k 4 z )a,

"+ A (ksz + kz + kz + ksz)ai - c, (kiz + k~z + koz + ksz)as A-44c
"+ c, (ksZ + + +kz + k1z) a3

IxNI= -b (kly + k'y + k4y 4- k4y)aI l• b ~ ~ ~)

- b2,2 (k~y + ksy + ksy+ kby) a, - a• (k~z + kGz + bz + ksz) a,
+ b1c1 (ky + ksy ) as - b2 c1 Ny + ey) a2 - bc2 (k4y+k•y) a2

+b2c:(ksy +ky) a2c, (klz + k27 + cxa ( z + jz) a3 A-44d

+ al2 Nk~Z + k3z) C3 - aec, (kz + lez) as - b, (ky + ksy + k.y + ksy).'

+ b2 (key + ksy + ey + ky) y - a, (kxz + k~z + ksz + k4 z ) z

+ a2 (k~z + kez + kbz + k•) z

Iyas = -b: (klx + k + ksx + kx) (k - b- (kx + + kx + kx) s

2 2

-cl (k 7 + k2Z + k~ z + kkz) a C - c (kZ+ k4. + kz + kz ) a3

-alb, (klx + km) a, + a1b2 (k2 X + kx) a - a~b, (k6x + kbx) a2

+ ab2, (k5 x+ kSX) a, - a1c1 (kiz + NZ) al + ac2c (k3 z + k.z) a, A-44e
2+ ,cI (k5z + k5z" a. - a2C, (4z + k8z) a, + b, (bkx + kx + ks x + kex) x

- b2 (4x+ k3x + kgx + k7) x - c, (kz + + ksz + 6z) z

+ C, (ksz i k 2z + k7z + kc.) z

I2;2 = - c (ky + ky + + + )a - c' (ky + ky + + key) a2

-a,2 jx + kzx + k~x + k~x) - a,!',%x + Fkx + o x + kox)

-b•c 1 (k2y+ kay) a1 + b~c, (k1y + ky) a1 - bIc2 (k y+ kXy) al A-44f

+ bc. (ky + kby) a. - alb, (k1 x + I¢) a3 + alb, (krx + k3x) a0 4

+ ab, (ksx + kx) % - a2b, (kx + kbx) a0 - a2 (k3 x + kox + kx + kox) x
4 a, (kXx + kX + k3X + kkX) x - C. 1k, y + k + ksy + k

+ C2 (k5y + k% + y + key) Y

The equations a 3 given are somewhat lengthier than necessary for the case shown
in figure A-7. .orces which are coltinear may be combined and, therefore, spring
constants with coincident action lines may be combined. This may be seen from the
equations in which k1• and k5 always appear together as a sum; likewise, kjX and
k~x alwayb appear together a5 a sum, etc. Replacing these sums by single spring
constants would reduce the number .of spring constants from 24 to 12. This sim-
plificr'tion ir minor and it is obvious that the solution of these simultaneous equa-
tions in order to find natural frequencies is still a formidable task. The addit' -n
of damping o the system would further complicate the equations.
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Figure A-7. Six-Degree-of- Freedom System

A-30. Inspection of these equations, however, can lead to certain conclusions
concerning possible simpler systems. For the general case of figure A-7, motion
in any one of the six primary modes is dependent upon motion in one or more of the
other primary modes. This is indicated by the presence of terms involving -notion
in these other modes in the equation containing an acceleration term for the mode
being considered. For example, from equation A-44a, it can be seen thz- the mo-
tions %, and a% may couple with the motion x, and from equation A-44b, the mo-
tion a% may couple with the motion z. If the system is completely unsymmetrical,
motion in any one mode will be accompanied by motion in each of the oth..r five
modes.

A-31. The requirements for decoupling may be seen from the general equations.
For example, if b1 , qx + ka + lr* + kd = N= (ktx + ksx + ksx + kx) there is no
coupling between motions a- and x. Complete decoupling will o c c u r for the- sys-
tem in figure A-7 when

k~v + ksv +k, kjx+ kK kjx + k&x bt
I o

S...,kly + ksy =ksy + kvy k1Z + k.x = •Jz + k•z c. ,

ky + ky- ky + ky k- , k
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and
k1x + km k2x + kx k~ z + k~ z k+ z + k~z a.

ksx + kx k6x + k7x k~z + kz z + k9 z a,

A-32. RANDOM VIBRATION.

A-33. The preceding portions of this section were concerned with the response of
simple mechanical systems to harmonic vibratory excitation which is describable
in terms of frequency and amplitude. Although actual environments are seldom
completely periodic, many of them may, for practical purposes, be treated as
such. In some cases, however, particularly in missiles, there are few discernible
periods, thus discouraging analysis on the basis of periodicity.

A-34. NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF INSTANTANEOUS ACCELERATIONS. A pre-
requisite to the analysis of the response of a system to an environment is the defi-
nition of that environment -n a usable form. * Attempts to define vibration without
a discernible period resu.ted in the use of probability statistics which cot-er ran-
dom occurrences, although it has not been definitely established that the environ-
mental vibrations encountered are completely random.

A-35. Random vibration, if the distribution of the instantaneous values of accel-
eration is in accordance with a noimal or Gaussian probability density function and
if :3tatistical equilibrium exists (the probability densfty function does not change
witq time), may be defined in terms of the probability density function. The prob-
ability that the instantaneous acceleration at any time will have a value between
x and R + a is equal to p(x) dWE. The probability density function, p(R), for a normal
(or Gaussian) distribution is

1x x-x
p e-• ( ) A-45

where p (i) = the probability density function,
x = the instantaneous value of acceleration,
x = the mean value of instantaneous acceleration,
a = the standard deviation = the root mean square Gi the,

deviations of the instarntaneous values from the mean, x.

A-36. The general form of the i•ormaI curve which Is defined by equation A-45 is
shown in figure A-8. In the case of random vibration, the mean value of instan-
taneous acceleration is zero and the root mean square of the deviations of the in-
stantancous values of acceleration from the mean is the rmu acceleration. The
distribution curve for instantaneous acceleration for random vibration, then, is
centered about a zero mean and if the instantaneous acceleratiun is expressed as a

multiple of the rms acceleration, the distribution is as shown in figure A-9.

• Any vibrationor shoR7 en v i r a un men t can be completely defined by giving the
time-history of el t he r acceleration, velocity, or displacement. T hi s ti!ne-

history., however, is not amenable to use in an aralysis of system response.
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A-37. As previously stated, the. probability of occurrence of an acceleration be-
tween Y and R + dx is equal to p (xi dk. The probability that the acceleration at any
time lies between R, and ; is

il p Q dx

which is the area under the curve in the range X" to X" . The total area under the
curve is one, which it obviously should be since it is a certainty that some value of
acceleration must exist when ± coand zero are considered to be values.

A-38. Figure A-10 shows a cumulative distribution curve for a normal distribu-
tion. The curve indicates the probability of not exceeding (which is equal to the
fraction of the data ihich falls below) any absolute value of acceleration. It is ob-
tained by evaluating the area under the normal curve between the limits of plus and
mirAus x. The "probability of not exceeding" can be expressed mathematically as:

p. p(ic)d X 2 J pQ ) d X* A-46

The curve shows that, with a normal probability density, the instantaneous accel-
eration is less than the rms acceleration 68.26% of the time, is less than twice
the rms acceleration 95.44% of the time, and is less than three times the rms ac-
celeration 99.74% of the time.

A-39. RAYLEIGH DISTRIBUTION OF PEAK ACCELERATIONS. From the physi-
cal damage standpoint, the instantaneous accelerations are of less interest than

p(il)

A]

P M

I, Figure A-8. Normal Distribution Curve
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Figure A-9. Normal Distribution Curve for Zero Mean with Variable
Expressed in Multiples of the Standard Deviation

the peak accelerations. Studies have shown that for a narrow-frequency-band ran-
dom signal in which the instantaneous values are normally distributed, the proba-
bility density distribution of the envelope of the peak values is

I2

where p (ix) = the probability that falls between

Sp = the instantaneous value of the envelope of the
acceleration peaks for a narrow (filtered)
frequency band,

! = the rms of the values of the instantaneous
acceleration = the standard deviation.

This is known as a Rayleigh probability density function. Figure A-11 is a plot of
this function. While the probabiity density for instantaneoiis acceleration is a
maximum at z e r o acceleration (because the instantaneous acceleration reaches
zero after each half, cycle), the probability density for peak acceleration approaches
zero as the peak acceleration approaches zero. The probability density for peak
acceleration reaches a maximum at the rms acceleration.

A-40. The cumulative distribution curve for a Rayleigh probability density is
shown in figure A-12. As with instantaneous acceleration with a normal proba-
bility density, the probability that x, falls between i and din is the definite inte-

gral of the probability density functibn, and the prW I tythat the peak acceler-
ation does not exceed.ip for. any ote -cycle is:

-363-
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probability of not exceeding = .e-V2 (!R' dip A-48

The peak acceleration exceeds the rms acceleration 60.5% of the time, exceeds
twice the rms acceleration 13.5% of the time, and exceeds three times the rms
acceleration 1. 1% of the time.

1.C 0

A-41. MEAN SQUARE ACCELERA- -

TION D E N S I T Y (POWER SPECTRAL z o
DENSITY). If an electrical analog of a W I
complex periodic vibration is played o -
through a narrow b a n d p a s s filter or 0 o.- 0.4 W
wave analyzer, the output consists of a L &
s i n u s o i d a 1 signal with voltage peaks . -

which are identical from cycle to cycle. o. •O4o 0.6 _
Provided the bandwidth is sufficiently
narrow so as to include only one com-
ponent frequency, and is properly tuned 0.2 OS

to that frequency, narrowing the band- [ - ' -o
width will not change the peak or rms 0 1
voltage output. Within limits, the output 0 I 2 3

is independent of filter bendwidth. If an ABSOLUTE VALUE OF -V

electrical analog of a random vibration Figure A-10. Cumulative Frequency
is played through a bandpass filter, the Distribution for a Normal Probability
peak value of the output will vary ran- Density Function
domly from cycle to cycle. If the ran-
dom vibration is continuous (in that it contains energy at each frequency in a broad
frequency range), narrowing the bandwidth of the filter will decrease the rms volt-
age output. The rms voltage will be approximately proportional to the square root
of the bandwidth.

A-42. Since the output of a bandpass filter or wave analyzer for a random signal
input does not consist of consecutive peaks of equal magnitude, the peak value of
the output cannot be used to describe this signal. It is fortunate that the rms out-
put not only is convenient to measure but, in addition, has statistical meaning.
Either the rms or Its square (mean square) may be used. The preferred instru-
ment for measuring the filter output is a slow-acting hot wire or thermocouple
voltmeter which will give true rms values, regardless of waveform or frequency,
over a broad frequency range.

A-43. Since, with continuous random vibration, the rms voltage output of the
bandpass filter varies with the filter bandwidth, this rms output is meaningless un-
less the filter bandwidth is known. (In addition, the selectivity of the analyzing

filter affects the rms output.) To overcome the obstacle presented by this depend-
ency of output on bandwidth, it has become customary to express the output on a
"per cycle" basis by dividing the filter response by the filter bandwidth. If the
indicated response is expressed in rms units, it is divided by the square root of
the bandwidth giving units of g/-f If the Indicated response is expressed in
mean square units it is divided by the bandwidth giving units of g /cps. The i&-
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cated response is taken here to be the .06 - -

voltage indication multiplied by the sys-

tern sensitivity in either volts per rms
g or volts per ge. The effective band- .05 -

width of the filter must be determined
in relation to the shape of the filter se-
lectivity curve, and is not necess.rily a .04

simple matter. For discrete random
vibration, conversion to m e an square 0.

acceleration density results only in a ", .03

change of units. CL

A-44. The common form in which ana- .02

lyzed random vibration is presented is
a plot of mean square acceleration den- .01 -

sity (g /cps) versus frequency (center
frequency of the bandpass filter). The
mean square acceleration density at any 0
one frequency, f, represents th6 contri- I 2 3
bution of frequency components between"P'-
f and df to the overall mean square ac-

celeration. The mean square acceler- Figare A-11. Rayleigh Distribution
ation which exists in a frequency band, Curve
f , to I., may be found by integration of
the mean sauare acceleration density between these frequencies:j02

S= G o/'f2

where X0 2 = mean square acceleration (io = rms acceleration),
i•"(f) = mea,' square acceleration density as a function of

frequency.

A-45. The use of mean square acceleration as a method of describing random vi-
bration is predicated on the assumption that the values of instantaneous accelera-
tion are distributed in accordance with a normal probability, and that the proba-
bility density does not chknge with time. The mean square is, statistically, the
second moment of the area undE the probability density curve (analogous to the
moment of inertia of the area about the mean). The mean square or rms suffices
to describe a zero mean distribution if it is additionally known that the distribution
is normal. If the distribution Is not normal, higher order moments are necessary
to describe the curve. Only the mean square, however, is used in describing ran-
dom vibration, assuming that the distribution closely approximates normality.

A-46. RESPONSE OF A SINGLE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM SYSTEM TO RANDOM
EXCITATION. The response of a single-degree-of-freedov- system, to sinusoidal.
excitation of the support is given by equation A-30. The ratio of the maximum re-
sponse amplitude to the maximum excitation amplitude is called the transmissi-
bility, T; thus

-5833
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T= IL

(2 +()2 c

If a damped single-degree-of-freedom system is subjected to random excitation of
the support at a single frequency, the rms response acceleration is related to the
rms excitation acceleration by the same transmissibility: thus

Y = T,
where .o = the rms response acceleration at a single frequency,

xo = the rms excitation acceleration at a single frequency.

In terms of mean square acceleration,

j0
2  r 2Tw rO= m square r

where "Y2 = the mean square response acceleration at a single frequency,SRo= = the mean square excitation acceleration at at single frequency

mean square acceleration density since the bandwidth is
unity).

A-47. When the random excitation of
the suppo.rt is not at a discre.e fire- • 1.0 o -0 D
quency, but r a t h e r is continuous ran- - - -

dom vibration, the overall mean square 0 0.8 - - 0.2 ,
response acceleration of the system is' w -Y- X

the sum of its responses to the mean z* o - 0.,-
square excitation which exists at each , 0.4 0.6 >
frequency in the spectrum. -

- 0 .2 .

f = OD 01.0 0
~2 =~/ Tx,? (f) df A-48 ~~

In order to evaluate this integral, the
mean square acceleration density, Figure A-12. Cumulative Distribution
i•2 (f), must be known as a function of for a Rayleigh Probability
frequency. Density Function

* A-48. If the excitation spectrum is assumed to have a constant mean square ac-
celeration density over a frequency range of zero to infinity, and if the damping in
the system is so small that an approximate T may be used, equation A-48 becomes

Y02 = i'2(f) 2*/ A-49j

If the integral of equation A-49 iS evaluated, the expression for mean square re-j sponse acceleration becomes: i
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2 W *yo x= M(o
8cc

The rms response acceleration is:

"*o = o (f) c
8CC

Substituting 2 vfn for w, and Q for 2c

YO 5EMAFnQ JTVfnQZ~i"(f), A-50

where Yo= the rms response of the lightly damped single-degree-
of.,freedom system,

f = the natural frequency of the system,
= the magnification at resonance of the system,

•o2 (f) = the mean square acceleration density of a white noise
(flat spectrum) excitation.

A-49. The response of a simple system as given by equation A-50 is the rms re-
sponse to an environment with a flat mean square acceleration density spectrum.
If it were desired to sinusoidally excite the system at its natural frequency to
produce the same rms response, the excitation level required, in units of rms g' s
would be:

rms g's input 1= f n Qos (0

The peak acceleration of a sinusoidal excitation necessary to produce this rms
acceleration level would be:

1.414fpeakg input = ýAJýQi o

For design purposes, the peak response acceleration may also be of interest.
Equation A-50 gives the rms response only, and the probability of .a given peak
response for a given rms response depends upon the probability density function.
If it is assumed that the distribution is normal or Gaussian, the ýrobability of a
given peak acceleration may be found from figure A-12.
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INDEX

A C

Absorber, dynamic vibration, 118 Cable flexibility, 54
Accelerated vibration life test, 157 materials and construction, 55
Acceleration, 4 method of attachment, 56

negative, 159 potting, 56
positive, 159 stranded, 54

Acceleration pickups, 142 termination, 56
Acceleration simulator, 126 Capacita,;ce pickup, 140
Accelerometers, 137, 139, 142 Capacitor failure, 54
Accessible modular construction, 94 Capacitors;
Acoustical energy, 17, 47 fatigue failure, 70
Acoustical excitation: lead length, 71

rocket propulsion, 47 molded tubtilar, 73
turbojet aircraft, 47 mounting, 70

Acoustic energy simulators, 132 Carrier-based aircraft, 27
Acoustic power level, 19 Castings, 97
Acoustic power reference, 20 Center of gravity, 191
Adiabatic constant, 18 Center-of-gravity mounting systems,
ADP crystal accelerometer, 144 164, 189
kir damping in isolators, 117 coupling of modes, 189
Airframe flexibility, 81 decoupling of modes, 191
Air-modulated speakers, 132, 136 determining center of gravity, 191
Air transport, 46 equating natural frequencies, 193
Amplitude versus frequency plot, 157 horizontal-to-vertical-stiffness
Anechoic termination, 133 ratio of isolators, 192
Arrangement of component parts, 99 location of isolators, 189
ASA shock simulator, 121 predicting natural frequencies, 191
Auxiliary damping devices, 169 Centrifuge, 126, 160

Ceramic microphone, 137
B Ceramic-type electron tube, 63

Chassis design, 95
Barium titanate, 137 Chassis materials, 97
Barium titanate accelerometers, 144 Chassis natural frequencies:
Base-gripping clamps, 63 effect of component parts, 97
Bel, 19 relative to environment, 81
Bender accelerometer, 143 Chassis orientation, 85
Bend radii, 87 bend radii, 85
Bends in sheet metal, 85 stiffeners, 100

Bimorph-type crystal accelerometer, Chatter accelerometer, 145
143 Circuit breakers, 70

SBo)ts, 88 Clapper-type relay, 58
Bosst-ps, e shock loads, 159 Coefficient of friction, 114

Bottoming, 23 Coefficient of viscosity, 106
Bottom-mounted equipment, 179 of liquids, 107
Brackets, 104 Collimator, 138
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Combination testing, 153 Data presentation, 24
Combined environmental testing, 161 helicopters, 32
Combined environments, 161 missiles, 32
Complex motion system, 129 random vibration, 24
Component parts, 52 steady state, 24

arrangement, 99 turbojet aircraft, 27
failure, 53 Data processing, 147

Compression-type crystal accelerom- Data reduction, 147
eter, 143 electrical, 148

Condenser-type microphone, 137 mathematical, 147
Conformal coating, 78 mechanical, 147
Connectors: Data reliability, 50

failures, 54 Decibel, 19
installation, 56 Decoupling of modes of vibration, 179,

Constant: 180, 191, 197, 200
adiabatic, 18 Deflection curves, 13
spiing, 6, 164, 172 Deflection of beams, 82

Contact chatter, 59 Deflection of stiffened chassis, 102
Continuously random vibration, 154 Density, 18
Convair centrifuge, 126, 162 Developmental testing, 157
Coulomb damping, 114 Differential-transformer-type dis-
Coupled degrees of fret 10 placement pickup, 140
Coupled natural frequencies, 10 Direct-writing oscillograph, 146
Coupling of modes, 178, 179, 189, Displacement pickup, 139

194, 200 Displacement-time curves, 15
Cradle-type tube shields, 64 Double-acting isolators, 170
Crash-shock-absorber links, 177 Double amplitude, 4, 127
Critical damping values, 208 Double-side mounting systems, 194,
Crystal accelerometers, 143 coupling of modes, 194
Crystal microphones, 137 decoupling of modes, 197
Cup-type vibration isolators, 163, 168, degrees of coupling possible, 19r

169 positioning isolators, 199
Cycling rate, 152 predicting natural frequencies, 197

*Drift in isolators, 168
D Drop-type shock simulator, 122, 159

flat-spectrum, 123
Damped, single-degree-of-freedom JAN-S-44, 122

system, 204 variable-duration, 122
Damper-and-auxiliary-load spring, Dynamic vibration absorber, 118

170
Damping: E

air, 117
coulomb, 114 Electrical analogy for shock, 16
critical, 107 Electrical analogy for vibration, 11
friction, 113 Electrical analogy for viscous
hysteresis, 112 damping, 108
in rubber, 168 Electrical failure, 54
of printed circuits, 97 Electrical pickups, 138percent, 108 Electrodynamic exciter, 25, 127

Sratio, 108 Electrodynamic vibration simulator,
viscous, 105, 203 127, 147
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auxiliary table, 128 G
bungee cords, 128

Electrokinetic transducer, 137 Glyptol, 90
Electromagnetic generators, 141 Guide pins, 91
Electronic equipment rack system, 93
Electron tubes, 61 H
Energy-storing capacity, 13
Environment, 26, 174 Handling equipment, 40, 159
Equalization circuits, 131 Harmonic motion, 4
Equipment-height-to-isolator spacing, of the support, 209

187 Hat-and-post-type tube clamps, 64
Equipment mounting, 178 Helicopters, 32
Excitation attenuation, 21 High-persistence oscilloscope, 148
Excitation resistance, 22 High-speed photography, 147
Exciting frequencies, 8 Hi-impact shock simulator, 121, 159

Honeycomb construction, 97
F Horizontal-to-vertical-stifness ratio,

164, 173, 185, 186, 192, 197,
Failure, equipment, 20, 52 199
Fasteners, 88, 104 Hydraulic vibration simulator, 131
Fatigue failure, 17, 21 Hyge shock simulator, 121, 124, 160
Fatigue shock testing, 159 Hysteresis damping, 112
Fatigue vibration testing, 157
Field data, 26 I
File-drawer configuration, 93
Fixed-reference-type displacement Inclined-isolator mounting system, 201

pickup, 140 Individual mounting of equipments, 91
Flat-srectrum, drop-type shock Installation techniques, 178

simulator, 123 Integration of equipments, 91
Flexibility: Internal-reference-type displacement

airframe, 81 pickup, 141
chassis, 81, 97 Isolation, 8, 21, 23

Force-deflection curves, 13, 164, 165 Isolation region, 139
Forced vibration, 7 Isolators, 21, 23, 163

of an undamped, single-degree-of- cup-type, 163, 168, 169
freedom system, 206 damping, 116, 117

of a viscously damped, single- double-acting, 176
degree-of-freedom system, 207 drift in, 168

Force-excited, damped, single- horizontal-to-vertical stiffness
degree-of-freedom system, 210 ratio, 186

Forcing frequency, 8 linear, 144
Forming of sheet metal, 86 metal-spring, 169
Fourier analysis, 147 nonlinear, 164
Fragility level, 173 open-type, 163, 168, 169
Free-field testing, 132 rubber, 166
Free vibration, 6 selection of, 172, 178

of a single-degree-of-freedom shock, 171
system, 202 single-acting, 176

Friction damping, 113, 170 snubbers, 170,
in isolators, 116, 169 vibration, 163, 179, 180
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Mirror-galvanometer-type oscillo-
graph, 147

JAN-S-44 drop-type shock simulator, Missiles, 27, 159
122 Modes of vibration; 178

Jet engines as noise sources, 136 Modulus of elasticity of metals, 84
Motion-excited, damped, single-

L degree-of-freedom sy3tem, 211,
212

Laboratory environmental testing, 157 Mounting systems, 173, 178
Land-based aircraft, 27 center-of-gravity, 189
Latches, 104 double-side, 194
Lead failures, 54 inclined isolator, 201
Lead length, 55 over-and-under, 199
Lead-mounted capacitors, 72 underneath, 179
Lead-mounted resistors, 70 Moving-coil -modulated, compressed-
Leads, method of attachment, 56 air loudspeaker, 132, 136
Linear isolators, 164 Multi-degree-of-freedom system, 10,
Linear springs, 164 178, 215
Linear sweep curve, 153 Multiple-octave sweep testing, 152
Locknuts, 90 Mutual-inductance pickup, 140
Lockwashers, 89
Logarithmic decrement, 108 N
Logarithmic sweep curve, 152, 154
Loudspeakers as noise sources, 132 Natural frequencies, 8, 182
Lug, end support, 56 beams, 81

determination of, 179
M prediction of, 180, 191, 197, 200

rack and chassis, 81
Mader analyzer, 147 Negative acceleration, 159
Magnetic-tape recording, 147 Noise, 17, 50
Malfunction of equipment, 21 Noise simulator enclosures, 132
Mathenmatically reducing data, 147 plane-wave tubes, 132
Mean-squared-acceleration-density resonant, 132

spectrum, 25 reverberant, 132
Measurement of sound, 137 Noise simulators:
Mechanical integrator, 148 jet engines, 136
Mechanical pickups, 137, 145 loudspeakers, 132
Mechanical reducing data, 147 sirens, 132
Mesh in isolators, 169 N. 0. L. rotary-type accelerator, 125
Metal-spring isolators, 169 Nonlinear isolators, 164

air-damped, 170 Nonlinear springs, 164
auxiliary damping, 169
coil springs, 169 0
construction, 169
cup-type, 169 Open-type vibration isolators, 163,
double-acting, 171 168, 169
metal-mesh damping, 170 Optical pickups, 138
open-type, 169 Oscillographs, 146
single-acting, 170 direct-writing, 146

Microphones, 137 photographic-line-type, 146
Microwave system pickup, 140 Oscilloscopes, 146
Miniaturization, 22, 80 Over-and-under mounting systems, 199
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coupling of modes, 200 Radii of gyration, 182
decoupling of modes, 200 calculation of, 184
predicting natural frequencies, 200 Rail transport, 40

Random excitation, 153
P Random vibration, 4, 16, 149

continuously, 154
Package testers, 132 data presentation, 24
Peak-notch equalizers, 131 excitation, 129
Pendulum-type shock tester, 121 testing, 129, 153
Phon, 20 Rayleigh distribution, 16, 25, 156
Photographic-line-type oscillograph, RCA sound chamber, 136

146 Reaction-type vibration simulator, 131
Photographing shock and vibration, Recording potentiometer, 148

147 Recording vibration and shock da.ta,
Pickups, 137 146
Piezoelectric accelerometers, 143 electrically, 148
Piezoelectric-type microphone, 137 mathematically, 147
Plane of symmetry, 189 mechanically, 147
Plane progressive waves, 17 Reed gage, 145
Plane wave tubes, 132 Reed tachometer, 145Planimeter, 148 Relay failures, 54, 57

Plunger-type relays, 59 Relays:
Pneumatic vibration simulators, 132 clapper-type, 58
Portable tape-recording systems, 147 comparison of types, 58
Positive acceleration, 159 configuration, 57
Positive-drive vibration simulator, construction, 57

131 contact chatter, 59
Potted modules, 78 mounting methods, 60
Potting, 56 plunger-type, 59
Power-density spectrum, 25 rotary-type, 59
Pressure waves, 18 Reliability, 20

sound, 19 of data, 50
variation, 18 Resistor failure, 54

Printed circuits, damping of, 97 Resistors:
Printed wiring boards, 74 fatigue failure, 70

conformal coating, 73 lead length, 70
microminiature construction, 79 mounting, 70
stiffening of, 78 Resonance buildup, 152

Progressive-wave sound, 17 Resonant chambers, 132, 134
Progressive-wave testing, 132 Resonant frequeticy of a viscously
Proof-of-design tests, 156 damped system, 109
Proof-of-workmanship tests, 156 Resonant frequency testing, 151

Restricting sleeve, 56
Q Reverberant enclosures, 132, Rigid mounting, 22

Quality-control tests, 156 Rivets, 88
Quartz crystal accelerometer, 144 Rocket propulsion, 47

R~ocket Wleds, 125, 160
R Roller tracks, 91

Rotary acceleratoi-, 125, 160Rack design, 91 Rotary switches, 70

Rack natural frequencies, 81 Rotary-type relay, 59
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Rubber for isolators, 164, 166, 168 Simulators, noise:
Rubber isolators, 166 air-modulated speakers, 132, 136

construction, 168 loudspeakers, 132
damping, 168 sirens, 132

Simulators, shock:
S American Standards Association, 121

drop-type, 122, 159
Sand-drop shock simulator, 121 flat-spectrum, drop-type, 123
Screws, 88 hi-impact, 121, 159
Seismic-mass pickups, 142 Hyge, 121, 124
Selection of isolators, 172 JAN-S-44, 122

desired natural frequency, 172 long-duration, 125
environment, 174 rocket sled,- 125
fragility level, 173 rotary accelerator, 125
mounting system, 173 sand-drop, 121, 122
spring constant, 172 variable-duration, drop-type, 122
type of aircraft, 174 Simulators, vibration, 127
weight of equipment, 172 bounce testers, 132

Semisinusoidal acceleration of sup- electrodynamic, 127
port, 13 hydraulic, 131

SemisinusoidaW acceleration pulse, 14 package testers, 132
Sheet metal: pneumatic, 132

bend radii, 85 positive-drive, 131
forming, 86 reaction-type, 131

Shield-type tube clamps, 64 Single-acting isolators, 170
Shipping environment, 159 Single-degree-of-freedom system, 6,
Shock. 202, 203, 204, 209

air transport, 46 Sinusoidal excitation, 153, 156
data, 24 Sinusoidal excitation testing, 155
definition, 3, 4 Sinusoidal vibration testing, 150, 154
electrical analogy for, 15 Sinusoids, 154
freight cars, 44 Sirens, 132
handling, 40, 40 Six-degree-of-freedom - . 078,
helicopters, 32 215
missiles, 27 S-N curve, 156, 157
protective devices, 163 Snubbers, 170
pulse, 13, 24 Soldering, 56
simulators, 121 Sone, 20
spectra, 25, 27, 158 Sound, 17
testing, 158 intensity, 19
theory, 12 measurement, 137
transportation, 40 power, 19
trucks, 40 pressure, 19
turbojet aircraft, 27 propagation, 18

Shock isolators: velocity, 18
characteristics, 172 waves, 17
construction, 171 'Sound intensity reference, 21)

Shock spectrum method of defining Sound pressure reference, 20
shock severity, 158 Sound pressure transducers, 137

Silicone fluids, 106 Source suppression, 21
Silicone rubber in isolators, 167 Specification M[L-S-4456 (USAF), 123
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Spherical wavie fronts, 18, 133 shock, 158
Spring constant, 6, 164, 172, 197 sine-wave, 156
Spring flexibility, 6 sinusoidal excitation, 155
Spring rate, 164 sinusoidal vibration, 150, 154
Spring stifiness, 6 steady-state, single-frequency, 154
Stabilizers, 177, 188 sweep-frequency, 151
Standard tests,. 150 ultimate-strength-shock, 159
Standing waves, 133 ultimate-strength,-vibration, 157
Standing-wave tubes, 134 Test procedures, 150
Steady-state acceleration simulator, Tests, standard, 150

126 Toggle switches, 70
Steady-state, single-frequency tests, Total excursion, 127

154 Transformers:
Steady-state vibration, 3, 4 construction, 69

data presentation, 24 failure, 58
Stiffeners in chassis, 100 mounting, 69
Stiffness of structures, 82 terminals, 69
Strain-gage accelerometers, 143 Transient vibrations, 24
Strain-gage transducers, 137 Transistors:
Stress concentrations, 85 failure, 65

screw heads, 89 flat-button types, 67
welding, 88 mounting, 66, 79

Stroboscopic light source, 138 Transmissibility, 7, 8
Subminiature tubes, 64 .urve, 140
Support accelerations, 12 for viscously damped system, 109
Support flexibility in a motion-excited maximum, 111

system, 212 Transportation, 40, 49, 159
Sweep-frequency testing, 151 Truck transport, 40
Sweep ra.e, 152 Tube failures, 54, 61
Switches, 70 Tubes, 61

base-gripping clamps, 63
T ceramic-type, 63

construction, 61

Tape-recording systems, 147 cradle-type shields, 64
Temperature effects, 48 hat-and-post type clamps, 64
Terminal-peak sawtooth acceleration malfunction, 61

pulse, 161 mounting methods, 63
Terminals, 74 new designk, 63

knurling, 74 shields, 64
swaging, 74 shield-type clamps, 64

Testing, 150 subminiature, 64
combined environmental, 153, 161 Turbojet aircraft, 26
developmental, 157 acoustical excitation, 47

Sfatigue (shock), 159 shock, 27
fatigue (vibration), 157 vibration, 26 Ilaboratory environmental, 157 Two-degree-of-freedom system, 213

multiple-octave-sweep, 152
proof-of-design, 156 U
proof-of -workmancbip, 156random-excitation, 154 Ultimata-strength shock tests, 159

random-vibration, 153 Ultimate-strength vibration tests, 157
resonant-frequency, 151 Uncoupled degrees of freedom, 10
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Uncoupled natural frequencies, 10 random, 4, 16, 149
Undamped, single-degree-of-freedom simulators, 127

system, 202, 206, 209 single-degree-of-freedom system, 6
Underneath mounting systems, 164, steady-state, 3, 4

179 teLting, 150
coupling of modes, Ji9 theory, 4
decoupling of modes, 180 transportation, 4
predicting natural frequencies, 180 trucks, 42
use of stabilizers, 188 turbojet aircraft, 26

white-noise, 4
V Vibrographs, 145

VibromEters, 145
Vacuum tubes, 61 Viscosity, 105
Variable-duration, drop-type shock Viscous damping, 105

simulator, 122 Viscously damped system, 203
Variable-inductance accelerometer, forced vibration of, 207

142
Velocity pickups, 139, 141 W
Vented air sacs, 169
Vibration: Wave analyzer, 148, 155 -

air transport, 46 Wave fronts:
data, 24 plane progressive, 17
definitiora, 3 spherical, 18
electrical analogy for, 11 Welding, 88
forced, 7 White-noise excitation, 155
free, 6 White-noise vibration, 155
freight cars, 44 Wire flexibility:
handling, 40, 46 insulated, 55
helicopters, 32 materials and construction, 55
isolation, 8 method of attachment, 56
isolators, 163, 179, 180 stranded, 55
meters, 146 termination, 56
missiles, 27
multi-degree-of-freedom system, Z

10
protective devices, 16S Zirconate, 137
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